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PROLOGUE
May it please Your Excellency, it is our pleasure to present for your scrutiny and action
the Final Report of the Inquiry which Your Excellency commissioned.
We tender our collective thanks for giving us the opportunity to serve our country in this
---:adventurc:--To---:rou-Sir;-uurgralitrn:te-IB-unbournred:--our-coliectiVefiope is.....,..th_a...,..t_o_u_r_,_ _ _ __
Report vindicates its existence and that posterity would so confirm. It would be a matter
of even greater satisfaction for us should posterity impress its imprimatur on the essence
of our findings. We would be even more satisfied should our findings be acted upon
with deliberate haste where possible. We would recommend the service on all interested
parties copies of this Report. While time did not allow our research to be as exhaustive
as we would have liked yet we submit that, for Historians and others, this report may
well be best exordium in their academic or professional endeavours.
Our gratitude is extended to the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of the Presidency,
Department of Public Service. His choice of personnel was superb. He facilitated us
with personnel who also deserve our encomiums.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Commission oflnquiry (COI) was established with broad terms of reference and a
short tune-frame m Wliicli to address them. Despite our best intentions a number of areas
which require more detailed enquiry have only been noted, hopefully to be addressed
subsequently by the relevant organizations and people.
Satisfying all shades of opinion was not the goal the COi set for itself. Rather we would
prefer to think that the expectations of all of the different sets of people affected by the
tragedy have been met in some measure. That in itself is a tall order entailing a Report
that was truthful and assuring; that identified causes; that proposed preventative
measures; that contained guidance for policy-makers; that proposed reforms to make
prisons in Guyana safer and healthy places for inmates to serve out their sentences, and
conducive for the Guyana Prison Service (GPS) officers to maintain professional
standards.
The Report of the Commission sets out to the best of our ability the events and their
consequences that led to the deaths of seventeen inmates of the Camp Street Prison. This
involved piecing together conflicting evidence, sifting facts from conjecture,
speculating on gaps in the evidence of witnesses drawn from the two main protagonists
in this tragedy - the inmates of Camp Street prison and members of the Joint Services but also encompassing, the Guyana Prison Service, the Guyana Fire Service and the
Guyana Police Force.
Establishing the sequence of events was generally achievable more readily than
assessing responsibility and assigning blame for the tragedy. With regard to the
sequence of events, the COI is confident it can piece together what occurred with a
reasonable degree of confidence. The exception to this general statement would be with
respect to efforts to open the jammed lock on the door of the cell-block, where assigning
responsibility for what went wrong is more complex.
To the extent that the prisoners set the fires and robustly resisted efforts by the GPS to
put them out, created the conditions in which it was not possible to unlock the cell door.
Unpalatable as it is to assign blame to the dead, some of them at least, along with a
number of survivors, must be assigned the immediate responsibility for the deaths that
occurred. Whether the decision of refusing to come out of the cell block in reaction to
the man-handling of Collis Collison was justified; whether it was forced on the majority
by ring-leaders; whether it was a justified fear or a pretext to prolong the disturbance,
are issues the Commission could not resolve. Although the COi began taking evidence
promptly, sufficient time had elapsed for settled versions of events to be agreed on by
both sides.
While responsibility for the tragedy must be shared, 'though not equally, between
prisoners and staff involved in the immediate events, the COi examined the larger
context in which it occurred. Moreover, in assigning blame, insufficient attention has

been paid to the valiant attempts by prisoners in the nearby block to save the trapped
prisoners. Camp Street is not populated only by hardened criminals. Unrest amongst
prisoners tends to generate fear of other inmates more than fear of the staff.
The COI received cn;Jibie account lhai daily lifo in.Camp.Street prison is indescrib11hly
harsh. Prisoners spend most of their day in spaces which are occupied by three, four and
five times more people than they intended to accommodate. Roaches, centipedes, lice
and rats flourish. Blocked toilet areas in cells overflow. The Commission heard of men
trying in the night to get to the toilet areas, stepping on sleeping prisoners, falling over
others, causing fights. As the prison population increases, internal mobility in the prison
decreases. A chronically under-strength staff, the majority of whom are female, are
outnumbered, rehabilitation activities are suspended and irunates remain locked down.
Almost on a daily basis a group leaves the prison early in the morning to search for
firewood for the prison kitchens!
Information provided to the COI by the GPS shows some sixty percent of prisoners
living in these conditions have not been found guilty of any crime, who in theory, enjoy
a presumption of innocence. They are remand prisoners, the responsibility of the
Judiciary, not the GPS, who has no discretion to refuse to take them.
In addition to the Judiciary, the Commission learnt of other Agencies with statutory
responsibilities to support the prison system failing in their supporting role. Attorneysat-law are rarely seen in the prison assisting remand prisoners to get to trial. Over the
past ten years, an average of only seven prisoners per year have been released by the
Parole Board. The Ministry of Health, which has the power to demand the release of
prisoners on health grounds offer minimal services to the prison despite a sizeable
component of mentally ill, HIV positive and drug substance-addicted prisoners.
Even a cursory exposure to this context is sufficient to dismiss the notion that the
responsibility for the tragic events can be restricted to the actions of prisoners and prison
staff at the time they occurred.
Despite their contributory role in creating and sustaining these appalling conditions as
both a workplace and a place of detention, in their inter-actions with the Commission
the associated Agencies displayed no sense of shared accountability or responsibility.
Members of the Guyana Bar Association utilized the COI for media self-promotion at
every opportunity. Their efforts to demean the COI in the public mind, however, is of
less consequence than that they did nothing to either enhance the image of the profession
or the work of the Commission.
The COI is recommending creation of a High Level Committee focused solely on
reducing the cancer of over-crowding, along with a range of ancillary recommendations
to improve the engagement of key agencies and to strengthen the professional capacity
of the GPS to respond to !ts divPr5e challenges. The Commission is calling on His
Excellency President Granger to ensure that sufficient momentum and political authority
is vested in implementing our Recommendations and in a year's time to order a review
of their effectiveness.

Terms of Reference
Commission of Inquiry
The President of Guyana has commissioned an inquiry to probe into the disturbances
and resultant deaths of 18 prisoners at the Camp Street Prisons, Georgetown on the
morning of the 3rd of March, 2016 and any other subsequent disturbances.
WHEREAS, it is the opinion of HIS EXCELLENCY, The President that such an
inquiry into the disturbances would be for public welfare.
The Commission has been constituted for the following purpose:
"to enquire into all the circumstances surrounding the death of eighteen
(18) Prisoners from the Camp Street Prison, Georgetown on the
morning of Thursday 3rd of March, 2016, to report the findings and
conclusions to the Ministry of Public Security and to make
recommendations on any action that should be taken to avoid a
recurrence"
Terms of Reference
(I) The Inquiry will investigate, examine and report on:
•

The causes, circumstances and conditions that led to the disturbance on
the morning of the 3rd of March, 2016 that resulted in the death of 18
Prisoners and any other subsequent disturbances at the Camp Street
Prisons, Georgetown.

•

Inquire into the nature of all injuries sustained by the Prisoners during
the disturbances on the morning of the 3rd of March, 2016 and any other
subsequent disturbances.

•

Determine whether the conduct of the staff of the Guyana Plisons Service
who were on duty on the morning of the 3rd ofMarch, 2016 and thereafter
was in conformity with the Standard Operating Procedures of the Guyana
Prison Service.

•

Determine whether the deaths of the 18 prisoners was a result of the
negligence, abandonment of duty, disregard of instructions, inaction of
the Prison Officers who were on duty on the night of the 2nd of March,
2016 and the morning of the 3rd of March, 2016.
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(2)

Recommendations

Th;,; Commission sbll muke comprch(".nsive recommendations to ensure the
safety of the prisons.
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(3)

Examine and make findings and recommendations to improve the
physical infrastructure of the prisons;
The existing security arrangements in respect of the custody,
management and control of prisoners.
The appropriate treatment of prisoners in compliance with legal and
other requirements.
To prevent a rectmence of any such disturbances.

Rules of Procedure

(i}

The Inquiry must consider the views of stakeholders including:
•
•
•
•
•

Staff of the Prisons and their Unions;
Members of the Judiciary;
Prisoners accommodated within the Camp Street Prisons
Staff of the Ministry of Public Health and the Ministry of
Social Protection;
Any other stakeholders the Inquiry deem appropriate.

(ii)

This comm1ss1on shall render its report, findings and
recommendations to the Minister of Public Security by the 28th of
March. 2016 or such other date as the Minister of Public Security
shall determine.

(iii)

This Inquiry shall be conducted continually at the Conference Room
of the Department of Public Service, Ministry of the Presidency, 164
Waterloo Street, South Cummingsburg and in such other places as
the Chairman may determine.

(iv)

The Inquiry shall be held in public, with reservation nevertheless to
the Commissioners to exclude and person/ persons if they deem fit
for the due conduct of the Inquiry, the preservation of Order or for
any other reason.

( v)

The Commission shall commence work on the 7th day of March, 2016
and the Chairman shall take appropriate steps to ensure that the
Commission complete its work and submit its report within the
aforesaid time.

(vi)

The Chairman and one other Commissioner shall constitute a
quorum.

(vii)

Subject to the above, this Commission shall establish and regulate its
own procedures for the conduct of the Inquiry and shall be governed
oy the aroresaid prov1s10ns of the-constitution of Guyana, -the
Commissions of Inquiry Act , Chapter 19:03 , the High Court Act ,
Chapter 3:01 and any other Laws enabling.

--~-

GIVEN under my hand as the
President of the Cooperative Republic
of Guyana, at Georgetown, Guyana,
this 7tti day of March, 2016.

The President

II

-

-------,f
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THE INQUIRY PROCESS
On March 7th. 2016, afler n::cciving thu Instrument appointing the Commissioners oL_
the Commission oflnquiry into the Disturbances and Resultant Deaths of seventeen ( 17)
Prisoners at the Camp Street Prison, Georgetown, on March 3rd, 2016, the Commission
oflnquiry held its first meeting (March 8th., 2016) to discuss its scope of operations and
working method as summarised below.
PHASE ONE - What Happened and How Did It Happen

The focus of the first phase was on the perceived cause of events leading up to the fires,
the deaths of the inmates and the actions taken to assist the victims. Commissioners
began listening to and examining testimonies of prisoners from Thursday, March 10th.
and continued doing so with assistance of the COi Counsel from March 14th,
notwithstanding the number of interventions and applications by the Guyana Bar
Association for standing with "full pmiicipation" and calls for adjournment of sittings
of the Commission.
The sequencing of testimony following on the grouping of inmates was inten-upted due
to the depmiure of the Counsel of the Joint Services on an overseas commitment.
Hearings of members of the Fire Service and Police Force in attendance during the
disturbances followed. It was considered important for this phase to begin as soon as
possible to avoid the submergence of personal recall into a common nan-ative.

PHASE TWO - What Happened That Ought Not To Have Happened

Prison preparedness was the chief focus of this phase with a forensic scrutiny upon the
protocols of prison preparedness with strict observance of the Standing Operating
Procedures. This was deemed necessary to test the information from the attesting
prisoners. This phase required access to Log Books, Incidents Books, Complaints
Registers, General Sanitation Occurrence Book, Staff Attendance Book, Front Gate
Occurrence Book, Dietary Occurrence Book, Inspection of Meals Journal and other
similar evidence. It was envisaged that this documentary evidence would enable a better
comprehension of any build-up of grievances or complaints about searches for illegal
items, use of force, transfer of prisoners to different wings and segregation and suchlike
in order to identify any patterns.
PHASE THREE - \Vhat Did Not Happen Which Ought To Have Happened

The focus of the third area of inquiry related to the adequacy of support services crucial
to the prison service performance of its duties. These services involve primarily:
•

The Judiciary & Magistracy;

•

Ministry of Health

•
•

Probation Services
Parole Board

•

Visiting Committees

AWARENESS
The Official Gazette 8th. March, 2016 Legal Supplement B announced the aim of the
Commi.')SiOU-of_Inqi..iir¥r-stating-th@4'~rms--af.-Referenee,Reeemmenclations-and-Rulcs--

of Procedure. (Annex 1) The Commission was empowered to establish and regulate its
own procedures for the conduct of the Inquiry, governed by the provisions of the
Constitution of Guyana the Commissions oflnquiry Act Chapter 19:03, the High Court
Act, Chapter 3:01 and any other Laws enabling.
The Commission placed a Notice of Invitation, in all newspapers of general circulation,
on two occasions over a two-week period, inviting interested parties to submit written
and verbal testimony and evidence which would assist in the examination of the issues
referred to. A public call was also made in this regard at the first Press Conference of
the Commission. A public 'drop-box' was also placed from March 8th. at the
administrative office of the Commission.

APPEARANCES
The Commission requested written statements from all surviving inmates from the
specific division of the Prison as well as from a sample of other affected inmates from
other divisions who were in a position to witness the disturbances.
Willing members of the Joint Services, affected by and involved in preventative
exercises in protecting lives and further damage to the Prison's property and
infrastructure, were also requested to give written statements. A number of relevant
reports and visual materials which the Commission requested at the outset from the
Prison Service and Joint Services were received.
The Commission requested of the Director of Prisons that measures be put in place to
minimize or prevent any perceived or real threats or victimization of inmates who were
called to testify or indicated willingness to testify.
Four independent co-counsel applied for and were granted standing to attend the interest
of inmates in the Georgetown Prisons, namely Mr. Dexter Todd, Mr. Melvin Duke and
Ms. Mitra All with him, and Ms. Joan Mars on behalf of named clients and Mr.
Christopher Ram and Mr. Glenn Hanoman, representing the Guyana Bar Association.
One independent counsel had standing with an Associate to attend the interest of the
Joint Services. They were Mr. Selwyn Pieters and Mr. Eusi Anderson respectively.
The Commissioners made a visit to the locus in quo on Tuesday the 81h day of March,
2016 from 17 .00 hrs to approximately 19 .00 hrs. There was a return visit to the locus in
quo by the Commission, staff, counsel and journalists on Tuesday, the l 31h day of March,
2016. These provided a purposeful context by interested stakeholders as to the area and
magnitude of the tragedy.

By week ending March 11, 2016, support staff - COI Secretary Research/IT I Audio/
General and transcribers were in place.
The Secretary organised the register of all written testimonies and materials being
received by lheCommission,as well as arrangements forsafe storage of these mflterials,
in addition to 'Confidentiality Undertaking' Statements for the return of materials,
including videos, made available to Counsel.
Two research assistants were tasked with compiling all the major reviews and strategic
plans on the Prison Service as well as aiiicles, letters, cmioons, and other relevant
information surrounding the recent prison disturbances and public hearings from the
four local press as well as news articles from three internet services. In addition, they
completed a Matrix on initiatives taken by the GPS and the Ministry of Public Security
(Home Affairs) based on the various recommendations made over the years with respect
to alleviating problems at the Camp Street and other prisons. They also assisted in
researching what other policy and or legislation exist with respect to witness protection,
apart from its reference in the COI Act.
The Commissioners encouraged a programme in place of grief counsellors to help
address the psychosocial needs arising from the trauma as a result of this tragic incident.
The likelihood of psychosomatic injury to the inmates, their families and officers of the
prison service needed to be explored. Counsellors were drawn from medical
practitioners from the Ministry of Health and the private sector on a voluntary and probono basis.
The Commissioners conducted their first press briefing on the 9th. of March, 2016 at
the venue of the public hearings - the Conference Room of the Depaiiment of Public
Service (formerly Public Service Ministry), 146 Waterloo Street, Georgetown. The
times of daily Hearings were announced as between the hours of l 0.00 hours and 14.00
hours.
The Commission, at the time with assistance from the Liaison Officer from the Office
of the President, ensured that fifty (50) copies of the Press Statement were duplicated
and distributed to members of the media and public in attendance.
The key messages of the Commission's Statement focused on the areas of the Inquiry,
the strncture of the intended report and the conduct of the inquiry. It was emphasised
that the purpose of a public inquiry is to establish the facts of a particular event and
make recommendations to the government. It cannot make a legal finding of guilt or
liability, nor can it force the government to act according to its advice. Public inquiries
are not courts of law. They have no determinal nor sanctional jurisdiction. In addition,
the Commission stated its wish to conduct as much as possible of the inquiry in a public
manner. However, it noted the Commission's duty to protect persons who appear before
the Commis"inn who may, hy virtue of their circumstances, be vulnerable either to
stigma, retaliation or vindictiveness as a result of their appearance. and indicated that
the Commission would take whatever measures, including in camera testimony, to
ensure all witnesses may confidently tell their story in as full a measure as they wish.

The Commission was guided by the Procedural Rules of the Commission of Inquiry to
Inquire into and Report on the Circumstances Surrounding the Death in an Explosion
of the Late Dr. Walter Rodney on the Thirteenth Day of June One Thousand Nine
Hundred and Eighty at Georgetown, issued in April 2014.

The need was recognized for the appointment of a Press Officer as vital to the
Commissioners' interface with the Public but no such appointment was made.

EXTENSION OF TIME

The Commission oflnquiry was gazetted to conclude on the 28 111 day of March, 2016,
and later extended to May 31st., 2016.
In its Preliminary Report to the President at the end of March, 2016, the Commission
stated: "ft is the view of the Commissioners that this public inquiry should display a
degree offairness that would inspire confidence in the outcome. Consequently, while
counsel is afforded some latitude in their cross-examination, the result is that longitude
infiltrates and brevity is at a premium. It follows that the prognosis of a speedy end of
the inquiry, all things being equal, cannot at the moment properly be assessed"
The Commission completed fifty-three (53) individual Hearings and rounds of
consultations on May 13, 2016. It also received five (5) written submissions.

INTRODUCTION
The belief that incarceration protects the society and deters crime is so well established
in Guyana, as in most countries, that nowhere in Guyanese statutes has it been felt
ne,cessary to state the purpose 'thafprisons· are "iiltended t6"1terve~ Art equally strong conviction sees crime as a deliberate choice of persons who indulge their criminal
tendencies and therefore deserve to be punished. The notion that choice and
responsibility might be socially induced holds much less sway in this society, thereby
marginalizing the idea that socially rehabilitating offenders should be the central
purpose of the prison experience. People with this mind-set are less likely to be disturbed
by the idea that de-humanizing conditions of prison should be a source of public
concern.
Societal disinterest in any approach to crime other than to isolate and punish offenders
permeates all dimensions of the penal system, generating widespread public apathy
towards the conditions of prisons. An extension of popular disinterest in the welfare of
prisoners is the status accorded the Guyana Prison Service (GPS) as the least prestigious
of the Disciplined Services. This is reflected in low levels of remuneration and
conditions of service, less rigorous training programmes, poorer quality housing and
benefits for officers, less opportunities to further their education, significantly less
teclmical resources to carry out the work of the GPS and working conditions that suffer
from all the ills associated with over-crowding in prison. Rather than create conditions
which would attract a more ambitious range of applicants to the GPF, thereby raising
levels of professionalism from within, the practice is becoming institutionalized of
seconding members of the Guyana Police Force (GPF) and the Guyana Defence Force
(GDF) to senior positions within the Guyana Prison Service.
The relationship of other agencies to the prison system fmiher reflects the low prestige
in which this service in held. The judiciary and magistracy, specifically, given its direct
responsibility for the indefensible levels of over-crowding must bear particular
responsibility for the events under examination. Prisoners on remand constitute twothirds of the inmates of Camp Street prison i.e. two-thirds of the persons who have a
claim on the presumption of innocence spend years in intolerable conditions. Both arms
of the Administration of Justice, the Bench and the Bar, have failed those detained in
prison.
Creating a Commission of Inquiry into the deaths and destruction in Camp Street was
the forseeable reaction to an event of this nature. The intention, as with Inquiries into
jail breaks or other unusually dismptive events in prison, is to identify and correct
weaknesses in the system and aim for higher levels of delivery of prison services in the
future. Over the past two decades, however, a virtually continuous stream of Reports
have emerged from Inquiries, Commission, Committees and expert consultants all
iiiakirlg rem:irbb!y similar recommendations. The 111~jor challenge, therefore. is not
only identifying the steps that should be taken to avoid repetition of the tragic events in
the Georgetown Prison which occurred in early March resulting in the deaths of
seventeen prisoners, but also to recommend how to ensure that political support for

implementation of recommendations does not wane when the issue disappears from the
front page of newspapers.
The State spends an estimated 0$334,617. per prisoner each year, that is 0$920. per
day on each prisoner, according to the Strategic Plan 2010-2015. Per capita cost is
rnived-ai--by-diviillflg-the--tetal-Gper-ati-ng--Gost-findttding-ove1l1eads]-by-tlre-tota1
Prisoner Population for the relevant year. This figure should only be regarded as
indicative since facilities as well as basic prisoners' needs are not adequately met (SP,
Sept. 2010). A more inclusive and up-to-date calculation (based on government
calculation including costs of transporting prisoners) submitted to the COI in a written
submission by prisoners provided a figure of 0$485,000. per prisoner per year or
0$1,329. (General Issues & Concerns Affecting Inmate Population at the Georgetown
Prison, March 31, 2016)
On the other hand, recidivism has apparently increased by over 100% (SP, 20101),
indicating not only a waste of taxpayer dollars but also the need for a more
comprehensive and structured partnership within the wider justice system.
The over-riding theme emerging at all stages of this Inquiry is the pervasive manner in
which over-crowding in prison undermines all facets of prison life.
The submission to the COI of the Officer-in-Charge of Camp Street prison contained
statistical information on over-crowding as measured by international construction
standards (ICS) for security areas in prisons. According to these standards Camp Street
prison, given that the 'Brick' prison is under construction and the two landings of the
Woods are out of order, ought to house a maximum of 531 prisoners. As at 2016/02/29
the Georgetown Prison housed 979 inmates which is estimated to be 448/ 84% over the
maximum accommodation capacity.
When the prison population is distributed over the twenty-one separate divisions that
house prisoners, the reality of over-crowding is more readily appreciated. Of the 979
detainees, 55 are living in dormitories five times smaller than the recommended ICS
prescribed for that number; 61 are living in areas four times smaller than the respective
ICS; 123 are living in areas three times smaller than the recommended standard; 311 are
living in spaces two and a half times smaller than the recommended areas and 205 are
living in areas half the recommended size. In over-all terms, only 79 of the 979 inmates
live in areas that meet international standards with respect to space. Almost half of
inmates (4 7%) are living in enclosed spaces with three times as many people as is
recommended for minimum standards of physical and mental health, to say nothing of
human dignity.
In addition to the above calculations, which refer only to the physical dimensions of the
confined spaces, considerations of air, light, absence of regular running water and
inadequate waste disposal facilities need to be taken into account. Food quality
deteriorates as the prison budget stretches to cover more meals than originally
calculated; personal hygiene of prisoners deteriorates. As the problem get worse,
inmates spend more and more time locked down in these harsh conditions, unable to
move to work stations, recreational facilities, educational classes and other activities
- - - - - - - - ( 13
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because such activities are sacrificed to the need of overworked prison officers to
complete the basic tasks of supervising meals and ablution schedules.
The combination of over-crowded, uncomfortable and unhygienic confinement are ideal
conditions-for cpidcmks; for gangs to prospci:and toprnp;;igatc discontent
Reducing numbers in prison to manageable levels is the single most important priority
for establishing safe, humane and purposeful prisons. For this reason, despite the array
of ancillary issues to be addressed the Recommendations of the Commission's Report
focus on the problem of overcrowding and its perverse effects throughout the prison
system. As Guyana celebrates its 50th. Independence Anniversary, a more radical shift
away from the plantation mentality of control and contain is imperative.

PART 1:
\VHAT HAPPENED AND HOW DID IT HAPPEN BETWEEN MARCH zNo TO
4n1, 2016

As a part of the Joint Services' posture for enhancing the security of the Georgetown
Prison and by extension public safety, a Joint Services' search was conducted at the
Prison on Tuesday, March 2rd 2016 during the hours of 13:45 hrs -17:00 hrs. Members
of the Guyana Police Force and Prison Officers were responsible for carrying out the
searches on the prisoners and their accommodation. The buildings searched were:
Capital A, Capital B, Capital C, Old Capital Strong Cell 1 and 2 and Chalet. Prisoners
were extracted from their various divisions with their belongings and searched before
entering an enclosed meshed holding area called the 'cage' in the western section of the
compound. The exercise concluded about 17:00 without any major incident. See
Appendix 1 for list of items found and confiscated during the search on that day.
According to evidence led by the Officer-in-Charge of the Georgetown Prison, Mr.
Kevin Pilgrim, Senior Superintendent of Prisons (ag), he went to the New Capital Block
A which housed sixty-eight (68) untried prisoners early in the evening after the search.
This was in response to complaints made by a number of prisoners that their properties
left in the Division were mishandled during the search. A number of them also began to
complain in relation to their trial delays and police investigations among other concerns.
He spoke with the prisoners indicating that the next day he will address the issues of
concern raised by them.
At approximately 21 :25 hrs on the said night Prison Officer Tucker testified that he saw
fire behind the Capital A Division and raised an alarm. Duty Officer, Chief Officer 0.
Romulus responded. The Operation Room was informed and the Joint Services Standard
Operational Procedures for Fires were activated. The Fire Department, Senior Prison
Officials, Guyana Police Force and Guyana Defence Force were informed accordingly.
Duty Officer Romulus on investigating from the prisoners why the fire was lit, the
prisoners responded 'we want back we weed and we mattic' (cellphone). He further
stated that he heard the prisoners communicating with some persons on the road and
heard them saying 'deh treating us bad in hay and we in hay and aint getting justice, we
deh hay long years and cant get trials and the prison authorities say de cant do anything
for us, de giving us hog wash for eat in hay'.

The lights were taken off from the Capital A and Capital B divisions. However the
prisoners in Capital B Division were not aggressive as those in Capital A.
The Fire Service arrived at approximately 21 :35 hrs and began extinguishing the several
small fires lit by the prisoners outside of the division as well as inside of the Division.
Members of the Guyana Police an-ived and manned the inner cordon while members of
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the Guyana Defence Force manned the outer cordons of the Georgetown Prison. The
arrival time was confirmed by inspections of the fire service log books/Journal. The
quick response by the Fire Service can be attributed to the time the emergency call was
made and having less traffic on the Road.

Members of the Prison and Fire Services testified that the prisoners did not only protest
in the form oflighting fires but also provokingly abused, threatened, assaulted and threw
substances (liquidified faeces mixed with urine, hot sauce) on them. Firemen testified
that the prisoners abused them for putting out the fires. The Officer-in-Charge Mr.
Pilgrim came back to the division and spoke with the prisoners but they were
unresponsive. Assistant Superintendent of Prison, Mr. Kelvin Hudson, who was trying
to calm the prisoners during their disruptive behaviour was wounded when a prisoner
pushed a sharpened instrument through the ventilation bars of the dormitory and
wounded him on his hand. The prevailing situation was highly toxic and threatening to
the members of the Joint Services.
Six prisoners residing in the Capital A Division were identified as ringleaders.
The situation returned to some level of normalcy at approximately 01 :30hrs. on March
3rd, 2016.
Below is a photograph of the New Capital Block which has the following divisions:
Capital A, Capital B on the first floor, and Capital C, Strong Cells 2 and Chalet on the
ground floor. The Chalet houses prisoners displaying unusual behavior.

March 3rd 2016
Consequent to disturbances that occurred on the night of the 2nd March, the Commission
learnt that the Director of Prisons (ag) Mr. Carl Grahame briefed ranks some of whom
came from other Prison locations at a meeting held at the Georgetown Prison Officers'
Sports Club at approximately 08:30 hrs. He directed that prisoners located in Capital A
must be taken from the division and searched, and checks made to verify any structural
damage to the building. The Prisons Task Force was also directed to extract identified
ring leaders from the search lines.
According to Chief Officer, Peter Barker, who was the Duty Officer on the day in
question, all divisions were fed breakfast except the New Capital A Block as it was
expected to feed them in the Dining Hall. Chief Officer testified that he went to the
Capital A Division accompanied by other ranks at approximately 10:35 hrs. He told the
prisoners to pack up their belongings for a search. Trade Instructor Owen Charles who
was detailed to work the division tried to open the door of Capital A Block but it was
futile as something locked the door from the inside. The Officer-in-Charge, Mr. Kevin
Pilgrim, was informed and he came to the Division. He spoke with the prisoners in the
Capital A Block. He advised them to release the door. Mr. Pilgrim indicated that a
prisoner came up to door and did something to it. He then moved back and told Mr.
Pilgrim he can try the key now. The key was used again and the door was easily opened.
The prisoners in Capital A were then ordered to leave the division in batches of five
with all their belongings so that they can be searched downstairs. The orderliness of this
operation was put into disorder when two prisoners identified as ring-leaders were
extracted from the line of prisoners being searched. Prisoner Steve Allicock was the first
prisoner extracted after being searched by the Prisons Task Force. According to
witnesses, there was little resistance from Allicock as he was escorted to the Reception
Office in the administrative building. The situation did not provoke any prolong hostility
by prisoners. However, when Collis Collison aka 'Juvenile' was extracted from the line
after being searched, he resisted and he had to be subdued to the ground and bodily lifted
to the Reception Office. See Appendix 2 for Reference List: Disc A. showing prisoner
Collison being subdued. The prisoner indicated that as he was being taken to the
Recepfion Office he spoke with Mr. Gladwin Samuels, the Deputy Director of Prisons
(ag) who had just entered the prison compound requesting to see him. Mr. Samuels
indicated that he will speak with him later. Mr. Samuels had just returned from an
official visit to the Mazaruni Prison on the instructions of the Director of Prison.
During the time Allicock and Collison were extracted, prisoner Shaka Mckenzie who is
located in the Capital A alerted the prisoners in the Capital A Block as to what was going
on with the prisoners. He began to act uncontrollably, threatening to shoot the officers.
Other prisoners in the block also became enraged by his inciting remarks. They then
began throwing liquid substances on officers on the landing of the division some of
which burned officers' faces and other body parts. ASP Hudson who was supervising
that operation at the Division began speaking to the prisoners trying to calm them. But
prisoner McKenzie was unresponsive, most vocal, abusive and threatening. From
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evidence led, a number of prisoners in the dormitory began to charge the door with what
appeared to be sharpened instruments. ASP Hudson immediately ordered Mr. Holligan
to lock the door of the Capital A Division before the prisoners rush out as noted in his
testimony 'I instructed Cadet Officer Holligan to lock the door being that he and I were
closest to the entrance and. r·
of IJoth 0Ci1s aria along the· other ranks·· in dose··
proximity under my command meeting their demise at the hands of these inmates'.
Cadet Officer Holligan who was one of additional officers from the Timehri Prison
pulled in the door but was unable to lock same door due to unfamiliarity with the keys.
Prison Officer Lyken who is familiar with keys then took the keys and locked the door.
A total of twenty-five (25) prisoners remained in the dormitory.

fear

At this juncture prisoners from Capital A began to poke at the officers with long
sharpened instruments made from the frames of the metal beds through the ventilation
bars. They continued to throw substances on them. Sounds were also heard emanating
from the Division as ifthe dividing wall of the A and B Block was being broken through
by force. The violent nature demonstrated by the prisoners caused the Officer-in-Charge
Mr. Kevin Pilgrim to order the evacuation of prisoners in located Capital B Block which
totaled about sixty-four (64) inmates.
The prisoners in Capital B were reluctant to come out even after being advised and
encouraged to do so by the Officer-in Charge. Mr. Pilgrim reported to Mr. Samuels who
was in the yard that the prisoners were unresponsive and the prisoners in Capital B were
indicating that they were threatened by some prisoners from Capital Division who came
through a hole which was created in the wall dividing the two divisions. Mr. Samuels
and Mr. Pilgrim then proceeded to the corridor of the New Capital Block. Bricks from
within the Capital B Division were hurled at Mr. Samuels. Fortunately he was able to
avoid them. While at the entrance of the Capital B Division, Mr. Samuels saw Jermaine
Otto, one of the prisoners residing in the Capital A Division. He ordered the prisoner
out of the Division but he (Otto) did not respond to the order and went back through the
hole created in the wall. Evidence was led that prisoner Otto advised the prisoners in
Capital B Block for them to 'hold one head' and not to come out of the division.
Mr. Samuels and Mr. Pilgrim then ordered the prisoners to exit the Capital B Block.
They drew their service weapons (pistols) for security reasons as the prisoners began to
exit the division.
From evidence led, it was revealed that there were few more prisoners to exit the B
Block, when a huge fire was seen in the hole created in the wall dividing the two
divisions. T· appeared to be a mattress that was set ablaze. Mr. Samuels shouted 'Fire!
Fire!' and, icers responded with chemical fire extinguishers. The fire was extinguished.
and all the prisoners were evacuated from the Capital B Division.
From testimonies given, there were no evidence to indicate that the fire was reported to
the Georgd.uw11 Pri:suu' OjJttiltions Room in keeping ·v·vith the SOP::; rrnd impcrtrrntly.
the Fire Service was ale1ied of the fire.

At this time, prisoners in Capital A Block Division were still hurling abuse and threats
at the officers. Then suddenly smoke was seen now coming through the western part or
front of the Capital A Block. A number of prisoners who survived the fire and were in
the division gave testimonies that they saw that officers threw two tins of tear smoke
through the hole in the wall into the Capital A division. Thereafter, they saw thick black
-------~------snrnke-tlun-lTirrltakenovef'Tne efitlfediviswh and hre was crawling on the walls of the
Division.
On observing the smoke and fire blazing in the Division another alarm was raised. The
siren was sounded and the Fire department was allegedly contacted. From evidence
taken from the Fire Service Operations Journal, Inspector Black from the Police Force
Operation Room alerted the Fire Service of the Fire at the Georgetown Prison at
11: 18hrs.
During this time, prisoners who were trapped in the division were now screaming for
the door of the dormitory to be opened as the fire raged. Prison Officers were making
several attempts to open the door with the key but to no avail. Evidence was led by
both prisoners and officers that Mr. Michael Cozier, the civilian mechanic contracted
by the Prison Service, was trying to cut open the door of the division but the blade of
the metal cutter got broken while doing so. See Appendix 2: Reference List: Disc C.
showing Mr. Cozier attempts to cut open the door.
Attempts were also made to open the northern entrance/exit door by cutting it the latch,
but this was unsuccessful.
The Police arrived and began supporting the Prison Officers in keeping with the Joint
Services Standard Operational Procedures. The Director of Prisons, Commander A
Division and other Senior Prisons and Police Officers were in the Prison Yard. Members
of the Guyana Police Force and Guyana Defence Force performed their respective duties
on the perimeter of the Prisons in keeping with the Joint Services' SOPs.
The Fire Service arrived at 11 :26 in keeping with SOPs with the requisite resources and
immediately began running the hose through the recesses (pigeon holes) made in the
Prison southern and eastern fences. Two jets of water were activated. One hose joint
slipped and was subsequently reattached. It was stated by Division Commander
Sparman that this slippage had no negative effect on the firefighting.
In the meantime, as it was stated by Officers and other members of the Joint Services
that the agony of the prisoners trapped in Capital Block enraged prisoners in the nearby
buildings Capital C, Wood Prison and the Old Capital division and prisoners from
Capital who were placed in the Holding Area. They began hurling abuse and threats to
the Prison Officers and firemen for not doing enough to open the door.
Evacuation was ordered for the prisoners located in wood prison which was affected by
the smoke of the fire. These prisoners were placed in the holding area.
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It was also observed that during this time approximately six prisoners led by convicted
prisoner Clive Bacchus residing in the Old Capital Division broke out of that Division
in an attempt to assist in the rescue of the inmates. This caused the Fire Commander on
the ground to direct that his ranks withdraw from the area since the intentions of the
·prisoners ·were~t1r1kri6wri. As prisoners· demonstrated actions consistent with helping
their fellow inmates who were trapped, the firemen returned to the scene and took back
command of the fire hoses to out the fire which was still blazing.
Mr. Michael Cozier went back to the door of Capital Block A and tried to open it. Along
with prison officer Ron Lyken, he continually hit the door with a fire extinguisher while
officer Lyken turned the key in the lock. Eventually, the door opened. See Appendix 2:
Reference List: Disc C.
As the door was opened and the fire was being extinguished; pris<,mers, officers, firemen
Prison Medex Anderson and her staff entered the building. Six (06) prisoners were alive
and assisted out of the building. One prisoner Michael Lewis came through the hole
within the Capital B Division and exited from that division. A total of sixteen ( 16)
inmates appeared to be dead and later confirmed dead. One prisoner, Rayon Paddy, who
was taken out alive from the Division later died at the Georgetown Public Hospital. See
Appendix 3: List of the prisoners who were rescued from Capital A and those who were
confirmed dead.
The inmates who were pronounced dead were taken to the morgue for postmortem
examinations and reports.
During this ordeal, prisoners in other divisions in the vicinity of incident continued to
abuse and threaten members of the Joint Services. Some were accusing Mr. Samuels of
ordering the door locked to let the prisoners burn. Evidence was led in this regard by a
number of prisoner witnesses. In a video voice-over comments were made by someone
to lock the door and let them burn. But it was not readily discernable whose voice was
recorded.
The Chief Fire Officer Marlon Gentle said that as he was entering the Prison Yard, he
was spat on, abused and threatened by prisoners located in the Holding area.
Eleven ( 11) injured prisoners were triage at the Prison by the Prison Medex and her team
of officers, medical personnel from the GPHC and Guyana Defence Force. They were
subsequently escorted to the hospital via ambulances for treatment.
The Police and Fire Service investigators visited the scene of the tragedy to commence
their investigation of the horrible incident. See photograph of the burnt Capital A
Buildings below.
The COI heard evidence that Family members of the deceased were contacted and they

The post mortems were subsequently done to facilitate burial of dead inmates.
Government Pathologist Dr. Nehaul Singh in his evidence indicated that he had no
evidence that the bodies were subjected to inference or tampered. He attributed the

causes of death of all the prisoners to bums and/or smoke inhalation. He was also able
to dispel testimonies during the Inquiry that two prisoners died from blunt trauma during
the ordeal and one was decapitated. He also attested that one inmate who apparently
had his entrails protruding out of his body giving the impression that he was wounded
or stabbed, died from burns. Reference was also made to the two prisoners who were
---firno~urnI-with-bltlfiffial1rffas fotfieir fieads durmg the Post Mortems. Evidence was led that
the injuries could have been made by direct blow or falls. However he indicated that the
primary cause of death was bums. He was totally independent in making those
conclusions from his knowledge and experience. The pathologist also testified that at no
time during the process of conducting the post mortems was there any interference nor
with the recording of results. See Appendix 4 for Summary of the Post Mortem reports
submitted.
March 4th 2016

On Thursday, 4th March 2016 at approximately 06:00 hrs. The inmates in the New
Capital B Division started a foll-scale riot at the prison. Prisoners in all divisions of the
prison began to break out of their respective areas of accommodation, including the Old
Capital Division, Wood Prison, Star Ward Division Condemned Division, Tailor Shop,
Infirmary and North Dormitory 1&2. Only the inmates in the New Wing, Young
Offenders and Strong Cells 1 did not break out of their Divisions.

._.

The Prison Siren was sounded and all Joint Services entities were alerted. The prisoners
ran amok in the prison yard breaking into the Mechanic Shop, taking tools and setting
the place on fire. The infirmary was ransacked and drugs, equipment, documents
including prisoners' medical cards were destroyed. Prisoners were also trying to get the
500lbs gas cylinder bottles removed from the kitchen and attempts made to ignite it.
Others were using long heavy logs to break down the door of the Wood Prison that
housed the condemned and other prisoners respectively.
During this entire time, the prisoners were demanding that President Granger come to
speak with them in the Prison Yard.
The Commission of Inquiry was informed that members of the Guyana Prison Service
and Police Force attempted to control the situation but were unable to do so in the face
of the mass number of angry and violent inmates. Tear smoke was used by the Police to
disperse the mob but same was picked up by the prisoners and thrown back to the riot
unit. This dazed the ranks and they began to retreat causing the defence to be weak.
Asst. Superintendent of Police, Mr. Frank Thompson, in his testimony stated 'During
this time the level of threat escalated and the prisoners were about to breach the inner
fence which would allow them to breach the main gate. Immediately Superintendent of
Police Pareshram instructed the riot unit to use the shot guns as we advanced
maintaining the defensive line formation, several rounds were discharged causing
prisoners to be subdued and the three-days standoff came to an end".

The Police and Prison Officers then began taking control of the situation and started to
lock the prisoners down back in the divisions and Holding Area. A physical check was
made of all prisoners and the tally was found correct.

During the incident a number of inmates were injured as well as officers and efforts
were made to render medical assistance to them.
The Minister of Public Security Hon. Khernraj Ramjattan and Hon. Minister of State,
Joseph Harmon, came to the Georgetown Prison Sports Club and a select group of
prisoners was taken over the Club to have dialogue with the Ministers. The Director of
Prisons and Deputy Director were present at the Meeting.

Post -t 111 2016 of March

Evidence was led by Duty Officers Oldfield Romulus, Peter Barker, Roddy Denhart
among other ranks that since the incident prisoners discipline had gone out of control.
They literally took over the Prison Yard. A number of them were accused of walking
with long sharpened instruments threatening officers, smoking marijuana openly and
using their cell phones in officers' presence. Prisoner Carl Browne in his testimony to
the Commission indicated that he owns a cellphone in Prison which he uses to update
his face-book account regularly. There were several reported incidents of prohibited
articles being thrown over the prison walls for prisoners. Prison Officers were prevented
from retrieving them as prisoners with sharpened instruments threatened them and
retrieved the parcels. Many officers reported sick, making the prison vulnerable to
major security breaches. An emergency Joint Services meeting was held by his
Excellency, President Granger who directed that order must be maintained within the
Georgetown Prison. We understand that normalcy was restored when a Joint Services
Operation Restore Order was done to search the entire prison and transfer ringleaders
on May 14, 2016.
The Commission recognizing the serious psycho-social trauma that can arise from the
incident advertised for volunteer counsellors to counsel staff, inmates and their families.
Members from the Georgetown Public Hospital Psychiatric Unit as well as qualified
civilians provided this critical service of grief counselling to those seeking assistance.
From evidence from both prisoners and officers many were observed to be highly
traumatized by the events of both March 3&4 March, 2016.
The COI heard evidence that the Prison Service provided monetary assistance to those
relatives requesting assistance to bury their deceased relatives.

PART 2: WHAT HAPPENED THAT OUGHT NOT TO HAVE
HAPPENED
As we recalled what happened and how it happened on March 2nd 3rd and 4t11, 2016, we
cruLnow.address...what.happened.thaLoug.huwt-t9-~-happene-d.-·-----------~·

This section will focus on the level of prison preparedness, whether protocols and
Standing Operating Procedures were followed. Equally it will address the conduct of
staff in relation to their professional responsibility, negligence, abandonment of duty,
disregard of instructions and inaction that could have individually or collectively led to
the incidents occurring.
Evidence gleaned during the Commission of Inquiry was used to test the manifestation
or non-manifestation of these conditions as they relate to examining possible causes,
circumstances and conditions that resulted into the death of the seventeen inmates on
March 3rd 2016 and other subsequent disturbances at the Camp Street prison.
This section was contextualized from the major allegation by a number of prisoners that
Prison officers were negligent in responding to the fire lit by them and that Deputy
Director of Prisons (ag) Gladwin Samuels acted recklessly (criminally) in ordering
officers to lock the door of the Capital A Division and to let the prisoners bum.
In addressing what happened that ought not to have happened, it is important that we
examine the state of readiness of the Guyana Prison Service (GPS) and by extension
other Joint Services entities to respond to fire and major disturbances within the
Georgetown Prison vis-a-vis the actual response to the incidents which unfolded on the
March 2nd, 3rd and 4th, 2016.
PRISONS PREPAREDNESS
The Georgetown Prison

Historically, the Guyana Prison Service experienced major incidents of Prisons
Disturbances in term of riotous behavior, mass escapes, fires and roof top protests
respectively, dating as far back as the riots at the Georgetown Prison in 1964. In recent
times, reference is drawn particularly to the mass escapes in 1989, riots and mass escape
at the Lusignan Prison (1995 and 1996), riots and fires at the Mazaruni Prison 1997,
major escapes at the Georgetown Prison in 1999 and 2002, riots at the Georgetown
Prison in 2006 and 2007, mass escapes at the New Amsterdam in 2007, and riot at the
Georgetown Prison in Nov 2013. Several Boards of Inquiry were conducted and
numerous recommendations made to improve the conditions and management of the
prison. The Discipline Services Report was also done in which recommendations were
also made to improve the recommendations. See Annex A showing all recommendations
made from previous BOis.
The vulnerability of the Prisons to major security breaches and their effects on national
security has always being a major concern to the Prison Administration, Guyana Police
Force and other Joint Services entities, the Executive, Politicians, non-governmental
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organizations and citizens respectively. These threats to a stable security environment
resulted in the GPS developing Standard Operational Procedures (SOPs) titled "Fire
Threat & Evacuation Procedures Georgetown Prison -A Joint Services' Response June
2001 ".
In 2005, the continuous threats to the general safely and security of the prison
community (Officers, inmates), infrastructure and importantly the society at large
particularly by Georgetown Prison resulted in the Chairman of the Joint Services
Coordinating Council (JSCC) Brigadier Edward Collins, directing the development of
the Joint Services Contingency Plans to major Prison Disturbances at the Georgetown
Prison. The major challenges at the Georgetown Prison driving this process at that time
were as follows:
1) Its location in the centre of the city in close proximity to business and civilian
communities.
2) High number of special watch /High profile inmates.
3) Incarceration of an increasingly violent population.
4) Inadequate facilities to segregate and separate various classes of inmates.
5) Inadequate staff and gender imbalance in staffing.
The COi noted that the development of this plan was initiated under the Chairmanship
of Colonel L. Paul and later completed by Colonel L.V Ross. The document
'Contingency Plan for Riots, Jailbreak and Hostage Taking at the Georgetown Prison
was approved by the JSCC.
The basic Concept of Operations which guided the Joint Services' contingency plans
were embodied under the four phases mentioned below:
I) Phase 1 Deployment: Immediate deployment of available staff to deal with the
emergency arising within the prison to minimize /prevent its escalation
2) Phase 2 Containment and Control: An immediate coordinated response by the
Joint Services with the requisite resources to respond to the particular threat
arising within the prison.
3) Phase 3 Domination of Area: To dominate area with personnel and resources
thereby assisting the Guyana Prison Service to restore order within the facility.
4) Phase 4 Stabilisation Ops: To take corrective actions, make recommendations to
stabilize facility and reduce/suppress the threat to security.
From the information, it appears that the JSCC, over the ensuing years, have directed
that the emergency response plans for all Prison locations be developed utilizing this
'Concept of Operations'. The Guyana Fire Service had also documented their own SOPS
in keeping with the Joint Services SOPs, titled 'Guyana Fire Service Standard Operating
Procedures Contingency Plans Response to Prison Locations 2015'. See Annex B for
the cste!bEshed SOPS for the Joint St>rvic.es' entities.

It is also important to note that this plan was supported by funds provided by the JSCC

to have a strong box located at a strategic point at the Georgetown Prison containing
equipment such as cutters, axe and other breaking implements. A water reservoir was

constructed and a small fire pump loaned from the Guyana Fire Service was attached as
a part of the fire-fighting capability. The cutting ofrecesses (pigeon holes) in various
part of the Prison Fences were also done to expedite the accessing of fire hoses from fire
tenders to respond to fire in any part of the prison. These actions by the Joint Services
were taken in consideration of the various scenarios that could occur in a fire/riotous
~ituation at the Georgetown Prison.
It was noted that there were several TEWTs (Tactical Exercises Without Troops)
rehearsing the plans over the years ensuring each stakeholder become familiar with their
respective roles and having an appreciation for the ground (Georgetown Prison),
Rehearsals were especially prior to major public events to enhance institutional and
more importantly, public security. The Prison ranks were generally rehearsed through
internal drills so that ranks became familiar with their roles and responsibilities. The last
Joint Services' fire drill rehearsal was done at Georgetown Prison on February 26, 2016.
It is necessary to point out that these drills do not generally involve the evacuation /or
removal of prisoners from their divisions due to the security nature of Prison
Environment.

On review what happened that ought not to have happened, below is a list of major
issues that ought not to have happened during the three days' tragedy.
PRISONERS' CULTURE

Indiscipline

The act of prisoners lighting fires as means of drawing attention to their causes are
grossly irresponsible, notwithstanding their grievances of long trial delays have merit,
and we address some of the concerns raised by prisoners in other parts of this report. It
was a security threat that endangered the lives of other prisoners and the security of the
Prison. There are several legitimate institutional avenues for addressing grievances. It is
strongly believed that the timing of highlighting their grievances was directly related to
the contraband items which were confiscated during the Joint Services' search on March
02 11 d, 2016. A prisoner while leading his evidence actually stated that the officers should
at least leave back one or two phones for the prisoners. Another inmate testified that the
phones "cool them down" and with the absence of dmgs and phone inmates become
irritable and conflict arise in the division.
Abuse and attack by prisoners on firemen and prison officers attempting to extinguish
the fires lit by them and bring order to the riotous situation were dangerous and one that
could have resulted to the injury and even death of inmates had the fire gotten out of
control.
The prisoners tampering with the lock of entrance door should not have occurred. It
jeopardizes security and officers' control of the division. The tampering of the door did
impact negatively on the easy opening of the door during the rescue attempt by officers.

Prisoners led by prisoner Shaka Mckenize created an unnecessary hostile environment
in the Capital A Division by reacting to the officers operational procedure of extracting
ring leaders.
Prisoners acleu r~cklessly in-lighting fires to highly combustible material -m<Jttre_!';s~s
which give off toxins and act as accelerants. The burning of mattresses in such an
enclosed environment was dangerous. According to evidence led by expert witnesses
from the Guyana Fire Service Mr. Marlon Gentle, Chief Fire Officer and Mr, Andrew
Holder, Fire Prevention Officer, the burning of mattresses in such an enclosed area
would create a situation that would cause a 'Flash Over' to occur. This would escalate
the heat in that division up to 700-1000 degrees in a few minutes. They indicated by the
time the Fire Service arrived the 'Flash Over' had already occurred. This could account
for the surviving prisoners giving testimonies of fire crawling over the entire division
and the thick black smoke seen in the Division. This situation allowed the fire to get out
of control in the shortest possible time. See Appendix 5 for Mr. Holder's report on the
cause of the fire.
Subcultures

One of most impacting manifestation of staff shortage is the emergence of negative
prisoners' sub-cultures, where prisoners respect for authority, exhibiting violent
behaviors without fear of punishment; trafficking and use of contraband with impunity,
increased criminality among first offenders affect the overall management and security
of the Prison. Theses cultures become entrenched and transcends over the prison fence
engendering criminality in the society.

INTERNAL INSTITUTIONAL DEFICIENCIES

SOPs Adherence

There is evidence that strongly suggests that when the first fire was lit in the hole of the
Capital A Block, the SOPs were not followed in terms of notifying the Fire Department
on the observation of a fire. It is believed if the Fire Service was called they would have
been on the scene earlier. It can be argued equally also that the 'Flash Over' caused the
fire to escalate in a matter of minutes and, importantly, since the lock of the door was
tampered with by the prisoners, the Fire Service would still would have been prevented
from saving the inmates' lives.
The institutional failure by the administration to have the emergency fire pump
operational since it provides access to 5000 gallons of water and about five minutes of
fire-fighting before the Fire Service would have arrived was disastrous. Evidence was
given that the pump was not in the Operation since last year. Attempts made to repair
the pump were futile. A new pump was reportedly ordered from overseas through
budgetary funds. To date no pump is available to enhance the firefighting capability of
the prison.
Having regards to the deadly fire on the March y<l the Joint Services did not focus

specifically on phases three and four of the SOPs, that is, the domination of the ground
and stabilizing the environment. The tragedy of the day before should have caused such
responses in keeping with the SOPs.
The response by the Joint Services' members to the mass destruction by the prisoners to
Ure pnson properties on March 4th, including accommodation, trade shops and infirmary
were tardy. This was openly admitted by the Commander A Division, Mr. Hicken, who
indicated that they acted with too much caution to quell the riotous prisoners.
Administrative Capacity

Custodial staff ratio to the inmate population was (38/ 996). This is a recipe for
institutional deficiencies and has manifested in so many forms that has rendered the
Guyana Prison Service as lacking the capabilities to address its institutional challenges.
Importantly, it creates staff fatigue and non-responsiveness as prisoners' subcultures are
stronger than the officers' culture of unity and professionalism. Limited staffing
contributes to lack of training as ranks and officers cannot be adequately trained due to
constant staff shortage. This develops a culture of incompetence and lack of
professionalism. Inadequate staffing over the years contributed to the current state of
crisis management and custodial responsiveness within the service. See Appendix 6
showing Staff Establishment and Strength at the Georgetown Prison.
There appears to be an apparent lack of negotiating skills by senior administrators to
quell prisoners' aggressive behavior. The argument can also be made that the prisoners
were very enraged and reasoning seemed impossible and that things happened so fast
that negotiation became impossible. However, the ability to engage and negotiate with
prisoners under such circumstances is critical.
There is limited qualified staff and training facilities to have prisoners adequately
engaged in rehabilitative training opportunities. This shortage allows for boredom and
the manifestation of illegal and disruptive behaviour among them. A number of
prisoners exhibit a limited sense of lawful goal-oriented behavior on their discharge
from prison. This has a strong correlation to higher incidents of recidivism rate, and is
discussed elsewhere in this Report.
Infrastructure Limitations

The non-completion of the new Brick Prison has placed unnecessary burden on the
overcrowded Georgetown Prison. This prison has the capacity to house an additional
two hundred and fifty (250) prisoners.
The infrastructure for cooking quality food is grossly unsatisfactorily and notwithstanding the food may be palatable, the manner in which it is prepared with fire
wood will always be a recipe for protests by prisoners. It is in an archaic state.

External Institutional Deficiencies
The prison was overcrowded by over 34% with a current official capacity of 630 against
950 inmates locked in on March 03rd, 2016. The population consists of high number of
. remanded prisoners rr1any of _whom are ,ch<irg.edJor yjqlef1t 9ffe11~~s. UQO capital
offenders) living in cramp spaces. Segregation becomes virtually impossible and there
could have been no systematic way of segregating prisoners in limited facilities. Space
is considered to be physio-psycho-social need that has given rise to numerous conflict
within the prison environment. See Appendix 7: List of Dormitories, there sizes, present
capacity and capacity required by International Standards as at 29th Feb, 2016 showing
statistics submitted by the Officer-in-Charge.
High percentage of prisoners with small sentences in which a number could have been
addressed through non-custodial means. This adds yet another unnecessary burden to an
overcrowded prison. See Appendix 8 showing the sentence range of prisoners.
Lack of institutional support by the Probation and Social Welfare Services added to the
inability to handle the myriad of social issues affecting inmates. This reduced legitimate
avenues for prisoners to communicate and address their grievances.
The absence of certain protective gears made officers at the scene very vulnerable to
physical harm from the prisoners.
ANALYSIS

Whether the death of the seventeen 17 prisoners was as a result of the negligence,
abandonment of duty, disregard of instructions, inaction of the Prison Officers who were
on duty on the night of the 2nd of March, 2016 and the morning of the 3rd of March,
2016.

On March

znd

From the testimonies given the conclusion can be drawn that the SOPS were followed
scrupulously on the night of March 2nd 2016.
The members of the Joint Services should be commended for their professional
tolerance and tenacity in the face of such a toxic and threatening environment, created
and perpetuated by the prisoners. No neglect or abandonment of duties were observed.

On March 3rd
The aiiegation was maul:

uy
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that Mr. Samucb v1\krcd the doo:: to be

locked and let the prisoners burn. This is an extremely serious allegation and the
Commission of Inquiry considered it very carefully. However, it was clear on the basis

of evidence advanced that there was no basis for this claim or indeed that any other
officer was guilty of such an heinous act. Assistant Superintendent of Prisons K. Hudson
admitted that he ordered Cadet Officer Holligan to lock the door after observing the
prisoners charging towards it with sharpened instruments. Video evidence, journal
entries and oral evidence show Mr. Samuels was not in the prison yard at the time the
door of the Capital A Block was ordered locked. Evidence led by a number of prisoners
seems to be concocted in the accusation against Mr. Samuels. Testimonies were given
that he acted responsibility when he assisted in the evacuation of the prisoners from
Capital B Block, ordered ranks to out (extinguish) the fire. He was also heard telling
prisoners in Capital A to exit the burning building from Capital B Division. In this
regard, a prisoner did exit Capital A through the whole created in the dividing wall of
that division. He did suffer bums on his body while going through that hole.
Institutionally

Apparent failure to follow the SOPs by not alerting the Fire Service may have
contributed to the Fire Service not being on the ground earlier. This can however be
debated since the first fire was quickly extinguished by the Officers.
Failure of not having the fire pump in operation in conjunction with reservoir can be
considered a neglect by the Prison Administration, a responsibility that can be equally
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shared with the Ministry of Public Security and the Guyana Fire Service to have a
functioning pump at all times to enhance the fire-fighting capability at the Georgetown
Prison.
No evidence was led to show that tear smoke was used by prison officers on March 03rd
2016. Evidence of senior officers of the Prison Service indicated that tear smoke has not
been on the Arms and Ammunition Inventory of the Guyana Prison Service for a a
number of years. Hence no rank could have been in possession of tear smoke as
mentioned by some prisoners to accelerate the fire in the Capital Division. See Appendix
for the Arms and Ammunition Monthly return for the month ending February 29, 2016.
It can be summarized from evidence led that the institutional neglects were not sufficient
to cause the death of the seventeen inmates. The causes of the death of the prisoners can
be summarized as their own negligence, recklessness and violent behavior on the
morning of the March 3rd, 2016 Lighting fires with a highly combustible materials in an
enclosed area that caused a 'flash-over 'to the extent that the fire got out of control in a
matter of minutes, tampering with an entrance lock and failure to exit the building when

ordered to do so,, can be considered as the main contributory factors that led to the
deaths of the prisoners .
. This most regrettable tragedy points to a myriad of institutional deficiencies which
contributed significantiy to the ;jtui.e uf- affaii&;- exacerbating riotous- situations-'>vith
limited capabilities to quell and suppress them most effective and professional manner.
Below is a picture of what remained of the New Capital A Block after the Fire

PART 3:

WHAT DID NOT HAPPEN THAT OUGHT TO HAVE
HAPPENED

OF
SUPPORTING
AGENCIES
ON
EFFECTIVE
INFLUENCE
---lMFbEMEN-'FA'FION-OF- P-E-N-Ab-P9biev.------------The systemic causes of the tragedy - the excessive numbers of prisoners in the facility,
delays in trials, defective equipment - are almost entirely out of the hands of the Guyana
Prison Service, representing failures on the part of what ought to be supp011ing agencies
of the State. The crucial role played by these Agencies rarely attracts the attention it
deserves. For that reason the COI Report addresses in some detail their contribution to
the events which unfolded in Camp Street. The Agencies in question are the Judiciary
and Magistracy, the Probation Service, the Parole Board, Prison Visiting Committees
and with a lesser degree ofresponsibility, the Ministry of Health.

The Judiciary/Magistracy
The judiciary/magistracy is responsible for the safety and well-being of remand
prisoners. Application of this principle to Camp Street prison signifies that the
judiciary/magistracy are responsible for the well-being of more inmates than the Guyana
Prison Service (604 of 1014). To this extent, this Commission of Inquiry cam1ot
overlook the irony that Camp Street prison administration is now under investigation
for having performing a service thrust upon them over the years to off-set the limitations
and negligence of the Judiciary/Magistracy.
This situation continues to prevail because the average citizen is not encouraged either
by popular or judicial culture to pay much attention to the presumption of innocence.
'where there is smoke there must be fire' is more the operative principle, undermining
the seriousness of lumping together convicted and non-convicted persons for years on
end. Taken in this context, the disturbances and deaths in Camp street rather than
unforeseen were predictable.
Over-crowding is the result of weakness in the administration of justice which remains
unaddressed by the Judiciary and Magistracy. It is evident that this group of Judicial
personae have adopted an overly-restrictive and even punitive approach to granting bail,
and an unwillingness to apply alternative sentences to imprisonment has ensued. The
consequent back-log of cases in the High Court has reached astronomic proportions and
there is no sign of a downward trend anytime soon.
The Judiciary has not taken steps, or has not publicized steps it may have taken, with
respect to addressing the severity of the back-log of remand cases. Of the 60% of
inmates of Camp Street prison on remand (604/1014), 149 are charged with murder,
50% of whom have been awaiting trial for more than 3 years and a further 30% for more
than 4 years. For those not yet committed to trial in the High Court Preliminary Inquiries
still have to be held. For those already committed, depositions have to be prepared
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before the cases can be called. These figures and the lack of effective - or even
ineffective action - to remedy them, points to serious dysfunction in the administration
of justice.
As noted elsewhere m lhe Report-,- steps are- still to bc- tmdcrtakc~ ,to monito~ or.
encourage implementation of modern approaches to sentencing, both in practice and in
law. The continued use of Preliminary Inquiries (Pl) rather than paper-based processes
further encourages delays in the judicial process, prolonging the time persons spend on
remand. Retention of PI should be a thing of the past and their retention represents
resistance to modernizing of court procedures. The PI has survived an entire era of some
five hundred years, moving from the oral to the digital, by-passing entirely the era of
the printed word. Its survival has been championed by the private Bar for whose
members it constitutes a reliable source of fees. In addition, the length of time required
to complete Pis leads, by a process of attrition, to eventual dismissal of cases due to
disappearance of witnesses, lost files, and frustrated plaintiffs.

Over a decade ago, the Criminal Law Review Committee called in 2004 for more
efficient processing of depositions, especially if paper-based committals were to come
into effect, to ensure that eliminating Pis did not lead to delays in the magistrates' courts
simply being transferred to the higher courts. This point illustrates a more fundamental
problem, namely that reform of the administration of justice has to be approached in an
integrated rather than piecemeal manner.
Due to time constraints, any influence the office of the Director of Public Prosecutions
(OPP) may be able to exercise in accelerating the judicial process was not examined by
this COi, but merits attention.
Despite the contribution of the Judiciary to the crisis in prisons, culpability for the
limitations of the administration of justice has been deflected largely elsewhere onto
other agencies and sectors of the society. Diverting attention from the Judiciary is
encouraged by the habit of invariably appointing active or retired judges to Chair
Commissions oflnquiry into deficiencies in the administration of Justice.
The Guyana Bar

The link between the judiciary and those in detention are the attorneys-at-law in private
practice. Bringing the situation of their clients to the attention of the courts is the
traditional manner to get action on delayed cases. Moreover, attorneys have a corporate
responsibility under the Code of Conduct contained in the Legal Practitioners Act to
protect the rights of detainees. Indeed the Application for the Guyana Bar Association
(GBA) to be granted 'direct' standing in the COi (March 2016) was argued in precisely
these terms. However, the hollowness of this claim was exposed when the Chairman of
the Commission in granting the application stipulated the proviso that representation be
prnvirlt>rl prn hmw. Two representatives of the Bar made themselves available.
The administration of justice in Guyana appears to have ring-fenced itself against
modernizing and rights-based influences. Resistance to paper-based committals, the
slow pace of mediation-based resolution of matters, the enormous back-log of cases,

disappearance of the Guyana Law Review, all point to a lowering of professional energy
and intellectual ambition which have no doubt contributed to a lowering of professional
standards in the private Bar.
The Legal Practitioners Act - Code of Conduct

'-----In the context of the current COi, the role of the Bar Association is of central interest in
light of the Code of Conduct under the Fourth Schedule to the Legal Practitioners Act
(2012) to which attorneys-at-law are required to adhere. Rule XVIII, of the Code states:
1. (i) A defence attorney-at-law representing a person who alleges that he has
been subject to torture or a cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment ·while
detained by any authority andfor any cause should be prepared to raise such allegations
before the competent authorities, unless instructed to the contrary by his client.
(ii) If the client wishes to have such allegations raised, the attorney-at-law
must do so fi1lly and fearlessly. He should take a detailed statement from his client and
present to the Court of competent authority all the evidence or information to
substantiate the allegations and the pursuit of all procedures available to obtain
protection and an appropriate remedy for his or her client.
Further explicit encouragement to all attorneys to concern themselves with the
conditions of detention are to be found in Rule XVIII, (4, i to iii) as below:
(i) All attorneys-at-law, both individually and through their professional

associations, should give their fit!! support to attorneys-at-law carrying out the
obligation of this Code.
(ii) They should insist before the competent authorities that this rule be respected
and observed and especially at the highest level oftheir professional organisations, they
should come to the aid of any attorneys-at-law victimised or penalised for adhering to
the principles of this rule.
(iii) Those affected by this rule have an obligation to inform the proper national

and international bodies of those activities, which are indirect contravention of the
provisions ofthis rule, and in gross violation ofhuman rights, as described in the United
Nations Declaration on the Protection ofAll Persons From Being Subjected to Torture
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. If necessary as a
last resort, they should make such information publicly known.
Attorneys are encouraged to go beyond the formal legal procedures to employ "all
procedures available to obtain protection and appropriate remedy for his client" such
as to 'inform the proper national and international bodies of those activities, which are
indirect contravention of the provisions of this rule, and in gross violation of human
rights.
Moreover, attorneys-at-law in government service are under the additional obligation to
"do all they can in their official capacity to promote the incorporation of the Standard
Minimum Rules for the Treatment ofPrisoners ;nto the lmv ofthe jurisdiction and to see
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to that the rules and all standards relating to the treatment of detained persons are
observed and enforced and that the violations thereof are subject to disciplinmy action
or criminal prosecution." (Rule XVIII, 3)
Taken together, the-authors-of the Code of Con<lud clearly- intended- thatindiiriduaL_,_
members of the Guyana Bar Association and the GBA as a corporate body, acknowledge
and embrace an obligation to care for the protection of those detained in the penal
system. To effectively activate this responsibility, the purview of the GBA must
encompass both the actual conditions that clients experience as well as the causes that
create those conditions: in other words, both the prisons and other supporting institutions
(Judiciary, Probation, Parole etcetera).
An obvious implication of the responsibility to protect is the preventative dimension
which attorneys could exercise by challenging in the courts every remand or detention
on the grounds that the overcrowded condition of the prisons per se (without reference
to specific treatment metered out to individual prisoners or the particulars of the case))
violate both Guyana Constitutional guarantees as well as the International Conventions
against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and
Civil and Political Rights, ratified by the Government of Guyana. Both sources provide
ample authority for such actions by all attorneys. Unlike allegations of torture which
require the intention to inflict cruel treatment on specific persons, cruel, inhuman and
degrading treatment can arise either from specific action directed against specific
individuals, or by conditions which apply to a class of persons indiscriminately.
Legal Practitioners Committee
It is pertinent in light of the above for this COi to comment on whether there are likely
to be consequences were the profession to be found remiss in not confronting and
publicizing the gravity of abuses generated by the inexorable over-crowding at Camp
Street prison, or to provide early warnings of the impending disaster.

The mechanism envisaged in the Legal Practitioners Act, for upholding professional
standards, namely the Legal Practitioners Committee (22.1 ), is empowered to receive
applications alleging professional misconduct. The Act sets out in great detail the
procedure by which complaints may be brought against attorneys. On examining the
complaint, the Committee may dismiss the application, impose a fine, reprimand the
attorney and make an order with respect to costs, as well as suspension from practicing
law. The Committee may, should it determine that a case for more severe punishment
has been made, refer the case to the courts via the Chancellor and the Attorney General.
A court comprising three judges will then examine the merits of the case and, if the
complaint has merit, is empowered to suspend or strike off the name of the attorney
from the Court Roll, disbarring him or her from the practice of the law. A fine and
imprisonment may also be imposed ifthe Court so decides.
This process suggests that the Committee and its powers provide an effective deterrent
to attorneys inclined to cut corners or to more serious infractions. However, a more
considered reading reveals an obstacle course of cumbersome and ponderous procedures
involving the highest levels of the Judiciary. An accused attorney is permitted

representation by another attorney, whereas the plaintiff appears in person. Moreover,
should the Committee find in favour of the complainant he or she (along with the general
public) has limited satisfaction since proceedings of the Committee are held in camera.
Suspicions about the self-serving features of the LPC procedures are reinforced by
c_omparisruLwitlllhe...equllmlent.Leg..aLJ!/:.g.fassi.<m-A(;J;..{}j-Jamaiea--EbP-AJ}.-'.fhe-bPt'd--0-11----which the Guyana Act relies heavily, speaks to publishing findings of the Committee in
a manner freely available to the public (s.14, 15.4 (a) (b), 15.5). The Guyana Act by
contrast is contradictory with respect to whether the Committee's orders/reports should
be available to the public or not, having three clauses (s.37.2) and (41.4, 41.5),
addressing the same issue; the one stating they shall not be available and the latter
alluding to inspection being available for a fee. In light of the self-serving features of
this complaints mechanism it is not surprising that any Guyanese lawyers has been
suspended or disbarred for decades, nor that the procedure is ineffective as a deterrent
to wayward lawyers. These defects contrast sharply with practice around the Caribbean
where suspensions and debarment are published annually, prompting a professor at a
regional Law School to comment that the Guyana Bar appears to be peopled by saints.
The changing character of private practice may be due to several causes: competition
for business has intensified, rendering the financial bottom line a potent competitor to
public service, conditions of detention or other concerns that do not directly enhance the
lawyers' marketplace advantage. The de-emphasis on pro bono work seems a natural
result of increasing concerns about billable hours. The business dimension is extended
by the number of law firms with connection to services for word processing, copying,
faxing and so on. While some justification for the growth of financial pressures may be
advanced, these considerations inevitably erode the concept of providing the kind of
legal services which are the hallmark of professionalism, to persons of limited financial
means or substantially reducing their fees. Similar pressures take their toll on attorneys
or the GBA participating in activities to improve the law or the legal profession commenting on draft bills, for example, or producing legal articles.
One step in the direction of regaining the standards, which in an earlier era earned the
Guyana Bar the envy and respect of the rest of the English-speaking Caribbean, would
be introduction of compulsory programmes of continuing education for judicial and
legal officers. This may contribute to achieving greater consistency and reducing the
disparities which cause so much public discontent with the administration of justice.
In addition to better delivery of judicial and legal services, such courses would oblige
the legal community to keep themselves abreast of developments in the law and to read
more. Continuing professional education is taken for granted in the medical profession,
for example, with annual re-accreditation tied to accumulation of various credits earned
by attendance at a minimum number of seminars and lectures during the previous year.
The availability of high quality free internet courses both render requirements of this
nature user-friendly to acquire and the obligation to acquire them more pressing.
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BAIL
Figures released by the GPS demonstrate that 258 prisoners were remanded by
magistrates at the end of February 2016. This figures divides between persons refused
baii (148) and pe1sons who cannot uffurd bail (1-10), That doge t0-5~~~-of tJ1c pcrscns
bailed cannot afford the sum set is unacceptable. More disturbing, is the distribution of
these figures over magisterial districts. The West Coast Magisterial District accounts for
almost 50% of those who cannot afford bail (51ofl10) and one-third of all those refused
bail ( 49 of 148). In other words there are more remand prisoners from WCD than from
Georgetown. These figures serve to illustrate the fact that practice is influenced to an
inordinate degree by the views and inclinations of individual magistrates. (cf. Appendix
l 0: Breakdown of Remanded Population at Georgetown Prison as at Feb 29, 2016,
Guyana Prison Service)
Bail is a constitutional right except in cases where the likelihood of the accused not
appearing for the trial has been demonstrated (Compton English v The Attorney General
ofGuyana, No.130.J. of 199.J.). Since there is no known evidence that any accused person
placed on bail by the High Court has absconded 1 the presumption of bail being granted
must be the rule rather than the exception. In practice, however, magistrates, in
particular, are extending the discretionary powers they enjoy in indictable matters to
routinely denying bail in summary offences. Murder and treason are the only charges
for which bail is expressly denied.
Rather than evidence that a person will not appear for trial, remand figures suggest that
magistrates are substituting a presumption of guilt for a presumption of innocence. As a
result two-thirds of all prisoners in Camp Street are on remand ( 604/1014 ). Of the 604
remand prisoners in Camp Street, 193 (32%) are charged with murder, the other 68%,
over-two thirds, are eligible for bail.
When the ratio of remand to convicted prisoners was only 30/70 in 2004, the Criminal
Justice Review Committee (CJRC) recommended that the disparity, inequity and
inconsistency of magistrates' discretion could only be addressed by a Bail Act "'in order
to achieve some degree of uniformity in the grant of bail". 2 In addition to legislation, a
fu1ther recommendation from the same Repo1t called for specific guidelines to be
crafted for the guidance of magistrates and judges.
In light of the failure of this and a plethora of similar recommendations from all quarters
to penetrate magisterial practice, the Commission oflnquiry is calling for more effective
enforcement of such recommendations. While the immediate cause of the abuse of bail
procedures is most evident at the magisterial level, the major obstacle remains a judicial
culture in which bail is viewed as a judicial gift.
As with sentencing, the very notion of a bail 'policy' or 'guidelines' is considered by the
:-r..crc consenrative <!S an offrnsive 'executive' intrusion into judicial autonomy. Such
attitudes are consistent with bygone ages, in which notions such as democracy, human
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Ldter of Guyana Bar Association lo Chancellor Kennard, August 1998
Final Report: Chancellor of the .Judiciary. Desi ref Bc35ardlCriminal Justice Review Commillee 2004

dignity and constitutional rights were foreign to the judicial culture. It has been patently
clear to both magistrates and defense lawyers for some years that the back-log of cases
in the Guyana courts is such that the constitutional rights of the accused to a trial within
a reasonable time is routinely violated. In addition to violating this constitutional right,
refusal of bail violates all the rights associated with committal to over-crowded prisons.
However, avoidance ofunconstituhonahty as a 'special reason'for bail in narcotics cases
has not, to our knowledge, ever been advanced in narcotics cases.
Illustration of the lack of professional energy and standards in the administration of
justice in both the Bar and Bench in Guyana is well illustrated by reference to bail in
narcotics cases. Refusal of bail in narcotics cases has become virtually axiomatic in
Guyana despite the obvious injustice involved and its significant contribution to overcrowding of prisons. Section 73 of the NarcoticsDrugs and Psychotropic Susbtances
(Control) (Amendment) Act 1999 Act precludes granting of bail in all cases unless
'special reasons' can be advanced. 'Special reasons' has been reduced in practice by
both the Bar and Bench to issues related to the substance i.e. quantity, circumstances
etc. without reference to the person of the accused, as pointed out in the CJRC Report
referred to earlier.
SENTENCING POLICY

1. Sentencing Principles
Fifty percent of the convicted inhabitants of Camp Street prison are there for sentences
of 24 months or less. How many of them would have spent this period (or longer) on
remand prior to sentencing is not known.
From information provided by the Guyana Prison Service, the Commission noted that
one judge has adopted a seemingly personalized approach to sentencing which makes a
mockery of the concept of sentencing policy. He is responsible over recent years for
sentencing thirteen (13) offenders to a total of 1038 years in prison, an average sentence
of 80 years. The laws of Guyana do not support this irresponsible approach to crime and
punishment. Since all of the recipients of these unlawful sentences were found guilty of
murder, the sentences appear to be a personal protest against the suspension of the death
penalty in Guyana. Were the Judiciary rather than the Prison Service to bear the cost of
this behavior, it would no doubt have been swiftly terminated.
This Section of the Commission's Report has drawn heavily on a detailed Report on the
Development of Sentencing Guidelines for Judges and Magistrates, produced in 20 l 0
under the Modernization of the Justice Administration System, along with addenda:
Overarching Principles in Sentences and Reduction in Sentence for A Guilty Plea. The
Report sets out a comprehensive case for flexibility in sentencing policy in Guyana.
Adoption of the recommendations contained in the Report should be treated as a matter
of considerable urgency. This is particularly appropriate since the major thrust of the
Report is to highlight the range of sentencing options already available to the Guyanese
courts.
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The fact that the consultation process around the Report reportedly only started earlier
this year with its distribution to Judges and Magistrates is a matter of concern to the
Commission. Why more concerted efforts to ensure its incorporation into everyday
iudicial culture have not been encouraged and monitored more vigorously could be a
-p~~fit~bl~ ~~urc~·~f~~fle~ti~1~:-- ---- -- ---- -~-~ -- ~- -~
--- - -"--- -- ---~- - -- ---- -·
A particularly illuminating feature of the Report points out that a number of key
sentencing statutes removal of discretion in favour of mandatory sentences, at both
summary and indictable levels, is not absolute. All the statutes contain a provision to
the effect that "in the interests of justice" mandatory sentences may be modified by the
judge or magistrate_,_ While not a satisfactory method of varying a statute, the concept
goes to the heart of what all statutes intend, namely to do justice. In circumstances in
which routine application of the statute would work unusual hardship, not to mention
cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, this concept provides a remedy. Even in cases
in which incarceration is mandatory existing Statutes provide for substantial discretion
on the part of both judges and magistrates to impose alternative sentencing to
imprisonment. Invoking such a concept to avoid adding to the generalized misery of
over-crowding should see a rise in favour of non-custodial sentences such as fines,
community services, suspension, and his or her own surety.
In lieu of formal Guidelines, judges and magistrates inevitably adopt an approach
determined by their view of the seriousness of the offence. Seriousness in turn should
be determined by two criteria, culpability and the harm caused. In the interests of
consistency, the assessment of culpability and harm must themselves be subjected by
the sentence to a list of 'aggravating' and 'mitigating' features set out in the Overarching
Principles in Sentencing section of the Report. For the purposes of this Report these
factors are summarized as follows:

Aggravating Factors

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

The offence itself
Use or threatened use of
violence
The vulnerable victim
Breach of trust
Premeditation
Involvement of another
person
Offence committed while
on bail in respect of
another offence
Racially aggravale<l
Under influence of alcohol
or drugs

Mitigating factors

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Guilty plea
Provocation
Cooperation with police
Good character
Age
Effect of sentence (on
children, job, etc)
Time on remand
Voluntary reparation

The court must first make an initial assessment of the seriousness of the offence, then
go on to consider mitigating factors. 'Prevalence of the offence' in itself, is not to be
considered separately but as a factor in the 'seriousness' assessment to avoid doubly
penalizing the culprit. The Report goes on to emphasize that "enhanced sentences should
l__________ _be exceptional and in response to exceptional circumstances".
[
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2. Reduction ofSentencing which do not require legislative interventions
As emphasised in the Report on the Development ofSentencing Guidelines, substantial
discretion is confided to judges and magistrates under statute at the sentencing stage.
Section 19 of the Criminal Law (Offences) Act Cap.8:01 sets out that with the exception
of offences punishable by death, custodial penalties prescribed for all indictable
convictions may be set aside by the discretion of the Court according to the
circumstances of the case. Similarly, the Summary Jurisdiction (Procedure) Act
Cap.10:02 provides similar powers for magistrates in cases of summary conviction to
set aside imprisonment, even 'though "notwithstanding any such Act or other enactment,
the court may, ifit thinks that the justice of the case will be better met by a fine rather
than imprisonment, impose on the offender a fine ..... "
Similarly the Law Reform Act of 1988 introduced provisions for suspending sentences
of not more than two years imposed by the comis. Further options are available under
the Extra-Mural Work Act and the Probation of Offenders Act, Cap. 11 :02. Magistrates
are encouraged before sentencing the offender to any period of imprisonment to consider
whether he/she may be suitably dealt with under any of the aforesaid provisions.
Moreover, under the provisions of the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances
(Control) (Amendment) Act 1999 a court may make an order of community service for
up to nine months in lieu of imprisonment if a person was convicted for being in
possession of cannabis, not exceeding five grammes which the court was satisfied was
in possession only for personal consumption.
In the absence of comprehensive statutory provisions relating to the approach to be taken
by the courts in Guyana when determining sentence it is considered necessary for
guidelines to be issued. The intention of the guidelines is to promote consistency in
sentencing, providing clarity for courts and for victims.
A widespread but deplorable practice in magistrates courts is for prosecutors to attempt
to persuade the courts to impose a heavy sentence. All allegations made by prosecutors
must be based on admissible evidence and magistrates should insist on having it
admitted.
Recommended Steps in App/;cation of the Reduction Principle
As laid out in the Report, in calculating sentence the court should follow a clear
pathway:
Step 1 The court decides the sentence taking into account aggravating and mitigating
factors and any other offences which the defendant admits and ask that they be taken
into account.
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Step 2 Calculating the reduction
1.

II.

m.

The level of reduction should be propo1tionate to the total sentence
imposect.-·
.. .. ..
The proportion is calculated by reference to the guilty plea 111 the
following manner:
a. one-third of the total when the guilty plea was entered at the first
opportunity
b. one-sixth when the plea is entered after commencement of the trial.
The court applies the reduction and pronounces sentence. The comi
should state what would have been the sentence if there had been no
reduction.

Despite the recommendation above, where the prosecution case 1s overwhelming
without relying on a guilty plea, the full reduction may not be appropriate.

3. Acceptance of Sentencing Guidelines
The aim of sentencing policy is consistency. The non-custodial options allow
possibilities for raising public confidence that justice is being done in circumstances in
which the mechanical application of custodial penalties would be seen as unfair or
discriminatory.
For many years judiciaries around the world resisted the creation and imposition of
sentencing guidelines as an unjustified intervention of the political executive in the
judicial sphere. Over the past two or three decades resistance has weakened and
guidelines are in place in many countries of the world. With regard to the success of
introducing Guidelines, according to a Study undertaken by the US National Center for
State Courts (2008) it was found that States which employ sentencing guidelines
enjoyed higher levels of predictability, reduced discrimination and increased
transparency in sentencing. The key findings included that guidelines:
1.

11.
m.
1v.

Make sentences more predictable in determining who goes to prison.
Reduce sentencing disparity by limiting influence of race and economic
status.
Make sentencing patterns more transparent by reducing how the factors
are scored that contribute to length of sentence.
Allow policies to be designed to shape judicial discretion.

The Study noted that participation by an active Sentencing Commission is an essential
element of effective guidelines.
In some jurisdictions predictability of sentencing has been facilitated by internet-based
databases of all sentencing decisions, which is updated on a weekly basis.

According to the Report on the Development ofSentencing Guidelines, under section l l
( l) of the Criminal Procedure (Plea Bargaining and Plea Agreement) Act 2008 in
Guyana, the judge or magistrate is fixed with a mandatory duty to seek in open court the

c •••

views of the victim or a relative of the victim before recording the terms of the agreement
and passing sentence. Commentators are divided over this practice due to its propensity
to influence sentencing when this is not its intention. Grounds advanced for opposing
such statements are:
~R-epre3e11tation--cam10t

•

p1 o vide1l-suund-basis fur sentencing:
Cases with identical features would be dealt with in widely different ways.

The victim is hardly likely to bring the necessary degree of detachment required to reach
a proper sentencing decision. An approach to sentencing that fails to keep prisoners
healthy, safe or to maintain their wellbeing are indefensible in any society which aspires
to be modern and civilized.
Comprehensive prison censuses should be undertaken periodically to upgrade and
expand criminal justice data systems and ensure timely access to criminal justice
information for policy makers and the public.
Short Sentences

Short sentences (under 12 months) have little prospect of impacting on the convict's
offending habits. The notion that three to six months' sentences serve to shock offenders
into reforming themselves has not proven to be the case. The opposite effect is equally
common, namely, that the short sentence removes the deterrent effect by familiarizing
the offender with prison without being long enough to serve any reformatory purpose.
The long-term cost of short sentences was spelt out in one prisoner's submission to the
COI in the following terms:
"There are many prisoners serving sentences for minor offences. Some very
petty offences such as stealing a cell-phone or items to eat. Having sentenced
prisoners with these small offences to prison will surely open them to get
involve with more criminal activities. Most males share their views and skills
to commU crimes. As such many males go out ofp,.;son more dangerous than
how they come in. .. Very few inmates take heed to correct themselves for a
better life. "

Short sentences only make sense if they are applied flexibly. Some sentences could be
served at week-ends, others at periods which do not inevitably lead to loss of
employment or work hardship on the rest of the family. Too many prison sentences
disrupt the life of the entire family. This is true even of remand prisoners, where 'self
support' meals are provided by the family under conditions which virtually require the
full-time involvement of a family member.
Community Sentencing

. ,.

Community sentences have proven in one study to be 7% more effective at reducing reoffending rates than short sentences. This result, while isolated, is encouraging.
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The evidence between use of custody and reduction in crime has not been proven. In
terms of effective alternatives greater attention should be placed on community-based
sentencing. The societal inclination towards harsh sentences, and unavailability of an
adequate Probation Service to supervise such programmes have discouraged adoption
. ~f c~~1~~1~ity""s~11t~1~~[~g beyoncfthe occ-asi()'fiar 111agisfrate~ordeiiriif an-offender to- clean the court compound.
In societies more concerned with reform than sustammg large prison populations
community-based sentencing is a rigorous option in which offenders serve sentences in
setting where they are known and where a variety of conditions can be attached such as
attendance at classes or remedial education, curfews, restriction orders with respect to
access to liquor. The effectiveness of such programmes is rooted in a well-resourced
Probation Service in which Probation Services are linked to Neighbourhood Democratic
Councils or similar community-based arrangement.
Community sentencing is a much more productive option for female offenders and
young offenders, which is one reason they do not attract the attention they merit. As
with all aspects of the penal system, solutions are designed to apply to male criminals
and then, simply by extension, applied to women and young people. However, a
successful piloting of community sentencing with women and youth would be the most
effective form of publicity for its wider application to adult males.
Integrating offender rehabilitation into community-level governance will not attract the
human nor financial resources required for success unless the society in general adopts
a more constructive attitude towards offenders. Attitudes to crime and punishment are
shaped more by horror at violent crimes than by petty offences, despite the fact that petty
offending is frequently the route to more serious criminal habits. To this extent
community sentencing must also be seen to constrain the lifestyle of prisoners in ways
the community perceive as effective if reactionary public attitudes to criminality are to
change. Alternatives to prison must be credible, effective and reduce offending to get
public support. Robust non-custodial sentences would make it eminently possible to
improve offenders' reading, writing and problem-solving skills in the very communities
in which they encounter life's problems. Community sentence orders may restrict
offender's freedom of movement both by night and day.

Penalties for Drug-related Offences
Harsh legal regimes promoted around the world in response to the widespread health
and legal problems created by narcotic and psychotropic substance are ubiquitous.
Scepticism over their effectiveness is almost equally widespread. Implementation of
harsh drug laws has fueled rising incarceration rates and has contributed to severe prison
overcrowding. Certain reforms to dmg laws and how they are implemented could help
alleviate prison overcrowding while protecting public safety and respecting human
rights. (cf: Recommendations)

PAROLE BOARD

The Parole Board Report for 2009 states that the operational cost for the Parole Board
(excluding any costs of monitoring of parolees) was 0$3,789,600, 000. The number of
parole cases recommended for parole in that year (taking this stage as the point when
th~B-O~t-i&-eenelude-d}~was--l-l-(-ef--Tah-le;--P-af<7le--Boorti~General-P-erforman,,..,ce-

lnformati on, in this section). It is reasonable, therefore, to say that the per capita cost
ofreleasing a prisoner on parole for that year was the budget sum $3,290,000. divided
by 11, namely 0$344,509.
In comparison, the Guyana Prison Service Strategic Plan 2010-2013 notes that the
average per capita figure for maintenance of a prisoner in 2009 was 0$359,301. The
difference between maintaining a person in prison and the process of recommending
parole is less than 0$15,000. per year, prompting serious questions with respect to the
parole programme. Unfortunately no similar information for other years was available
with which to compare the 2009 figure.
The concern of the COi is not with the dedication or efforts of the members of the Parole
Board but with the institutional mechanism and its fitness for purpose. As a stimulus
towards good behavior on the part of offenders and an encouragement for rehabilitation,
the numbers released on parole are ineffective.
The above conclusion is reinforced by a breakdown by gender of parole figures provided
by the Board. Of the twelve persons granted parole in 2013, eleven were female and
one was male. Annual breakdown by gender for earlier years were not available.
Figures for 2013 also suggest that a high percentage of the women recommended for
parole were serving sentences for narcotics-related offences (9 of the 11 granted parole).
Only one male of the sixty-nine applications received in 2013 was paroled.
The last statistic suggests the influence of a policy decision to give priority to narcotics
offenders rather than granting parole solely on the merits of each individual case. In
this respect, parole is employed as a counter-balance to the injustice flowing from
mandatory custodial sentences attracted by narcotics offences. This conclusion is
reinforced by the contrast with the high number of manslaughter offenders (29)
attracting only one positive recommendation for parole, eight being denied and twenty
unresolved. In 2013, manslaughter (29), murder (13) and narcotics (20) comprised the
overwhelming number (62) of the sixty-nine applications received.
The numbers of cases which take longer than a year to process point to deficiencies in
either the parole procedures or in the support system available to the Parole Board. Of
the sixty-nine applications received in 2013, only twenty-seven were completed.
Figures over the past ten years show an average of seven offenders per year granted
parole, approximately one quarter of the average number of applications received per
year. However, more encouraging statistics show higher numbers both of applications
for parole and numbers granted parole in the past three years. As the Table below
indicates, the over-all average for the decade is seven granted parole of an average of
twenty-four applications, whereas in the last three years for which Reports are available,
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the figures are ten granted parole of thirty-one applications. Despite this encouraging
trend, however, over-all annual numbers released are too low to support the idea that the
parole system is an effective incentive towards good behavior.

TOTAL

Average

PERFORMANCE

FY

FY

FY

FY

FY

FY

FY

FY

FY

FY

INDICATOR
NAME

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Parole Petitions
examined

33

38

22

29

29

29

40

57

70

69

416

42

Parole Petitions
from previous
years examined

NIA

24

22

11

21

14

23

29

37

38

219

22

New Parole
Petitions Submitted

NIA

38

4

25

19

32

23

28

33

34

236

24

New Parole
Petitions Examined

NIA

14

0

18

8

15

17

28

33

31

164

16

Number of Parole
Hearings
Completed

9

18

8

4

18

13

15

16

33

27

151

15

No. Parole
Hearings deferred

24

31

14

25

11

14

29

44

37

42

271

27

Parole
Recommended

9

10

8

3

18

11

15

10

19

15

118

12

Parole Not
Recommended

0

8

4

3

I

5

2

6

14

12

55

6

Parole Granted

9

9

8

2

14

8

14

6

14

11

95

10

Parole Rejected

0

I

0

0

4

3

I

4

5

4

22

2

Parole Completed

3

12

7

5

6

3

8

15

8

5

72

7

Parolees Being
Supervised and
Monitored

11

7

8

4

8

6

12

3

7

6

72

7

Applicants Who
Withdrew

0

0

0

3

I

4

0

9

I

3

21

2
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0

0
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0

0
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Their Applications
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Parole Board - General Performance Information:

Source: Parole Board Annual Reports 2009 -2013

Two approaches to parole can be discerned in penal policies adopted in various
countries: one in which judicial considerations predominate and another view of parole
that stresses rehabilitation focusing more on the person of the offender. In the latter
approach parole recommendations are linked to the offender's behavior during
detention. In contrast to the 'judicial' approach, decisions to revoke or to parole, are
made largely by those involved in day-to-day management of the correctional system.
Here in Guyana the Parole Act incorporates elements of both approaches. While the Act
inclines the Board to a judicial approach, the de facto dependence on the prison staff in
arriving at its decisions appears to be much greater than the Act envisaged. The lack of
Parole Board staff also increases the dependency on other agencies, particularly the
Prison service itself, both for investigation and in determination of cases. Historically
the Parole Board has depended on the Probation Service, but the re-orientation of
Probation to welfare tasks in recent years has severely restricted the availability of this
option.
The Reports of the Board make clear that it views itself as "quasi-judicial" with "public
safety' as the guiding principle determining its deliberations. This approach appears to
be reinforced by the severity of the offence (none of the thirteen murder applications
were considered in 2013) and the need to control the offender (influencing the more
positive approach to female than male offenders).

..

In practice, the parole system appears capricious. Whether applications reach the Board
promptly is unpredictable; being considered in a timely fashion or becoming part of a
back-log is determined by availability of staff, whether and how interviews are
conducted is also at the mercy of unpredictable factors. If an application survives all the
hoops for which the Board is responsible, the application is sent to the Minister for a
final decision. The Annual Reports suggest that the Minister accepts the advice of the
Parole Board in the great majority of cases. Again, there appears to be no formal
guidance to enable the Minister to ensure his recommendations are consistent and fair.
Finally, whether and how the prisoner in questions learns his fate appears also to be
unpredictable.
A notable casualty of lack of support staff is the unpredictable manner in which the
offender's views are obtained by the Committee. A recommendation in the last Report
of the Board (2013) submitted to the COi is to the effect that oral hearings from
applicants should be introduced to the process, with representation from legal counsel
if desired. Making a recommendation rather than simply implementing the practice
reflects yet again the dependency of the Board on other actors.
The amount of the Committee Budget invested in investigating the community
background of applicants appears excessive. What weight would those predominantly
negative opinions carry in comparison to reports and assessments from within the prison
institution which is in daily contact with the applicant?
The COI feels compelled to draw parallels between the Parole Act in Guyana and that
of Jamaica. Under the Jamaica Parole Act, the functions of the Board are spelt out in
matter-of-fact language, thorny issues, such as applications from convicted murders are

addressed in detail. In the Guyana Rep011 all murder applications appear to be remain
in a form of limbo. Similarly, the functions of parole officers and the Minister might
make suggest a degree of autonomy in the Jamaican process which the Guyana Board
does not enjoy, with respect, for example to life sentences and commutations from an
origiiiaf death-penalty to life;-and fti tl1e fOrm of certificate parolees received at the- end - - -- .
of their parole. The Guyana parole process projects an impression of rigid adherence to
rules, rather than the sense of purpose and energy reflected in the Jamaica Parole Act.
Also notewo1thy is the fact that the Cayman Islands no longer have a Parole Board but
a Conditional Release Board which allows every prisoner, after completing 60% of his
or her sentence, to be considered for conditional release depending on good behaviour.
A modern parole system would develop and make widely available a clear set of criteria
by which parole decisions would be guided. Applications for parole would trigger the
evaluation of the prisoner's performance in detention against this set of criteria. A point
system would be awarded. Those prisoners who scored sufficient points would be
eligible for parole. Prisoners would be informed of the results of the assessment.
Prisoners who score high but insufficient would have an incentive to work on the
defective areas and apply the next year. The Board responsible for applying this system
could operate under the authority of a Prison Inspectorate. The COi is not concerning
itself with the details of such a system, so much as suggesting the level of reform
required to produce the required degree of modernization.
Prison Visiting Committees

The powers of the Prison Visiting Committees (PVC) set out in the relevant section of
the Prisons Act Cap 11:01 are extensive. Members of the Committee may bring to the
notice of the Prison Director or Minister any circumstances connected with the
administration of prisons. They have "free access to all parts of the prison and to all
prisoners they may inspect the diets of prisoners and report unsatisfactory food standards
to the Director of prisons. Members of the PVC may "inspect any of the books of the
prison, ... enquire into the state of prison buildings" and "if repairs and additions appear
to them to be necessary shall report thereon with their advice and suggestions to the
Director!.''~In light of such far-ranging powers of PVCs, the question must be asked how
such perilous conditions could have developed at Camp Street prison without alarm bells
having been sounded much earlier.
The fundamental assumption underpinning the PVC is that prisons are reasonably welladministered, reasonably-well-resourced and adequately staffed. The monitoring role of
Visiting Committees in the colonial era and for some decades later was more clearly
defined, the prison administration was fully staffed, numbers of inmates were more in
accord with the capacity of the prison facilities and the prison regime had the resources
for rehabilitative activities.
Over the past two decades, at least, these assumptions no longer hold valid for prisons
in Guyana. As the short-comings of the GPS multiplied in terms of staff shortages and
the intake of less qualified recruits, the role and function of PVCs imperceptibly
changed.

An under-staffed, under-resourced and less qualified prison administration saw the
steady deterioration of a penal system, confronted with larger numbers of hardened
prisoners. A partial response to this situation was to invite a range of civilians,
businessmen and religious leaders to play leading roles in all areas of prison life sentence management, training programmes, prison chaplaincies and the like - many
wiflloUfRiiown quahf1cahons, other than being politically trustworthy. PVCs were also
permeated by political appointments, even reaching the extreme of the wife of the
Minister of Home Affairs being appointed to the Camp Street PVC, with the inevitable
chilling effect on the frankness of communications, between the Prison Director and the
PVCs. In such circumstances, the extensive powers noted above, were not exercised in
the best interest of the prison system or they were set aside.
Appointments to Prison Visiting Committees are at the pleasure of the Minister of Public
Security (formerly Ministry of Home Affairs). No formal eligibility criteria exist.
In order to achieve a number of related goals, namely more efficient oversight, greater
impact, transparency and fairness, the system of civic oversight function needs to be
overhauled to render the selection process more transparent and to bridge the powers of
the Committee and the competencies of the Committee in a more realistic manner.
Some consideration should be given to relocating a number of the powers of the PVCs
in a Prisons Inspectorate system along the lines employed in Trinidad and Tobago.
Recommendations of an authoritative Prisons Inspectorate would then provide the
agenda of activities for the PVC to monitor in its monthly visits.
REHABILITATION

A distinguished retired Governor of large prisons and who has advised on prison
policy in many parts of the world recently commented that:

"The expectation that prisons will rehabilitate people, whilst being desirable, is
divorced from reality. It leads to accusations that prisons have failed to rehabilitate.
The truth is that no empirical evidence exists that prisons can "do" things to a prisoner
that will make that person lead a life ji·ee of crime on release; there is no empirical
evidence that a prisoner can be coerced into being rehabilitated. That is not to suggest
that "nothing works"; we do know that some things work with some offenders, at
various times, in certain circumstances and in different settings but we do not know what
works with whom. We do not have the ability to "diagnose" why a person commits a
crime and as a consequence cannot propose an appropriate course of "treatment"; the
medical analogy does not work. We do know that old age prevents many people from
reoffending or taking up crime that is other than sex offenders and some white collar
workers, for age is no barrier to their activities, but that is all we can be reasonably
sure of
We should move away fi'om the rhetoric of "prisons have failed to rehabilitate" to the
acceptance that only prisoners can rehabilitate themselves and that the task of the
prison is to present opportunities to them to make that possible. If a prison offers
opportunities and the prisoner refi1ses to avail of them then it is the prisoner who has
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failed and not the prison. Hmvever, if opportunities have not been provided or if a
prisoner is unable to access then only then can it be said that the prison has failed.
Secondly, if a prison has any hope of being a being a positive influence on a prisoner
·· the-11 tliai caitol1lji7]e·· dcliiei1eiTlf there ·are cfecenrconditions; by treating-prisoners
decently, to make prisons places where there is dignity, an absence offear, where there
is a sense of self- worth and a i..vell ordered community life; that also applies to all who
work or visit a prison. "
This approach to prisons contrasts sharply with the philosophy dominating Guyana's
approach to prisons. The much quoted slogan coined by Prime Minister Blair of being
"tough on crime and on the causes of crime" became a mantra across the globe, along
with President Clinton's "three strikes and you 're out" leading to two explosions: one
of prison populations around the world and the other of middle-class complacency over
finding a better solution to address crime. Two decades later, both of the societies whose
social and penal policies most influence ours in Guyana are in serious retreat from
unmanageable prison populations amid a growing recognition that "smart on crime and
smart on the causes of crime" is the only solution. (Ref: Fair Sentencing Act 20 l 0,
Smarter Sentencing Bill (Dec. 2015) proposed by President Obama.)
Smart on crime approaches seek to make our communities safer by adopting a menu of
measures which hold offenders accountable for their actions. These measures are
tailored to place responsibility largely on detainees for how long they remain in
correctional facilities. This Report identifies in a summary manner, a series of possible
measures which would move the penal system in the direction of being more fair,
effective and affordable. The fundamental challenge is not one of identifying what those
measures should be, but one of ensuring the institutions responsible for supporting their
implementation are fit for purpose.
Rehabilitation aims to ensure that after leaving prison inmates have a better than average
chance of leading a productive and fulfilling life, rather than falling into recidivism, the
cycle of re-offending and returning to prison. In the context of Guyana's prison system,
rehabilitation is a major challenge. Space and resources are not available; qualified
personnel to conduct training are in short supply; educational levels of inmates range
from functionally illiterate to basic, providing a less than adequate background for skills
training. Earlier commentators on rehabilitation in Guyana's prisons have noted that
rehabilitation, if it is to impact on recidivism, must be more than skills training. Skills
are an important component of post-prison re-integration into society, but they are not
the most critical. What landed inmates in prison in the first instance was not lack of
skills, but an inclination to criminal activity, i.e. inco1Tect values. 3 Unless rehabilitation
addresses that dimension of the problem, it is unlikely, not matter how skillful an inmate
becomes to overcome recidivism. The prison experience, as noted elsewhere, tends to
produce people with a more criminal outlook when they leave than when they entered.
It is that process which rehabilitation must crucially address.
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cf Nickram L Report. Ministry of Home Affairs 2009
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While recognising the importance of skills training, the most intensive rehabilitation
focus must be on improving basic education, as the re-conditions for changing the value
orientation of prisoners.

\
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A recent British study recommends putting education at the heart of the prison system.
!--,-------Pflsener-s-sheukl-have-an-initittl-educat-iorral assessment wherrtlreyeTirel'ptison anatl1_e_n_______
be provided with a personal learning plan. When asked what was missing from existing
prison education programmes, the author of the study responded "Any kind ofpace. In
a school or a college there's a pace, an energy, an outcome. There's enthusiasm. But in
the prison classrooms, it didn't seem to matter."

r

The COi is recommending a more purposeful approach to education in prison and to
rehabilitation. Progress on both fronts should be compulsory linked to incentives,
privileges and early release. Piloting initiatives and evaluations should be linked to
consequences both for inmates, prison officers and staff involved in delivery of
education and rehabilitation services.
VULNERABLE SECTORS WITHIN THE PRISON POPULATION
VULNERABLE POPULATIONS

Indigenous People in the Prison System

I

~

Indigenous people constitute the population group who rights are most violated by the
prison system. In addition to the generalized inhumane conditions of prison to which
all detainees are exposed, indigenous people suffer a range of additional hardships. In
the first instance they are separated completely from their families and communities.
Prison diet never includes food to which they are accustomed. Indigenous people by
nature are less assertive or aggressive than other population groups. They endure far
longer delays in trials due to the unreliability of interior courts. In many cases a poor
command of English isolates indigenous prisoners almost completely from life around
them.
Whereas the harshness of incarceration of females and young people compared to males
receives at least token acknowledgement, the application of this harsh system to
Amerindians is almost totally ignored - by the administration of justice, the Parole
Board and the political administration.
Women in Prison
The great majority of female offenders do not constitute a threat to society, the primary
justification for incarceration. However, the way society deals with women is simply an
extension of what is considered appropriate for men. When a policy turns out to be
inappropriate for men, it is usually disastrous for women, which is clearly the case with
the current penal policy.

I-

Women in prison in Guyana constitute 4% of the total number of incarcerated persons.
Security arrangements at the Women's Prison in New Amsterdam, Berbice, are
extensions for what is in place for the men's section within the same compound: an

unnecessarily depressing multiplicity of locks, bars, barbed wire and electronic devices
in overcrowded spaces.
Women are usually incarcerated because they are the victims of men either by being
used as· 'dntg· mules'-; orforsteaiing-so·-as·to-feed d1il<lrenfor -whom-child-fathers.-.:rre____ ,__~ ..
not providing, or they are on murder charges for having turned violently on a brutal male
partner. Most of the women in prison have themselves have either been physically
and/or sexually abused since childhood and in need of help not punishment.
Prison is a much harsher experience for women than men. On the outside women are
usually the ones responsible for looking after the family and children. An extended stay
in prison usually means women emerge to find their children dispersed, their partner no
longer around and their home taken over by others. A revolution in attitudes to women's
imprisomnent is needed.
Rather than imprisonment, women in trouble with the law need the safety of half-way
houses in which they can get their life together, develop the self-confidence and the
skills to care for themselves and their children and eventually re-start life. A different
system of very small, self-sufficient units with active programmes of training with
considerable involvement from outside agencies is urgently needed.
It is evident that imprisonment of a parent or guardian may work considerable hardship
on innocent children who are forced to relocate to live with others, change schools and
suffer hardship. The impact on children of various forms of sentencing of adult relatives
is not taken into account in sentencing decisions in Guyana.

Reco111mendations
a) Women. except in very exceptional circumstances, should not be sent to prison
at all.
b) Women's role as care-givers should attract much higher priority in determining
whether to imprison women at all. Long-delayed trials, venal lawyers and
poorly-trained magistrates prolong and aggravate a basically unsound method of
dealing with women involved in crime, creating over-crowding.
c) In view of the high level of sexual abuse and exploitation to which detained
women are vulnerable prompt and thorough investigation should be carried out
of all complaints of sexual harrassment by any officers of state agencies.

Mentally Ill Prisoners
The Guyana Prison Service is the major casualty of the inexcusably primitive approach
to mental health in Guyana. Mentally ill persons, in significant numbers, who find
themselves in trouble with the law are passed through the prisons and magistracy into
Guyana's prisons. The GPS has no resources, human or financial, for integrating them
into an over-crowded prison. Although the Ministry of Health should provide statutorily
a full-time medical doctor, the delivery of routine medical services is a constant
problem. Services for the mentally ill are even less reliable. This situation works
systematic hardship on all aspects of prison life. Even less concern is devoted to the

stressful effect on other prisoners of living wiLh mentally-ill inmates in over-crowded
spaces. An intervention led by the Ministry of Health involving the magistracy, the
police and the OPS is needed urgently.
Substance Abusers

The provision in the Narcotics Act for persons convicted of narcotics offences to be
directed by the magistrate to attend recovery courses at a specialized Unit has never
been made viable due to the Ministry of Health never having created the Unit. Once
again the Prison Service is forced to address this problem as best it can with no dedicated
or professional resources being made available.
HIV+ Persons

The constant regular access to medication and testing required by this category of
prisoners once again diverts over-used human resources into catering for specialized
needs.
Aging Prisoners

Consideration should be given to early release of aging prisoners in the interests of
lowering over-crowding. This category of prisoners is likely to expand in view of the
sentencing eccentricity which the Judiciary urgently needs to correct.
Children

We restrict our comments to noting that in jurisdictions which take the rights of the
children seriously, the manner in which prison sentences are served and structured is
influenced by their impact on children. The concept of detention as a last resort as a
principle of penal policy takes on central importance, as noted above, in the sentencing
of women who are mothers, especially if they are the sole providers of children.
With respect to detention of children, the arrangements at the New Opportunity Corps
and the Holding Centre in Sophia are far from satisfactory. Neither of these institutions
is structured in the best interests of children and are insulated from effective civic
oversight. 'Wandering' charges against young girls should be scrapped and replaced by
legal remedies which, for example, can focus more on making older males aware that
encouraging young girls into leaving home (the basis of most 'wandering') attract
charges of 'grooming' under the Sexual Offences Act (which carries a custodial penalty).
Laying 'grooming' charges against serial offenders should have a sobering effect on
others.
lNITIATIVE FOR MORE DYNAMIC GOVERNANCE OF THE PENAL SYSTEM

In rendering its Recommendations the Commission is conscious that a number of
previous Reports have addressed similar issues, but to no avail. While financial
considerations are frequently invoked to explain inaction in the area of penal reform
systemic reasons other than finance should not be overlooked.
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We have noted elsewhere in the Report the widespread public apathy towards the
conditions of prisons that no doubt contributes to sluggish political responses to the
problem associated with prisons. Reform of the GPS alone will not guarantee creation
of a dynamic, efficient and fair penal system. As this Report has noted other institutions.
particularly the other arms of the administration of Justice, the Judiciary, Guyana Bar
Association, the Guyana Police Force, Probation Service and Visiting Committee, all
underniirie tlle-efforts of the Guyal1Cl Prison Service when-they faii tCT fulfill their owrr--" ·
obligations to the penal system.
While none of this is new, the failure to create more effective coordination between
these services is striking. Each institution struggles in isolation to make piecemeal
improvements in its own delivery system without systematic consultation or cooperation
among the group as a whole. Nor do existing statutory bodies such as the Police Service
Commission and the Judicial Service Commission, operating in isolation, have a track
record of effective cross-discipline cooperation.
Countering the institutional weaknesses of Guyana's penal system requires a mechanism
to mobilize the political and technical co-operation in a collaborative manner, to provide
Guyana with a modern. fair and efficient correctional programme.
For this reason this COi is making a special recommendation for creation of a
mechanism charged with the sole responsibility of creating a plan to reduce prison overcrowding and to maintain a sustainable intake in the future. The Prison directorate in
Guyana does not enjoy the powers of their counterparts in some parts of the United
States where overcrowding is addressed by empowering the Prison Director to
commence a process of release of prisoners starting with those closest to their release
dates. These powers are linked to budgetary allocations for food and maintenance of
decent standards as required by the UN Standard Minimum Rules.for the Treatment of
Pri.wners. These are the most authoritative international standards governing the
quality of life in prison.
The COi is recommending creation of a High Level Committee comprising the Guyana
Prison Service and representatives of the agencies referred to above, under the
chairperson of a dynamic individual capable of generating the institutional momentum.
support and resources required to resolve over-crowding in prisons.
As a mechanism geared to encourage institutional cooperation with a clear focused
mandate, the proposed High Level Committee would be a contribution to evolving
governance in Guyana. Underlying all of the current ills of the penal system is a sense
of no one exercising ownership of the process. Success in this limited mandate would
lay the foundation for determining the shape and mandate of a more permanent Prisons
Inspectorate Unit as a component of a modern principled approach to penal policy. In
this respect the Trinidad & Tobago Prison Inspectorate merits careful examination with
a view to emulating its major feature.

RECOMl\tlENDATIONS

High Level Committee Recommendation
•

~~~.,........,------t.
all

The COi recommends creation ota High Level Committee representing
of
the agencies with responsibilities to the prison system with the purpose of
creating and overseeing implementation of a coordinated strategy for reducing
and sustaining the prison population to levels compatible with the UN
Minimum Standard Rules for the Treatment of Offenders.

Administrative
•

Custodial Staffing to be increased immediately to match the operational and
management readiness of the Guyana Prison Service. The ratio of female to
male custodial staff to be reviewed in the increase. The current staffing is a
recipe for continuous disturbances and security threats to the community at
large.

•

The Prison Service to adopt a management philosophy that encompasses
modern principles of justice, management, training, humane conditions,
discipline and use of force. The Restorative Justice philosophy can be
explored in this regard.

•

Training of ranks must be structured in keeping with promoting management
efficiency and a career development path in the Guyana Prison Service. Special
courses that must be included in training are correctional leadership, modern
correctional philosophy, control and restraints, developmental psychology,
intelligence gathering, ethics in Corrections and managing security threats
groups (STGS).

•

The Strategic Plan (2010-2020) is a vehicle/platform to develop the Guyana
Prison Service and must be pursued intentionally and strategically. The eight
pillars of development stated in the plan are structured and detailed approaches
to the development of the Guyana Prison Service.

•

To increase the capability of custodial supervisory staff in the short term by
recruiting retired senior Non Commission Officers from the Guyana Defence
Force. They must be carefully selected and appropriately trained to perform
their new duties in keeping with modern prison philosophy.
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Operational
•

The administration must make Jocks tamper-proof by installing them in such a
manner that there is no space for insertion of any material to prevent lock from
opening.

•

Prison beds and other equipment in dormitories must be constructed in manner
to make them tamper-proof reducing opportunities to convert them into
improvised weapons

•

There is need for installation of an effective jamming system for cell phones
even if not in the entire compound it can be at high security blocks.

•

Protective equipment to protect officers from physical harm.

•

Establish an effective surveillance system in the prison yard to monitor and
record both prisoners and officers' conduct.

•

An effective intelligence system must be created within the Guyana Prison
Service to manage crime and prisoners' subcultures of gangs, prisoners of high
security interest, contraband trade and violence/intimidation within the Prison.
This must be supported integrally by the Guyana Police Force and Guyana
Defence Force Intelligence Units.

•

High Profile prisoners and prisoners with very long sentences must be
strategically separated from the general population.

•

The Joint Services Contingency Plans for Fire, Riots and Hostage-taking needs
to be reviewed having regard to the actual circumstances occurring from March
2nd-4th 2016.

\Velfare
•

The emoluments of prison staff to be increased commensurately with the daily
risk they face in the execution of their duties in a highly stressful and
dangerous environment.

•

A Special Insurance Scheme can be established and supported by Government
to compensate officers in case of injuries or death while executing their daily
duties.

•

Threats of physical and psychological harm to officers and families must he
dealt with swiftly and effective manner within the legal framework.

•

The Prison Officers Association must operate more effectively to advocate for
better working conditions for officers.

•

The heroic acts of prison officers, prisoners and other Joint Services members
-ought-to-be--reeegni3ed-in-appropriate--vv11y...

•

Prisoners' living conditions to be improved to reflect states of humanity and
dignity.

•

The training programmes of prisoners and their training facilities must match
the concepts of modem penal philosophy to reduce recidivism and criminality
among incarcerated offenders.

•

The Probation and Social Services Department must play its institutional role
in the Prisons more effectively

•

Improve the capability of the medical facility within Prison so the healthcare
of prisoners can be expeditiously addressed with no need to be taken to the
hospital for routine tests.

•

Prison Kitchens must cease using fire wood as a fuel and modern kitchens be
developed at all locations to prepare inmates food.

•

The Prison Administration to develop a system to honour outstanding officers
and ranks for their long and meritorious services.

lnfnistructure

•

The Capital A Block be renovated and be named 'Centre of Learning and
Reconciliation" for prisoners. It should have a good library with appropriate
technology and other supporting material to aid inmates to develop themselves.

•

Complete the construction of the new prison at Lusignan and upgrading
Mazaruni Prison facilities to improve the prison holding capacity of prisoners
under humane conditions.

•

Enhance the structure and equipment at the Cecil Kilkenny Prison Officers'
Training School at Lusignan to create a receptive learning environment for
prison officers.

•

To review the internal walls of high security blocks to avoid prisoners
breaking through them.

•

A more effective system of lighting in dormitories to be introduced to avoid
tampering and turning off of lights by prisoners in divisions.

•

Consider the removal of the Georgetown Prison from the centre of the City .

.Judiciary/Magistracy/Legal
•

Recognition by magistrates of the Constitutional right to the presumption of
innocence of accused persons must be enforced when considering bail
applications.

•

Abolish mandatory minimum sentences.

•

De-criminalize possession of minimum amounts of marijuana for personal use.

•

Establish and expand alternatives to incarceration for those charged with
low-level drug offenses.

•

Ensure proportionality in sentencing, distinguishing between:
a. dmg trafficking and other types of crime;
b. low, medium and high-level drug offenses;
c. rank or position of the accused in drug-trafficking networks:
d. violent and non-violent offenses.

•

Avoid preventive detention (remand) in the case oflow-level, non-violent
offenders. Employ non-custodial sentences in all cases of possession such as treatment. educational opportunities or community service - that are
available to those involved in other types of offences.

•

Re-orient law enforcement efforts to target high-level drug-trafficking
networks, rather than those at the bottom rung of the drug-trafficking ladder,
such as consumers, small-scale farmers, low-level dealers and mules.

•

Comprehensive prison censuses should be undertaken periodically to upgrade
and expand criminal justice data systems and ensure timely access to criminal
justice information for policy makers and the public.

Standing Law Revision Commission
•

The work of the Commission in a number of instances revealed a need for the
constant updating of our legislation. Formerly this problem was addressed by a
Law Commission whose job it was to look at the body of legislation that is
current and tailor it for the exigencies of the future. Piecemeal patching up of
the Statutes of the State is to be discouraged. The Commission is, therefore.
recommending resuscitation of a standing Law Revision Commission.

•

Sentencing guidelines must be formally approved, publicized, disseminated
and enforced.

•

Judges and Magistrates must be trained in application of sentencing
Guidelines.

•

Visits to prisons by the judges and magistrates must be viewed as a constitutive
and obligatory aspect of their duties. Minimum numbers of visits per year
should be established, implemented and monitored by the Chancellor and Chief
Justice.

•

Release of prisoners on remand should be released automatically under the
authority of the Prison Director once the time served equals the sentence the
offence would attract. Maximum limits for time on remand should be
considered.

•

Resolutions of legal issues required to abolish Pls should be an urgent priority
of the Judiciary.

•

A robust programme of community-based sentencing alternatives should be
produced in corporation with all relevant agencies.

•

A piloting of alternative and community based sentences should be undertaken
with women and juvenile offenders.

•

Incarceration must be a last resort for female offenders and exceptional for
mothers and care-givers.

The Guyana Bar/Judiciary

•

The Legal Practitioners Act (LPC) should be amended to promote transparency
and accountability in the workings of the Legal Practitioners Committee.

•

The Chancellor must take steps to ensure the workings of the LPC afford
effective protection to clients rather than the protection of wayward attorneys.

•

Defense attorneys are encouraged to raise the issue of remand as a
Constitutional violation until minimum acceptable standards of detention are
established.

•

The findings of the LPC should be published annually.

•

The Guyana Bar Association is recommended to pay greater attention to the
obligation set out in the LPC Code of Conduct to advocate for implementation
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of the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (SMR rP).

Parole Board
•

- --

An
assessment of the-- Statutes,
procedures
and operations of the Parole Board is
--- -·-_________ ----required to render the Board more purposeful.
---~---"-·-------·

-----~·

_

___._

•

Automatic appointment to the Parole Board of Chairs of PVCs should be
reviewed.

•

Guidance Manuals should be developed within the framework of the SMRTP
and introduced through orientation workshops to all members of PVCs and the
Paro le Board.

Rehabilitation Programmes
•

A major publicity campaign is needed promoting acceptance of rehabilitation
as the purpose of prisons.

•

Rehabilitation programmes in the penal system should be compulsory, subject
to measurement and evaluation, linked to external qualifying processes and
provide the basis and momentum for enjoyment of a range of incentives and
privileges.

•

Access to cell phones, computers, etc. and other privileges should be incentivebased.

Vu/11erable Populatio11s
\Vomen
•

A women's remand prison should be established in Demerara within the
Lusignan Prison Environment.

•

A half-way house for non-violent women offenders must be established.

•

A half-way house should provide rehabilitation in the form of a process of reestablishing self-confidence and problem-solving skills with regular access to
their children.

•

Judges and magistrates must respect incarceration of women as a last resort
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Juveniles

•

Incarceration of juveniles must be stricted according to the principle of last
resort.

- - - - - - · - - - -PGiic€}~magistrnte&.aad-jurlges-must-eharge--men-for-groomiag-rttther--thunR-------
charges girls for wandering.
•

The Holding Centre in Sophia should be replaced by arrangements which are
conducive to restoring good conduct health and safety of children in
accordance with the rights of the child.

Indigenous

•

Summary matters in hinterland communities should be resolved in one session
as originally intended by this category of offences.

•

In indictable matters indigenous people should be remanded in regional
facilities rather than in Georgetown prison.

Medical

•

The Ministry of Health needs to adopt a more pro-active responsibility to the
health of the prison population in general and, in particular, with respect to
HIV positive inmates, diabetic inmates and to mentally ill-inmates.

-----(1
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EPILOGUE
In the- specilietl time \vi thin which the Commi-ssion was tasked to-present it:; findings
the Commission had many challenges. Time did not permit the Commissioners to visit
all the prisons as was intended. The Timehri and Mazaruni Prisons have been the two
casualties in this regard. The New Amsterdam Prison is well organised but it does not
have the challenges that beset the Georgetown Prison and the Lusignan prison. As
regards the latter there needs to be an immediate upgrading of the access road. It is in a
parlous state and virtually inaccessible. Nightmare fantasies abound in the event of
ingress and egress should a startling emergency situation arise.
It is the hope of the Commission that the laissez faire approach to prison reform should
be replaced by a period of explosive liberation and positive reform activism in every
sense of the word. Transformation of the belief that the prisoner is from the rump of
established society and is therefore unworthy of reform is the way to go. The proper
functioning of our corrective institutions could make an astounding difference to the
country's economy. While there is currently the celebration of the golden jubilee of the
country's Independence we are still too young a nation to exist on a moribund and
archaic system. That will soon expire. Guyana is too young to die.
We expect the Guyana Prison Service to folfil its Vision Statement. year 2020 as stated
below:

"The Guyana Prison Service is a highly efficient correctional institution with modern technological
facilities and competent staff who empower and rehabilitate inmates through structured
programmes thereby contributing to reduced recidivism and increased public safety." (The
Guyana Prison Service Strategic Plan 2010-2015.)
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THE OFFICIAL GAZETTE

aTH MARCH, 2016

LEGAL SUPPLEMENT -

B

GUYANA

Seal No. 15 of 2016
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY
TO EXAMINE, ADVISE, REPORT AND TO PROBE into the disturbances and resultant
deaths of 18 prisoners at the Camp Street Prisons, Georgetown on the morning of the
3rd of March, 2016 and the subsequent disturbances.

By the President of the Co-operative

/11P'-/

Republic of Guyana.

PRESIDENT.
WHEREAS it is provided by section 2 of the Commission of Inquiry Act, Cap.
19:03, that the President may issue a Commission appointing one or more
Commissioners and authorising such Commissioner or Commissioners to inquire into
any matter in which an inquiry would, in the opinion of the President, be for Public
Welfare.
AND WHEREAS, it is the opinion of the President that such an inquiry into the
disturbances and resultant deaths of 18 prisoners at the Camp Street Prisons,
Georgetown on the morning of the 3rd of March, 2016 and subsequent disturbances
would be for Public welfare.

NOW THEREFORE, acting under the provisions of the Commission of Inquiry Act,
Cap. 19:03, and by virtue and in exercise of all powers enabling ine in that behalf, I do
hereby issue this Commission and appoint -

-----------1{
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a}

-

B

3TH MARCH, 2016

Mr;- James- Patterson- as--a--Commlssicner: and- Chairman of
Commission of Inquiry;

b)

Ms. Merle Mendonca as a Commissioner of the Commission of Inquiry;
and

c)

Mr. Dale Erskine as a Commissioner of the Commission of Inquiry.

"to enquire into all the circumstances surrounding the death of eighteen
(18) Prisoners from the Camp Street Prison, Georgetown on the morning
of Thursday 3rd of March, 2016, to report the findings and conclusions to
the Minister of Public Security and make recommendations on any action
that should be taken to avoid a recurrence".

The Terms of Reference
1.

The Inquiry will investigate, examine and report on:

•

The causes, circumstances and conditions that led to the disturbances on the
morning of
the 3rd of March, 2016 that resulted in the death of 18 Prisoners and any other
subsequent disturbances at the Camp Street Prisons, Georgetown.

•

Inquire into the nature of all injuries sustained by the Prisoners during the
disturbances on the morning of the

3rd

of March, 2016 and any other

subsequent disturbances.
•

Determine whether the conduct of the staff of the Guyana Prisons Service who
were on duty
on the morning of the 3rd of March, 2016 and thereafter was in conformity with
the Standard Operating Procedures of the Guyana Prisons Service.

---------'(
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•

Determine whether the deaths of the 18 prisoners was as a result of the
negligence, abandonment of duty, disregard of instructions, inaction of the
Prison Officers who were on duty on the night of the 2nd of March, 2016 and

---·~---ttle-mom~11g-oUtie-~of.-Mai:cA,20-t6'...-.- -

(2)

Recommendations

The Commission shall make comprehensive recommendations to ensure the
safety of the prisons.

(i) Examine and make findings and recommendations to improve the physical
infrastructure of the prison;
(ii) The existing security arrangements in respect of the custody, management
and control of prisoners.
(iii) The appropriate treatment of prisoners in compliance with legal and other
requirements.
(iv) To prevent a recurrence of any such disturbance.
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(3) Rules of Procedure
(i) The Inquiry must consider the views of stakeholders including:
• Staff of the Prisons and their Unions;
• Members of the Judiciary;
• Prisoners accommodated within the Camp Street Prisons
• Staff of the Ministry of Public Health and the Ministry of
Social Protection;
• Any other stakeholders the Inquiry deems appropriate.
(ii)

This commission shall render its report, findings and
recommendations to the Minister of Public Security by the 28th
of March, 2016 or such other date as the Minister of State
shall determine.

(iii) This Inquiry shall be conducted continually at the Conference
Room of the Department of Public Service, Ministry of the
Presidency, 164 Waterloo Street, South Cummingsburg and
in such other places as the Chairman may determine.
(iv) The Inquiry shall be
nevertheless to the
persons/persons if they
Inquiry, the preservation

held in public, with reservation
Commissioners to exclude any
deem fit for the due conduct of the
of Order or for any other reason.

(v) The Commission shall commence work on the 7th day of
March, 2016 and the Chairman shall take appropriate steps
to ensure that the Commission complete its work and submit
its report within the aforesaid time.
(vi) The Chairman and one other Commissioner shall constitute a
quorum.
(vii) Subject to the above, this Commission shall establish and
regulate its own procedures for the conduct of the Inquiry and
shall be governed by the aforesaid provisions of the
Constitution of Guyana, the Commissions of Inquiry Act,
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Chapter 19:03, the High Court Act, Chapter 3:01 and any
other Laws enabling.

By the President's Command

GIVEN under my hand
and the seal of the
President
of
the
Cooperative Republic of
Guyana, at Georgetown,
Guyana, this 7th day of
March, 2016.
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3

CHAPTER 19:03
COMMISSIONS OF INQUIRY ACT
ARRANGEMENT OF SECTIONS
SECTION

I. Short title.
2. Power to issue commission.
3. Powers to appoint fresh commissioners, and to alter and revoke
commissions.
4. Commission not affected by any change of President.
5. Commissioners to take oath of office, how and before whom.
6. Power to appoint secretary; his duties.
7. Duties of commissioners defined.
8. Division of opinion of commissioners.
9. Commissioners' powers for regulating their proceedings.
10. Commissioners' powers to summon and examine witnesses.
and privileges from suit.
11. False evidence, how punishable.
12. ( 1) Duty of witnesses summoned.
(2) Penalty for contumacy or insult, or interruption of
proceedings.
13. Appearance of counsel.
14. Constables detailed to attend upon commissioners; their duties.
15. Remuneration to commissioners and others, how ascertained
and paid.
16. Commissions, etc., to be published in Ga::ette.
17. Proceedings for penalties, how to be commenced and
prosecuted. SCHEDULESummons to witnesses.

!,.RO 3 1998
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Commissions of lnquily

Cap. 19:03

CHAPTER 19:03
COMlVUSSIONS OF INQUIRY ACT
1953 Ed.
c. 59

An Act to enable the President to issue Commissions of Inquiry
5of1933

with special powers.
[15TH APRIL, 1933]

Short title.
Power to issue
commission.
[4 of 19721

1. This Act may be cited as the Commissions of Inquiry Act.
2. (I) The President may issue a commission appointing one or
more commissioners and authorising such commissioner or
commissioners to inquire into any matter in which an inquiry would,
in the opinion of the President, be for the public welfare.
(2) Every such Commission shall specify the subject, nature
and extent of the inquiry, and may contain directions in the following
matters:
(a) in what manner the Commission shall be executed;
(b) if there be more Commissioners than one, which of
them shall act as chairman;
(c) what number of them shall constitute a quorum;
(d) the place and time where and within which the inquiry
shall be made and the report thereof rendered;
(e) whether or not the inquiry shall be held in public, with
reservation nevertheless to the Commissioners to exclude any
person or persons if they deem fit for the due conduct of the
inquiry, the preservation of order or for any other reason;
(t) and generally for the better giving effect to the purpose
of the inquiry.

Powers lo
appoint fresh
commissioners, and to
alter and
revoke
commissions.

3. In case any commissioner shall be or become unable or unwilling
to act, or shall die, the President may appoint another commissioner in
his place; and any commission issued under this Act.

6
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Cap. 19:03

Commissions of lnquifJ'

5

may be altered as the President may deem fit by any subsequent
commission issued by the President or may be revoked altogether by
a notification to that effect published in the Gazette.

4. No commission issued under this Act shall lapse by reason of,
or be otherwise affected by the death, absence, or removal of the
President issuing the same.

Commission
not affected by
any change of
President.

5. It shall be the duty of each commissioner appointed under this
Act to make and subscribe an oath or affirmation that he will
faithfully, fully, impartially, and to the best of his ability discharge the
trust, and perform the duties devolving upon him by virtue of such
commission, which oath or affirmation may be taken before any
magistrate or justice of the peace, and shall be deposited by the
commissioner with the Secretary to the Office of the President.

Commissioners to
lake oath
of office. how
and before
whom.

6. The President may appoint a secretary to attend the sittings of the
commission to record their proceedings, to keep their papers, summon
and minute the testimony of witnesses. and generally to perform such
duties connected with such inquiry as the commissioners shall prescribe,
subject to the directions. if any. of the President.

Power to
appoint
secretary: his
duties.

7. It shall be the duty of the commissioners, after taking such oath
or affirmation, to make a full, faithful, and impartial inquiry into the
matter specified in such commission, and to conduct such inquiry in
accordance with the directions (if any) in the commission; and, in due
course, to report to the President in writing, the result of such inquiry;
and also, when required, to furnish to the President a full statement of
the proceedings of such commission, and of the reasons leading to the
conclusions arrived at or reported.

Duties of
commissioners
defined.

8. If the commissioners shall, in any case, be equally divided on
any question that arises during the proceedings of the commission, the
chairman of the commission shall have a second or casting vote.

Division of
opinion of
commissioners.

9. The commissioners acting under this Act may make such rules for
their own guidance, and the conduct and management of proceedings
before them, and the hours and times and places for their sittings. not
mconsistent with their commissioll, <1s liiey 1m1y lff1in liiile

Commissioners· powers for
regulating their
proceedings.
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Cap. 19:03

Commissions of lnq11i1y

to time think fit, and may from time to time adjourn for such time and
to such place as they may think fit, subject only to the terms of their
commission.
Commissioners' powers to
summon and
examine
witnesses, and
privileges
from suit.

10. Commissioners acting under this Act shall have the powers of
a judge of the High Court to summon witnesses, and to call for the
production of books, plans, and documents, and to examine witnesses
and parties concerned on oath, and no commissioner shall be liable to
any action or suit for any matter or thing done by him as such
commissioner. All summonses for the attendance of witnesses, or
other persons, or the production of documents, may be in the form
given in the Schedule and shall be signed by one of the
commissioners, and oaths may be administered by one of the
commissioners, or by the secretary.

False evidence, how
punishable.

11. Any witness who shall wilfully give false evidence in any such
inquiry concerning the subject matter of such inquiry, shall be guilty of
perjury, and be liable to be prosecuted and punished accordingly.

Duly of
witnesses
summoned.
(4 of1972
6of1997]

12. (1) All persons summoned to attend and give evidence, or to
produce books, plans, or documents, at any sitting of any such
commission, shall be bound to obey the summons served upon them
as fully in all respects as witnesses are bound to obey subpoenas
issued from the High Court, and shall be entitled to the like expenses
as if they had been summoned to attend the High Court on a criminal
trial, if the same shall be allowed by the commissioners but the
commissioners may disallow the whole or any pai1 of such expenses
in any case, if they think fit. The procedure for the payment of such
witnesses shall be the same as nearly as may be for the payment of
witnesses in the High Couit, and they shall be paid at such time and
in such manner as the Minister responsible for finance may direct.

Penally for
contumacy or
insult, or
interruption of
proceedings.

(2) Every person refusing or omitting, without sufficient cause, to
attend at the time and place mentioned in the summons served on him,
and every person attending, but leaving the commission without the
permission of the commissioners, or refusing without sufficient cause to
answer, or to answer fully and satisfactorily to the best of his knowledge
and belief, all questions put to him by or with the concurrence of the
commissioners, or refusing or omitting without

._
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sufficient cause to produce any books, plans, or documents in his
possession, or under his control, and mentioned or referred to in the
summons served on him, and every person who shall at any sitting of
the commission wilfully insult any commissioner, or the secretary, or
wilfully interrupt the proceedings of the commission, shall be liable
on summary conviction to a fine of thirty-two thousand five hundred
dollars and to imprisonment for six months.
(3) A person giving evidence before the commission shall not
be compellable to criminate himself, and every such person shall, in
respect of any evidence given by him before the commission, be
entitled to all privileges to which a witness giving evidence before the
High Court is entitled in respect of evidence given by him before such
court.

13. Any person whose conduct is the subject of inquiry under this
Act. or who is in any way implicated or concerned in the matter under
inquiry, shall be entitled to be represented by counsel or solicitor at
the whole of the inquiry, and any other person who may consider it
desirable that he should be so represented may, by leave of the
commission, be represented in manner aforesaid.

/\ppenrnnce of
counsel.

14. The Commissioner of Police shall detail constables to attend
upon any commissioners, to preserve order during the proceedings of
the commission, and to perform such other duties as usually pertain
to their office when in attendance upon the High Court, and to serve
summonses on witnesses, and to perform such ministerial duties as
the commissioners shall direct.

Constnbles
detailed to
attend upon
comm issioners:
their duties.
[4of19721

15. The President may direct what remuneration, if any, shall be paid
to any commissioners acting under this Act, and to their secretary, and to
any other persons employed in or about any such commission, and may
direct payment of any other expenses attendant upon the carrying out of
any such commission, or upon any proceedings for any penalty under this
Act. Such sums so directed to be paid shall he paid out of moneys
provided by Parliament.

Remunerntion
to commissioners and
others. how
11sccrtained
nnd pnid.
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Cap. 19:03

Commissions,
elc., to be
published in
Gazette.

16. All commissions under this Act and all revocations of any such
commissions, shall be published in the Gazette, and shall take effect
from the date of such publication.

Proceedings
for penalties,
how to be
commenced
and
prosecuted.
[O. 80/ 1980)
c. 1:01

17. Subject to article 187 of the Constitution, no proceedings shall
be commenced for any penalty under this Act, except by the direction
of the commissioners. The commissioners may direct their secretary,
or such other person as they may think fit, to commence and prosecute
the proceedings for such penalty.

s. 10

Commissions of lnquily

SCHEDULE
SUMMONS TO WITNESSES

Summons lo
witness.

To A.B. (name of person summoned, and his calling and
residence if known).
You are hereby summoned to appear before (here name the
commissioners), appointed by the President to inquire (state briefly the
day of
subject of inquiry) at (place), upon the
19 , at
o'clock, and to give evidence respecting such
inquiry. (If the person summoned is to produce any documents add),
and you are required to bring with you (specify the books, plans, and
documents required). Therefore fail not at your peril.
commissioner, this
Given under the hand of
day of 19.

- - - - - - - ( 7 ·I---------
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Prison Disturbances and Subsequent Deaths

· COMMISSIOtt OF-INQUIRY--···-·····
Justice (ret' d.) James Patterson- Chairman
Mr Dale Erskine- Commissioner
Ms Merle Mendonca- Commissioner

Secretariat Building
Minil!ry ol the Presidency
164 Waterloo Street,
Georgetown.
Email: comsprison@gm~il.com
Tele: 641-0546

March I I, 2016.

Notice oflnvitation to appear before the Commission oflnguiry into the
disturbances/riots at the Camp Street Prisons, Georgetown.
The Commission of Inquiry into the disturbances/riots at the Camp Street Prisons, Georgetown
comprising Retired Justice James Patterson as Chairman, Mr. Dale Erksine and Ms. Merle
Mendonca was issued on the 7th March, 2016 to(I)
Enquire into all the circumstances surrounding the death of seventeen ( 17) Prisoners
from the Camp Street Prison, Georgetown on the morning of Thursday, 3rd of March, 2016, to
report the findings and conclusions to the Minister of Public Security and to make
recommendations on any action that should be taken to avoid a recurrence.

The Commission is receiving written and verbal testimony and evidence from interested
parties to assist in the examination of the issues referred, and much of that testimony may be
made public.

You are invited to contact the Commission's Secretariat situated at the Department of Public
Service (Formerly Public Service Ministry), 146 Waterloo Street, Georgetown. Tel: 641-0546.
Email: comsprison@gmail.com
A letter box is also available in front of the Registry Department at the Commission's
Secretariat in Waterloo Street for any correspondence from members of the public.

We look forward to your participation at the hearings of the Commission of Inquiry.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY
Secretariat Building
Ministry of the Presidency
164 Waterloo Street,
Georgetown.
Email: comsprison@gmail.com

Justice (ret' d.) James Patterson· Chairman
Mr Dale Erskine- Commissioner
Ms Merle Mendonca- Commissioner

Tele: 641-0546

COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY INTO THE DISTURBANCES/RIOTS THAT LED TO
DEATHS IN THE CAMP STREET PRISON
FOR PUBLICATION
INITIAL ISSUES & SCOPE OF ENQUIRY
The inaugural meeting of the COi took place yesterday morning at the Ministry of the
Presidency, Waterloo Street, Georgetown at which the Commissioners agreed on an initial
approach to their task and to the structure of its Report. They also agreed to share this
information with the public, particularly people who believe they have information to share with
the COi, in order both to inform the public and to re-assure them that the Commission is
sensitive to a range of stakeholder expectations.

AREAS OF INQUIRY

I.

The Commission's approach to its task will attempt to respond to three questions:
1.
What Happened and How did it Happen?
The focus of this first phase will be on the events leading up to the fires, the deaths and the
actions taken to assist the victims. Testimony of prisoners, officers involved in the event and
possibly family members will be the main source of this information. It is important this phase
begin as soon as possible to avoid personal recollection being submerged into a common
narrative.

ii.
What Happened that Ought Not to have Happened?
The focus of this phase is the level of prison preparedness, whether protocols and Standing
Operating Procedures were followed and information which can be used to test the
information gleaned from prisoners about the incident. This phase will require access to Prison
'ents Books, complaints Registers or other similar written evidence which
1
APP~NDIX D
1uild-up of grievances or complaints about e.g. use of force, transfors to
different wings, segregation etc. in order to identify possible pattern
iii.
What Did not Happen Which Ought To Have Happened?
.......

•

'

T

T

•

.J

The focus of this third area of inquiry relates to the adequacy of the support services crucial to
the Prison Service performing its duties adequately. These services involve primarily: the courts,
Mi11isfry of 1-foalti1, ProEatiOri Services, Vifroleffoard~ Visiting-Conitnittee~niftd the Mi11istry of Home-Affairs.

2.

STRUCTURE OF REPORT

Members of the Commission recognize and will seek to ensure that their Report responds to
all reasonable expectations of the various stakeholders in this tragedy. At this point in time we
recognize the following:
The victims and their families need to be assured they have received a full and truthful
account of how and why the incident came about and the deaths occurred.
ii.
All detainees in Guyanese prisons and their families need to be assured that measures
are put in place to ensure this tragedy is not repeated.
iii.
Members of the Guyana Prison Service need to be assured about health, safety and
working conditions.
rv.
The Guyanese society at large needs similar assurances that prisons in Guyana are safe
places and that the causes of the tragedy are being adequately addressed.
v.
The Coalition Government of Guyana is seeking guidance to strengthen laws and
policies and practices to ensure no repetition of this tragedy.
Finally, all stakeholders need assurance that any evidence of criminal negligence or
vi.
activity that may be discovered in the course of the COi will be directed to the appropriate
agencies for further action.
1.

3.

CONDUCT OF ENQUIRY

lt is the wish of the COi to conduct as much as possible of the enquiry in a public manner.

However, it is also the duty of the Commission to protect persons who appear before the
Commission who may, by virtue of their circumstances be vulnerable either to stigma.
retaliation or vindictiveness as a result of their appearance. Prisoners and Prison officers, by
virtue of their status, are such categories of persons and the Commission will take whatever
measures, including in camera testimony, to ensure all witnesses may confidently tell their
story in as full a measure as they wish.
The Commissioners visited the site of the tragedy yesterday afternoon. They are seeking that
arrangements be in place for grief counselling for the affected inmates. officers and tl1eir
families.

COMMISSIONERS OF INQUIRY
Justice (Ref d) James Patterson -Chairman
Mr. Dale Erskine -Commissioner
Ms. Merle Mendonca - Commissioner
March
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY
Secretariat Building
Ministry of the Presidency
164 Waterloo Street,
Georgetown.

Justice (ret'd.) James Patterson Chairman
Mr Dale Erskine- Commissioner
Ms Merle Mendonca- Commissioner

Email;

coms~rison@gmail.com

Tele: 641-0546

Guyana Bar Association's Withdrawal from the COi
The Commissioners of the Commission of Inquiry into the catastrophic events at the
Georgetown prisons on the 2nd and 3rd March, 2016 last feel perforce and for the record
to issue what follows as a corrective to any imbalance that may have ensued as a result of
press reports concerning events at the hearing on 20th April, 2016 last.
The Commission has been hamstrung, understandably, by time constraints for reasons
which are well publicized, for the conclusion of its mandate in a matter of weeks from
henceforth. Unfortunately, counsel on both sides of the Bar table ostensibly in pursuit of
the interests of their respective clients have rebelled against the imposition of time
constraints imposed by the Commission. This guillotine on the time given to counsel to
conclude cross examination, especially where irrelevance infiltrates, is necessary for
otherwise counsel would proceed inexorably on.
These proceedings unfortunately have given rise for what we know in the vernacular as
"grandstanding". Liberties were taken. Mr. Selwyn Pieters, Counsel for the Joint services
and Fire Service, was ferried away by his enthusiasm and made statements which, by any
objective view, constitute a breach in civility and an affront to the Commission. In very
sho11 order Mr. Pieters approached the Chairman and was profuse in his apologies for his
delict. The apology was unconditional and was well received.
Mr. Christopher Ram, on the other hand, who appeared for the Bar Association as an
interested pa11y obtained "good standing" from the Commission to conduct his brief. Mr.
Christopher Ram was equally fierce on behalf of his clients, an amorphous lot though they
be. The Commission has been unusually charitable to Mr. Christopher Ram whose forte
clearly is not the art of the advocate. His appearance has been pro bono, for the public
good, and such appearances are clearly to be commended. The Commission applauds Mr.
Christopher Ram for his initiatives.
The Chairman of the Commission, caught in the cross fire of the fiercely contending
parties, has on a regular basis incurred the wrath of both counsel that is to say, Mr.

--------(
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abide by the rulings of the Chairman has been outrageous.

Mr. Christopher Ram

automatically reflects his displeasure by displaying the tantrums of a five-year-old who
cannot get his own way on the ball field. This he did on the 20th April, 2016 ultima by
throwing tantrnms and slamming the door to the COT Hearings Room and made off with
his bat and ball because he was not allowed to bat first. That degree of petulance and
disrespect I have not seen in nearly fifty-five years of practice since call to the English Bar.
Mr. Christopher Ram's conduct, widely reported in the press reflects the very nadir of
ethical display in the practice of what has always been known as 'the noble profession', a
Barrister/Attorney-at-law. I have deliberately juxtaposed Mr. Christopher Ram's response
to that of Mr. Selwyn Pieters for ease of reference and consideration. On being called to
the Bar in London each quondam student was presented with a copy of "A guide to conduct
and etiquette at the Bar of England and Wales". I sti II have my 1961 edition for onward
transition to my progeny. We, members of the local Bar, have inherited those traditions as
part of our DNA.
It is unfortunate that practitioners like Mr. Christopher Ram have traduced this glorious
heritage and lofty in exchange for the standards and mores of a cad and bounder. The
linguistic and behavioural glory that once prevailed, yes, right here in Guyana, have yielded
to the conduct and manners of the gutter even in, as I am told, in our Courts of law and
certainly in our Courts of Inquiry. Yes, we can disagree without being disagreeable while
submitting with grace to lawful and established authority.

Contrary to what counsel for the bereaved may think the constant mantra of "Seventeen
people have died'' emanating from their side of the Bar table does not give them a patent
or corner on care and compassion. This is a national tragedy and it affects us all in varying
degrees of grief. The wounds run deep. We have a commission to conclude. It is a canticle
of Courts of Inquiry, of which this is such that justice must be done "though the heavens
fal I."

.Justice (ret'd) .James Patterson
Commission Chairman
22"d April, 2016.
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Justice James Patterson (ret'd.)- Chairman
Hr Dale Erskine- Commissioner
Hs Herle Hendonca- Commissioner

Secretariat Building
Hinistry ol the Presidency
164 Waterloo Street,
Georgetown.
Email: comsprison@gmail.com
Tele: 641-0546

ATTENTION: For Publication
The Extended Deadline for the Submission of Prison COi's Report is the 31st May,
2016
The Commission of Inquiry into the Camp Street Disturbances and Subsequent Deaths
authorised by his Excellency, The President Brigadier David Arthur Granger commenced on
the 8111 March, 2016 and was gazetted to conclude on the 28th March, 2016. The extent of the
tragedy on March 3 necessitated an extension. That extension was applied for by the
Commission and a two-month extension was granted. Closing arguments will be heard on
the 9th May, 2016 which shall conclude proceedings.
The Commission of Inquiry has noted an article "Prison COi expected to end next Monday"
published in the Guyana Chronicle on 2nd May, 2016. The Commission of Inquiry has until
the 3 lst May 2016 to submit its findings.

COMMISSIONERS OF INQUIRY
Justice (ret'd) James Patterson- Chairman
Mr. Dale Erskine -Commissioner
Ms. Merle Mendonca - Commissioner

3rd May 2016.
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1

2
3
4

Names,

Appearance ,
Daft!s-,
-

AM/PM

Mr. Dwayne Lewis (Inmate)

10th March,

AM

Mr. Errol Kesney (Inmate)

2016
10th March.

PM

Mr. Basil Morgan (Inmate)

2016
14th March,

AM-PM

Mr. Michael Lewis (Inmate)

2016
15th March.

No.
:

I

., . '

'

...

,

..

[

'

Mr. Desmond James (Inmate)

2016
17th March.

AM-PM:
Visit to
Prisons
AM
AM-PM

6

Mr. Owen Belfield (Inmate)

2016
18th March.

AM-PM

7

Mr. Steve Bacchus (Inmate)

22nd

2016
March.

AM-PM

Mr. Collis Collinson ([nmate)

2016
24th March.

2016
16th March.
5

8

2016
4th April, 2016

AM-PM
AM

9
10

Mr. Trevor Williams (Inmate)

4th April, 206

AM

Mr. Kenneth Griffith (Inmate)

11

Mr. Carl Brown (Inmate)

4th April, 2016
5th April, 2016
5th April. 2016

PM
AM
PM

12

Mr. Roy Jacobs (Inmate)

5th April. 2016

PM

13

Mr. Patrick Narine (Ex-inmate)

6th April, 2016

AM

··7t1l April, 2016

PM

7th April. 2016

AM

...

14

Inmate- (In Chambers)

15

Mr. Anthony Sparman (GFS)

...

··----·

-

~

'

17

Mi:_.Gadiekl-Be-ajami-R-(GI!.£}

18

Ms. Sophia Boucher (GFS)

13th April, 2016

PM

19

Mr. Marlon Gentle (Fire Chief) (GFS)

20

Mr. Clifton Hicken (Assistant Commander) (GPF)

21

Mr. Andrew Holder- Station Officer (GFS)

13th April, 2016
14th April, 2016
14th April 2016
15th April, 2016
15th April, 2016

PM
AM
PM
AM
AM-PM

22

Mr. Khali Pareshram- Superintendent (GPF)

15th April, 2016

PM

23

Prison Official (GPS) - In Camera

18th April, 2016

24

Prison Official (OPS)- In camera

AM
PM
PM

19th April, 2016
-

..

Mr. Gladwin Samuels- Deputy Director of Prisons- (OPS)

20th April, 2016

26

Mr. Kevin Pilgrim- Office in Charge- Georgetown Prisons(GPS)
Mr. Udistair Holligan- Task Force Commander, Timehri-(GPS)

2I5t April, 2016

AM-PM

22nd April, 2016

AM

22nd April, 2016

PM

25th April, 2016

AM

25th April, 2016

PM

26th April, 2016

AM
AM
PM

29

Mr. Patrick Crawford- Task Force Commander- Georgetown
Prisons-(GPS)
Mr. Oldfield Romulus- Chief Admin Officer- (OPS)

30

Mr. Carl Grahame- DSM. Director of Prisons (OPS)

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

AM-PM

--

44

Ms. Dekanna Benjamin-Ops Room Staff- (OPS)
Ms. Esther Charles- Ops Room Staff- (GPS)
Mr. Lamon Tucker- Custodial Officer- (OPS)
Mr. Nicklon Elliot- 2 i/c Georgetown Prisons- (OPS)
Prison Official- (In Camera)
Ms. June Lewis Charles- Supervisor/ Scribe- (GPS)
Mr. Roddy Denhart- Chief Custodial Officer- (GPS)
Ms. Patricia Anderson- Medex (GPS)
Mr. Owen Charles- Trade Shop Officer (GPS)
Mr. Peter Barker- Custodial Officer (GPS)
Mr. Gordon Daniels- Kitchen Supervisor- (OPS)
Ms. Dianna Khan- Prison Welfare Officer- (OPS)- (In
Chambers)
Mr. Albeid De Cunha- Prison Welfare Officer- (GPS)- (In
Chambers)
Mr. Kirk Joseph- Trade Shop Officer(GPS)- (In Chambers)

45

Dr. Nehal Singh- Forensic Pathologist

3rd May, 2016

AM

46
47
48

Mr. Frank Thompson- Assistant Superintendent- (GPF)
Dr. Shamdeo Persaud (Chief Medical Officer)
Mr. Gavin Munro (Chief Welfare & Probation Officer)

4th May, 2016

AM
AM
PM

43

.

-- -l-~i.\pi:il,-20-l 6-- '----AM--

25

28

-

AM-PM
AM

Mr. Christopher La Rose (GFS)

27

...

11th April, 2016
12th April, 2016

16

27th April, 2016

28 1h April, 2016
29th April, 2016

AM
PM
AM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

49
50

Justice Oslen Small (Parole Board- Chairman) (In Camera)
Reverend Faye Clarke (Ex- Prison Welfare Officer) (In

6th !\fay, 2016

AM
PM
PM

__ Camera)_______
_ __
__
_ ·~---__________ _
51
Honourable Chancellor, Carl Singh, CCH- (Tn Chambers)

PM
111

52

Consultation with the OC/s of All Prisons, Director of Prisons
and Deputy Director of Prisons.
Mr. Carl Grahame- DSM- DOP
Mr. Gladwin Samuels- Deputy Director of PrisonsMr. Kevin Pilgrim- O/C Georgetown Prisons
Mr. Alexander Hopkinson- O/C- Mazaruni Prisons
Mr. Deoraj Guyandat- O/C Timehri Prisons
Mr. Paul James- O/C- New Amsterdam Prisons
Ms. Evelyn Crandon- O/C- Lusignan Prison

9 May, 2016

AM-PM

53

Mr. Gladwin Tait (Consultant) - Strntegic Management Review
Plan 2011-2015

I 31h May, 2016

AM-PM
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Secretariat Building
Ministry of the Presidency
164 Waterloo Street,
Georgetown.
Email: comsprison@gmail.com
Tele: 641-0546

Justice James Pauerson (ret'd.) Chairman
Mr Dale Erskine- Commissioner
Ms Merle Mendonca- Commissioner

List of Books/ Materials Received and Inspected by the Commission

·No.

., , -

,,

~

Subjt:ci

'

2

Annual Report- Visiting Committee 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015
Annual Report Jan, March, Aug, Sept, Oct, Nov 2014
Jan, Feb, March, June, April, July 2015
Letter to the Minister- May 2014- No Meeting
Visit to Georgetown Prison- Oct 2014
Arms and Ammunition Return- Guyana Prison Service

3

Arms and Ammunition Return- Guyana Police Force

4

Attrition Repo1is- Guyana Prison Service

5

Breakdown of Duties/ Custodial Staff- Guyana Prison Service

6

Death Certificates

7

Dietary Occurrence Book

8

Evidence of Mr. Samuel's Whereabouts- Guyana Prison Service

9

Facebook Pictures oflnmates- Guyana Prison Service

10

Fire Protection Reports (2005, 208, 2009, 'l 0 '11, '12, 2014, 2015)- Guyana Fire Service

11

Front Gate Occurrence Book- Guyana Prison Service

12

General Issues & Concerns of Prison Population at the Georgetown Prison- Guyana Prison Service

13

General Sanitation Occurrence Book- Guyana Prison Service

14

General Staffing Composition and Staff Details on March 3- Guyana Prison Service

15

Guyana Fire Service: SOP- Contingency Plan

16

Guyana Defonce Force- Contingency Plan

17

Incident Rep01i Book- Guyana Prison Service

18

Injuries for the Month of March, April, 2016- Guyana Prison Service

19

Intervention by the Officer-in-Charge as it related to inmates legal matters- Guyana Prison Service

20

Investigative Report by Superintendent Kevin Das

21

Investigative Report by Station Officer Holder

22

Jail Delivery- List of Persons Committed to Supreme Court before 2012- Guyana Prison Service

l
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23

Joint Service Search Conducted at the GIT Prison March 2, 2016

24

Medical Reports- Medex Anderson- Jan, Feb, March 2016; Triage Report for March 3, 2016

25

M~dic::il

26

Medical Report for March 4, 2016- Guyana Prison Service,

27

29

Names and Status, including offences & date of incarceration of all persons who perished together with their
respective PM reports- Guyana Prison Service
Names and status, including the offences of which they were charged of those persons who survived the fire
on March 3- Guyana Prison Service
Names of all persons injured in the fire on March 3- Guyana Prison Service

30

Names of Members of Sentence Management Board for the last 5 years- Guyana Prison Service

31

Names of Members of the G/Town Visiting Committee. 2013, 2014. 2015- Guyana Prison Service

32

Narcotics Act 1999

33

Nominal Roll of the Georgetown Prison as of February 2016-Guyana Prison Service

34

Official Post Mortem Reports (Rec'd from the Police Crime Chief)

35

Operations Room Extract (Guyana Police Force)

36

Organisational Layout of the Guyana Prison Service

37

Overcrowding Report of the Georgetown Prison- Guyana Prison Service

38

Photographs of Damages to Building during Rioting

39

Photographs of Damages to the New Capital Building caused by Fire and Rioting- Guyana Prison Service

40

Preliminary Incident Report (Guyana Prison Service)

41

Prison Population of the G/Town Prison & Lockdown Slip for March 3- Guyana Prison Service

42

Prison Unrest Reports to Minister (Preliminary)- Guyana Prison Service

43

Prison Yard Occurrence Book- Guyana Prison Service

44

Prisoners serving over 4 year sentences at the Georgetown Prisons- Guyana Prison Service

45

Recommendations to COi from Mr. Samuels- Guyana Prison Service- Guyana Prison Service

46

Records of Unconvicted Inmates- Guyana Prison Service

47

Remand Inmates with Bail at Camp Street Prison as of 2016-03-10- Guyana Prison Service

48

Sampling Journal- Guyana Prison Service

49

Sampling Journal (2) 2015, 2016; Condemned- Guyana Prison Service

50

Schedule of Activities for Inmates- Guyana Prison Service

51

Security Breaches- Reports from Mr Samuels (July 2015)- Guyana Prison Service

52

Security Manager's Report. Nov, 2015. Dec 2015. Jan 2016- Guyana Prison Service

53

Sentence Management Board Report- Visit to Lusignan Prison- April 2015- Guyana Prison Service

54

Sentence Management Annual Report 2011. 2012 & 2013- Guyana Prison Service

55
56

Sentence Management Board Minutes: Jan, March. 2015. Jan, Feb. March. April May June. Oct. Dec 2014:
Feb. March, April, May. June. July, Sept, Oct. Dec 2013: Feb, May, June, Aug. Oct, 2012: Nov. Sept. 2011
Staff Attendance Book- .Jan 2016- March 7, 2016- Guyana Prison Service

57

Standard Operational Procedures in relation to Riots and Disturbances- Guyana Prison Service

<:i8

Standing Orders- Guyana Prison Service

59

Station Log Book (Feb 9- 2016- March 2, 2016)

60

Station Log Book (March 2 2016- March 20 2016)

28

Becejpts- Peterf3at"ker-Quyan~ _P_rJs~rn_Service________
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61

Summary of Prison Offences and Ages of Offenders- Guyana Prison Service

62

Unconvicted Records of Inmates- Guyana Prison Service

~63- -~ehicle...Lo~ok..(Mai:ch 20lh)~Gu.yana-!?+i-son-S-ewis::::

64

Visiting Committee Repo11s 2015: Jan/Feb/March/Apr/May/June/July Aug

65

Welfare Issues and Concerns of Prison Officers

66

Yard Occurrence Book
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Secretariat Building
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164 Waterloo Street,
Georgetown.
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Justice James Pattmon (ret'd.) Chairman
Mr Dale Erskine- Commissioner
Ms Merle Mendonca- Commissioner

List ~f Written Submissions to the Commission

2

3

Issues of Concern
Statements and Submissions made by the GHRA for
Penal Reform
Recommendation for Construction of a Women's
Remand Centre
Statement of Ex-Inmate
Concerns of a Relative of a Deceased Inmate

Queen Mother Aisha Seopaul
Guyana Human Rights
Association
Guyana Association of Women
Lawyers
Mark Benschop
Caroline Wilson

1--~-+-----------·-"-------~---·-·····-----··----- --"'·-··---------t--~------------j

4

5
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY
Secretariat Building
Ministry al the Presidency
164 Waterloo Street,
Georgetown.
Email: comsprison@gmail.com
Tele: 641-0546

Justice James Patterson (ret'd.) Chairman
Hr Dale Erskine- Commissioner
Hs Merle Mendonca- Commissioner

Reference list 1

2
3

Board of Inquiry into the circumstances under which four (4) prisoners were injured at the New
Amsterdam Prison on Friday, Ma 23, 2014
Board of Inquiry into the incident involving the break out of 49 prisoners from Lusignan Prison, October
18 1", 1995
Board of Inquiry on the Breakout of 28 prisoners from the Lusignan Prison on November 21, 1996

4

Commission of Inquiry into Discharge of Cyanide and Other Noxious Substances into the Omai and
Essequibo Rivers

5

Discipline Service Report Recommendations - Guyana Prison Service, April, 2004

6

Escorting of Prisoners to Suriname by Prison Officer - Recommendation by Board of Eriq~1iry(Letters)

7

Guyana Prison Service - Strategic Development Plan 2001-2011

8

Guyana Prison Service Management Review - Nickram Report

9

Ministerial Investigation Committee - Report on the investigation into the escape of Five (5) prisoners
from "The Sibley Hall Prison, Mazaruni on Friday l l 1h November, 2005

10

Report of the Board of Enquiry into the Escape of Five Prisoners from Georgetown on February 23, 2002

11

Repo11 of the Board of Enquiry into the Mazaruni Prison Escape, January 12t11, 2007

12

Report Recommendations of the Special Select Committee on the Conclusion of the Consid~ration
2004 Report of the Disciplined Forces Commission

13

Strategic Development Plan 2001-201 l

14

Georgetown Visiting Committee Reports

15

Parole Board Reports

16

Sentence Management Board Reports

17

Legal Practitioners Act 2012

--------'(
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Commissions of Inquiry Act Cap. 19:03
--·--·----------'·
Evidence Act Chapter 5:03
High Court Act
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........... -' · - - · · ; • s...:.. _,_,
.... -·. ---- Mercy Committee Constitution
Parole Board Act Chapter 11 :08
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Prison Act. Chap I 1:0 I. 22 of 1957
Extra-Mural Work Act
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Probation of Offenders Act C~r._!_!_:~~--·----~"--·--·---·------ ..··-----Sexual Offences Act 2010
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (Control) (Amendment) Act 1999
GHRA Submission to the Disciplined Forces Commission of Enquiry on the Guyana Prison Service
August 2003
GHRA (Press Releases, Selection)- 2006, 2008, 2012, 2013
Criminal Procedures (Plea bargaining and Plea Agreement) Act 2008
-'----~........__-

International Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhumane or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment
·---- ---·Legal Profession Act of Jamaica
Compton English V. The Attorney General of Guyana, No 1304 of 1994.
Letter, GBA to Chancellor Kennard, August 1998
Final Report: Chancellor of the Judiciary, Desiree Bernard, Criminal Justice Review Committee 2004
Jnterim Report. Criminal Law Review Committee (Rex McKay, May 2002)
Report on the Development of Sentencing Guidelines for Judges and Magistrates (2010)
Overarching Principles in Sentences (2010)
Reduction in Sentencing for a Guilty Plea
Criminal Law (Offences) Act. Cap 8:01
Summary Jurisdiction (Procedures) Act. Cao 10:02
Law Reform Act 1998
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Appendix 1

Re12ort on Items Confiscated at the Joint Servj£,.~s S_garch on~Mai:.ch 2....2016
Please be informed that on March 02, 2016 a Joint Service Search was conducted at the
Georgetown Prison, where the following divisions were searched Capital 'A', 'B' 'C', Old
Capital, Strong Cell 1and11 and Chalet.
A total of seventy-five (75) ranks participated in the exercise which included thirty (30) ranks
from the Guyana Prison Service headed by Senior Superintendent of Prisons Mr. Nicklon
Elliot, thirty (30) ranks from the Guyana Police Force supervised by Assistant Superintendent
of Police Whitter.
Ranks were briefed before the commencement of the search by Superintendent of Prisons
Nicklon Elliot to act professionally and not to provoke any unwanted situation. In addition,
ranks were also briefed at the conclusion of the search on the items found.
The following items were found;
,·

Capital "A"
Cell Phones
Cell phone Batteries
Cell Phone Boards
Improvised Weapon
Zip Lock Bags

19
03
02
03
A quantity of leaves, seeds
and stems and fronto

Ear Piece
Chargers
Cigarettes
Lighters
Zip Lock Bags
Ear Piece and make shift Chargers
Formulated Wine
Lighters
Improvised Weapon
Scissors
Razor Blades
Playing Cards

Olm

05
04 V2

03
A small quantity
06 gallon
10
05
01
10
01

Capital "B"
Cell Phones
04
Lighters
19
Wine Bush
02
A quantity of zip lock bags containing leaves, seeds and stems

---------1(
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A quantity of zip locks bags
A quantity of make shift chargers
_}./letal Spoon
DVD
Improvised Weapon
Cell Phones Batteries
Bulb
Remote Control
Fluorescent Lamp Ballast
Quantity of razor blades '
Tattoo Machine (make shift)
Razor

Q1
01
07
02
01

01
01
01
01

Capital "C"
Bottle Formulated Wine
01
A quantity of make shift chargers
A quantity of razor blades
A quantity of bolts and nuts
Cell Phone Batteries
01
A quantity of zip locks bags
Cell Phone
01
A quantity of yeast
Lighter
06
Improvised Weapons
10
Flash Light
01
A quantity of zip lock bags containing leaves, seeds and stems
01
Pack razor blade
Scissor
01
Sim Cards
02
Guyana Dollars
$40
Bottles containing leaves, seeds and Sterns - 02
Old Capital
A large quantity of leaves, seeds and stems
Cell Phones
Cell Phone Batteries
Improvised Weapons
Lighters
Cell Phone Ear Pieces
Cell Phone Adopter

07
03
05
20
04
01

.'

Please note that the cellular phones were tagged off and will be sent as fortnightly return,
while the narcotics were handed over to the Police at Albertown Police Station while the other
items would be disposed at the Eccles dumpsite Site.
The search commenced at 13:45 hours and concluded at 17:00 hours.
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COMMISSION OF INQUIRY
Justice James Patterson (ret'd.) Chairman
Mr Dale Erskine- Commissioner
Ms Merle Mendonca- Commissioner

Secretariat Building
Ministry ol the Presidency
164 Waterloo Street,
Georgetown.
Email: comsprison@gmail.com
Tele: 641-0546

Video Reference List

I

•

~

r

Disc A- Inmates being escorting out of Capital A: Restraint of Inmate Collis Collinson
2

Disc A (i)- Officers trying to establish Control of Capital B

3

Disc B- Capital B being removed

4

Disc C- Officers trying to open door of Capital A

5

Georgetown Unrest Meeting with Ministers

6

Georgetown Prison Unrest- 4'" March, 2015

7

Riot Surveillance Tapes- Day I, Day 2 and Day 3 (3 Tapes)

8

Voice note of inmate recorded on cellphone
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Appendix 3

List of inmates Injured and Deceased List of inmates from Cagit_al A

1.

Marcellus Verbeke

Delray Williams

2.

Ignatius France

Chaitram Dharamdat

3.

Dharmindra Persaud

Latchman Partap

4.

Samuel Allen

Clifton Joseph

5.

Samuel Baccus

Shaka Mc Kenzine

6.

Dwayne Lewis

Anthony Primo

7.

Anthony Joseph

Reyan Paddy

8.

Errol Williams I Errol Kesney

Arron Eastman

9.

Micheal Lewis

Kirk Clarke

10.

Andel Forde

Sherwin Trotman

11.

Owen Belfield

Randolph Marques

12.

Andrew Philander

13.

Jermain Otto

14.

Richard Hubbard

15.

Rohand Teekeram

16.

Astraf Ally

17.

Hilary Amos
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Ser Name
#
01
A

02

B

Age

Race

22

African

44

East fndian

Date of
Death
2016.03.03

2016.03.03

03

c

28

African

2016.03.03

04

D

36

East Indian

2016.03.03

05

E

26

African

2016.03.03

06

F

40

East fndian

2016.03.03

07

G

52

East fndian

2016.03.03

-----{

94

Opinion

Causes of Death

40-45% of body surface.
Presence
of
vital
reaction. Presence of soot
m bronchi I indicates
decease was alive when
fire started.
20-25 % of body surface
burnt. Presence of vital
reaction. Presence of soot
in bronchi I indicates
decease was alive when
fire started.
90-95 % of body surface.
Presence of vital reaction
tissues and Presence of
bronchi I.
soot
m
fndicates that decease
was alive when fire
started.
90-95 % of body surface.
Tissues showing vital
reaction. Presence of soot
bronchi I suggests
m
decease was alive while
fire started. Evidence to
blunt trauma to the top of
head

Smoke Inhalation

80-85 % of body surface.
Presence
vital
of
reaction. Presence of soot
in bronchil Indicates that
decease was alive when
fire started.
90-95 % of body surface
burnt. Tissue showing
vital reaction. Presence
of soot m bronchi I
suggests decease was
alive when fire started.
Evidence
of
BI u nt
tn
T-J P~rl.
Tr1u111;:i
Presence
vital
of
reaction. Presence of soot

Burns

Burns

Smoke Inhalation

Burns

Burns
Blunt
Head

Trauma

to

Trauma

to

Burns

Burns
Blunt
Head

"

08 - 1-1 -

09

I

- .

-

African

2016.03.03

22

African

2016.03.03

10

J

35

African

11

K

34

Amerindian 2016.03.03

12

L

28

African

2016.03.03

13

M

29

African

2016.03.03

14

N

26

African

2016.03.03

2016.03.03

\,

.

~

15

0

29

Mixed

2016.03.03

95

m bronchil suggests
decease was alive while
fire started.
80-85 % of body.
Presence of vital reaction
tissue. Presence of soot in
bronchii
indicates
decease was alive when
fire started.
40-45% of body surface.
Presence
vital
of
reaction. Presence of soot
bronchii indicates
111
decease was alive when
fire started.
of
85-90%
burns.
Presence
of
vital
reaction. Presence of soot
bronchii indicates
111
decease was alive when
fire started.
90-95 % of burns.
Presence
vital
of
reaction. Presence of soot
bronchii suggests
111
decease was alive while
fire started.
90-95 % of body surface.
Presence
of
vital
reaction. Presence of soot
bronchii suggests
111
decease was alive when
fire started.
90-95 % of body surface.
Presence
of
vital
reaction. Presence of soot
bronchii suggests
111
decease was alive when
fire started.
70-75 % of body surface.
Presence of vital reaction
tissue and presence of
soot 111 trachea and
bronchii.
Bronchii
indicates that decease
was alive when fire
staited.
90-95 % of body surface.
Presence
of
vital
reaction. Presence of soot

Burns

Smoke Inhalation
Burns

Burns

Burns

Burns

Burns

Smoke Inhalation
Burns

Burns

16'

p ---

17

Q

-

m bronchii suggests
decease was alive when
fire started.
--

----

'33-- Afritan

22

-··---·-

East Indian

20 J 6.U3:03-- 9().:.t/5-% ofbodysurface.
Tissues showing vital
reaction. Presence of soot
Ill
bronchii
suggests
decease was alive when
fire started.
2016.03.03 Totally
carbonized.
of
vital
Presence
reaction. Presence of soot
in
bronchii
suggests
decease was alive while
fire started.

Burns---

Burns

·-

------.·--·-

-

- -

Appendix 5
Summary of Station ()fficer HollJer's Investigation Report: Guyana Firt:Service
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Appendix 6
Staff Establishment vs. Staff Strength
ATTACHMENT A

FIX ESTABLISH STAFF STRENGHT FOR GEORG ETON PRISON

SER RANK
1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

Senior Superintendent of Prisons
Superintendent of Prisons
Assistant Superintendent of
Prison
Cadet Officer
Chief Prison Officer
Principal officer 11
Prison Trade lnstiuctor
Principal Officer 1
Prison Officer

TOTAL

AMOUNT
REQUIRED
1

2
2
1

7

-

14
6
14
131
178

ATTACHMENT B

STAFF STRENGTH AT GEORGETU\VN PRISON

SER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RANK
Superintendent of Prisons
Assistant Superintendent of Prison
Cadet Officer
Chief Prison Officer
Principal officer 11
Prison Trade Instructor
Principal Officer 1
Prison Officer
TOTAL

--------1(

98

TOTAL
NUMBER

2
2
1
1l
10
9
14
100

149

}-------~--

Appendix 7
List of Dormitories, there sizes, present capacity and capacity required by International
.. ' th
Standards as at 29 Feb, 2016.
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SQUARE
FEET

Star Ward 1
Star Ward 2
Star Ward 3
Capital A
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_,,,
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North Dormitory
l
North Dormitory

•>

I
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.
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WOODS LANDING # 1
Cell
Cell
Cell
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Cell
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Cell
Cell
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11
l2
13
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90
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90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

04

02
02
02
02
02
02
02
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Ol
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01
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Appendix 8: Sentence Range of Admission
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6
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Appendix 9
Arms and Ammunition Returns- February 29, 2016
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Appendix 10
BREAKDOWN OF REMANDED POPULATION A_T_c_E_·o_R_G_E_T_o_w_N__P_iu_s_o_N_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Persons granted bail at the Georgetown Prison
NUM. OF PERSONS
GRANTED BAIL
31

MAGISTRIAL DISTRICT
Georgetown
___
East Coast De1nerara West Coast Demerara
~Essequibo
TOTAL

12,..,-~w~

.,)~..,,_.

-

-

...;-~:'\Ii••::;,.

51

-

~

~-..U.'q~.i

16'";~

110
'

- ... _ ll1/IK"IJIJTl4Jllilfl'W

Person charged for various crimes and were remanded to Georgetown Prison

MAGISTRIAL DISTRICT
Georgetown
.-. . .
East Coast Demerara
- -- West Coast Demerara
Esse£1uibo
-. TOTAL........_...

i.r~~..,.........,,......

..

1\~~t

11\'8

NUM. OF PERSON
REFUSEF BAIL
65

,.uJ,L:""W~;"'U""\~-,i.1

13
49 - --'.r-<r-"'
19

....,pt

..

"

:i-"u'"\T"t--J.T"""-.TH<v-""T.r--~

148--

.

~-

Persons charged for the offence of Murder and are remanded to the Georgetown Prison

MAGISTRIAL DISTRICT
Georgetown
East Coast Demerara
West Coast Demerara
Essequibo
Total

NUM. OF PERSON
CHARGED FOR
MURDER
33
..
18

26
26
103
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First Infantry Battalion Group
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DRAFT: CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR RIOTS, JAILBREAK AND HOSTAGE TAKING
AT THE GEORGETOWN PRISONS

References:
A.
Town plan of Georgetown
B.
Guyana Fire Service Predetermine plan for Fire fighting and rescue operations Georgetown
Prisons.
C.
Information sheet -Georgetown prisons
D.
Guyana Prison Service-Immediate Action Drills
GENERAL
1.
The Georgetown Prison continues to provide several security challenges to the Prison
Administration and by extension the Joint Services as disruptions at the Georgetown Prison may
have implications for public security and safety at a National Level.

CHALLENGES
2.

The major challenges are as follows:
a. Its location in the centre of the city in close proximity to business and civilian
communities.
b. High number of Special Watch/High Profile inmates.

c. Incarceration of an increasingly violent population.
d. Inadequate facilities to segregate and separate various classes of inmates.
e. Inadequate staff and gender imbalance in staffing

...

1of15
CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

c.

Detailed tasks (!)

GUYANA PRISON SERVICE
(a)

(b)

Phase 1
I.

Staff on shift

11.

Standby force -

10 persons
7 persons

Phase 2

i.

Alarm raised by duty personnel

11.

Siren to be sounded immediately by Operation Room Staff.

iii.

Operation's staff to contact
aa.
bb.
cc.
dd.
ee.

Officer-in-Charge of Prisons
Director of Prisons
ALPHA-DELTA (Police)
Inform Operation Room (Guyana Fire Service)
Duty Officer Camp Ayanganna

iv.
Officers will ensure that all other prisoners are locked into
the nearest enclosures.
v.
The most senior officer on duty will immediately cause
search party(s) of competent staff equipped with firearms and radio
sets to be mounted. It is expected that the search party (s) will make
regular radio contact with the Operation Room during the search.
vi.
Duty Officer will ensure breached/vulnerable areas are
secured.
vii.
Physical muster of prisoners to be taken to identify the
number of missing prisoner(s) when the Prison is secured.

vm. Full description ofprisoner(s) escaped and/or person(s)
aiding and abetting their escape must be recorded, if known.
(c)
Phase 3
Prison officers accompany joint patrols to assist in
identifying any escapees.

4

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL
bb.
--·- ------------------------..,.c.,..c.dd.
ee.
ff.
gg.
hh.
ii.
JJ.

kk.
ll.

nun.

(4)

John and Hadfield Streets
John and NurtOflStfeets
Camp and Norton Streets
Lime and Bent Streets
Lime and Durban Streets
Norton and Bishop Streets
Norton and Green Streets
Camp and Norton Streets
George and Norton Streets
Durban and George Streets
Leopold and George Streets
George Streets and Hadfield Streets

(c)

Phase 3

Joint patrols are mounted to recapture escapees.

(d)

Phase 4

Stabilisation operations continue.

GUYANA FIRE SERVICE

(a)

Phase 1
I.
11.

iii.
(b)

Central Fire Station
West Ruimveldt Fire Station Campbellville Fire Station

One Appliance
One Appliance
One Appliance

Phase 2
i.
Central Fire Station (CFS). The appliance from this
location on arriving at the scene will take up its position in Camp
Street in the vicinity of the main gate. The crew will get to work
from the tank and proceed with rescue and/or fire fighting as the
situation demands. On exhaustion of tank supply relay system using
portable pump at hydrant (Durban & Camp) to water tender must be
established:
ii.
West Ruimveldt Fire Station (WRFS). This appliance will
set in at the ground hydrant at the corner of Durban and John Streets
and the crew will enter compound through the gate at the
south/eastern section of fence and proceed with rescue work or Fire
Fighting, which is more expedient.
Campbellville Fire Station (CVFS). This appliance on
arrival will set in at the growid hydrant in Bent Street and the crew

111.

6

CONFIDENTIAL

I

.I

CONFIDENTIAL
will proceed with rescue work or Fire Fighting, which is more
expedient. Hose lines will enter the compound through an opening

(ho1efin thiffence attne northern siae: ·· · · ·· -- ·· · -- ·- ·-- ·· ·····

iv.
Contingency Operation. Should appliance from West
Ruimveldt Fire Station (WRFS) and Campbellville Fire Station
(CVFS) fail to access adequate supply of water from respective
hydrants, they will proceed to canals at Princes/Camp Streets and
Croal/Camp Streets respectively, and get to work conducting the
same procedures as outlined above.
(c)

Phase 3

remain on standby.

(d)

Phase 4

remain on standby

d.

Materiel and Services.

e.

Command and Control.

As per individual services SOP

(a)

JOC Main remains Police Eve Leary

(b)

JOC tac to be established in the Prisons Sports Club .

.MUTINY/RIOT AND MASS DESTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS

9.

a.

Aim. To re-establish control over the prison

b.

Concept of OPs
(1)

This will be a 4 Phase Ops
(a)

c.

(b)
(c)

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

(d)

Phase 4

Deployment
Containment and Control
Domination of area
Stabilisation Ops

Detailed tasks
(1)

GUYANA PRISON SERVICE
(a)

Phase 1
i.
ii.

Staff on shift
Standby force -

7
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10 persons
7 persons

CONFIDENTIAL

.'
(b)

Phase 2

i.
11.

iii.

Alarm raised.
Operations staff to sound siren inunediately
Operation's staff to contact:
aa.
bb.
cc.
dd.
ee.

Officer-in-Charge of Prison
Director of Prisons
ALPHA, DELTA
Inform Operation Room (Guyana Fire Service).
Duty Officer Camp Ayanganna

iv.
Duty Officer to identify staff to be issued with shields,
truncheons, arms and ammunition and other equipment and be at the
ready position.
v.
All available staff to be deployed to contrun and secure the
Prison.

vi.
Duty Officer to identify special staff to observe and record all
information in relation to the incident.
vii.
Medevac to be established to treat injured officers
immediately.

I
!

i

I
I

i
I
i

viu.

IItjured inmates to be treated and isolated.

ix.
Physical muster of prisoners to be taken when Prison is
secured.

(2)

(c)

Phase 3.

Domination of Prison Compound.

(d)

Phase 4. Stabilisation operations continue.

GUYANA POLICE FORCE

(a)

Phase 1
I.

Brickdam
aa.
bb.

ii.

- General Duties ranks

Riot Unit
Patrols

Eve Leary - Riot Unit

8
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(b)

Phase 2
Cordon of Prison, (inner cordon) securing it from further
escapes

I.

aa.
bb.
cc.

dd.

Camp and Bent Streets
Camp and Durban Streets
John and Durban Streets
Bent and John Streets

IL
Provide escorts to prison staff as they secure /mobilise
prisoners.

iii.

Arrest persons aiding and abetting prisoners.

iv.
Assist in internal control by providing security for Prison
staff as they mobilise and secure prisoners. (if necessary)
v.

Arrest person(s) aiding and abetting escapee(s) if known.

(c).
Phase 3. Joint patrols are mounted to dominate the immediate
vicinity of the Prisons.
(d)

(3)

Phase 4.

Stabilisation operations continue.

GUY ANA DEFENCE FORCE
(a)

Phase 1.

Coy HQ and 1 x Platoon

(b)

Phase 2.

Cordon of Prison (outer cordon).

aa.
bb.

cc.
dd.
ee.
ff.

gg.
hh.
ii.

JJ.
kk.

11.

Camp and Hadfield Streets
John and Hadfield Streets
John and Norton Streets

Camp and Norton Streets
Lime and Bent Streets
Lime and Durban Streets
Norton and Bishop Streets
Norton and Green Streets
Camp and Norton Streets
George and Norton Streets
Durban and George Streets
Leopold and George Streets

CONFIDENTIAL

CONFIDENTIAL

-,

mm.

George Sh·eets and Hadfield Streets

(c).
Phase 3.
Joint patrols are mounted to dominate the immediate
vicinity of the Prisons.

(d)

(4)

Phase 4.

Stabilisation operations continue

GUYANA FIRE SERVICE

(a)

Phase 1

i.
11.
11.

(b)

Central Fire Station
West Ruimveldt Fire Station Campbellville Fire Station

One Appliance
One Appliance
One Appliance

Phase 2

i.
Central Fire Station (CFS). The appliance from this
location on arriving at the scene will take up its position in Cam
Street in the vicinity of the main gate. The crew will get to work
from the tank and proceed with rescue and/or fire fighting as the
situation demands. On exhaustion of tank supply relay system using
portable pump at hydrant (Durban & Camp) to water tender must be
established.
West Ruimveldt Fire Station fWRFS). This appliance
ii.
will set in at the ground hydrant at the comer of Durban and John
Streets and the crew will enter compound through the gate at the
south/eastern section of fence and proceed with rescue work or Fire
Fighting, which is more expedient.
m.
Campbellville Fire Station (CVFS).
This appliance on
arrival will set in at the ground hydrant in Bent Street and the crew
will proceed with rescue work or Fire Fighting, which is more
expedient. Hose lines will enter the compound through an opening
(hole) in the fence at the northern side.
iv.
Contingency Operation. Should appliance from West
Ruimveldt Fire Station (WRFS) and Campbellville Fire Station
(CVFS) fail to access adequate supply of water from respective
hydrants, they will proceed to canals at Princes/Camp Streets and
Croal/Camp Streets respectively, and get to work conducting the
same procedures as outlined above.
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(c)

Phase 3.

remain on standby.

(d)

Phase 4.

remain on standby.

d.

Materiel and Services. As per individual services SOP

e.

Command and Control.
(a)

JOC Main remains Police Eve Leary

(b)

JOC tac to be established in the Prisons Sports Club.

HOSTAGE TAKING
9.

a.

Aim,

b.

Concept of Ops.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

c.

To free the hostages taken.

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4

This will be a 4 Phase Ops.
Deployment
Containment and Control
Rescue Ops
Stabilisation Ops

Detailed tasks
( 1)

GUYANA PRISON SERVICE
(a)

Phase 1
I.

lll.

(b)

Staff on shift
Standby force -

Phase 2.
1.

Alann raised.

ii.

Operation's Room Staff sound siren immediately.

ui.

Operation's Room Staff to contact
aa.
bb.
cc.

Officer-in-Charge of Prison
Director of Prisons
Alpha Delta (Police)

11
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10 persons
7 persons
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dd.
Guyana Fire Service
·----..-.:..·----------------e;;:-:;e;:-.-DillyUthcer Camp Ayanganna
iv.

Duty Officer secures all prisoners in nearest enclosure.

v.

Isolate and contain area of incident.

vi.
The most senior personnel on the ground to make initial
assessment/demand(s) of hostage takers.

vii.
Identify negotiator(s) to negotiate and secure release of
hostage(s).
vm. If all negotiation fails - joint rescue operation to be mounted
to rescue hostage(s).
Phase 3.
Prison officers accompany joint patrols to assist in
(c).
identifying any escapees.
(d)

(2)

Phase4.

Stabilisation operations continue.

GUYANA POLICE FORCE
(a)

Phase 1

i.

Brickdam
aa.

bb.
II.

(b)

- General Duties ranks

Riot Unit
Patrols

Eve Leary - Riot Unit

Phase 2.
i.
Cordon of Prison, (inner cordon) securing it from further
escapes

aa.

Camp and Bent Streets

bb.
cc.
dd.

Camp and Durban Streets
John and Durban Streets
Bent and John Streets

11.
Provide escorts to prison staff as they secure
prisoners

iii.

Assist in the location and apprehending of prisoners

12
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iv

v.
Assist in internal control by providing security for Prison
staff as they mobilise and secure prisoners. (if necessary)

(3)

Vl.

Help with negotiations.

vii.

Effect crowd control

vm.

Assist in the rescue operation.
Joint rescue ops.

(c).

Phase 3.

(d)

Phase 4. Stabilisation operations continue.

GUYANA DEFENCE FORCE

(a)

Phase 1.

Coy HQ and 1 x Platoon

(b)

Phase 2

Cordon of Prison (outer cordon).

aa..
bb.
cc.
dd.
ee.
ff.

gg.
hh.
ii.
jj
kk.

ll.
mm.

(4)

Camp and Hadfield Streets
John and Hadfield Streets
Jolm and Norton Streets
Camp and Norton Streets
Lime and Bent Streets
Lime and Durban Streets
Norton and Bishop Streets
Norton and Green Streets
Camp and Norton Streets
George and Norton Streets
Durban and George Streets
Leopold and George Streets
George Streets ~:md Hadfield Streets

(c).

Phase 3. Joint rescue ops.

(d)

Phase 4.

Stabilisation operations continue.

GUYANA FIRE SERVICE
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(a)

Phase 1
1.
11.

iii.

(b)

Central Fire Station
West Ruirnveldt Fire Station
Campbellville Fire Station

One Appliance
One Appliance
One Appliance

Phase 2
i.
Central Fire Station (CFS). The appliance from this
location on aniving at the scene will take up its position in Cam
Street in the vicinity of the main gate. The crew will get to work
from the tank and proceed with rescue and/or fire fighting as the
situation demands. On exhaustion of tank supply relay system using
portable pU111p at hydrant (Durban & Camp) to water tender must be
established.
ii.
West Ruimveldt Fire Station (WRFS). Th.is appliance will
set in at the ground hydrant at the corner of Durban and John Streets
and the crew will enter compound through the gate at the
south/ea$tem section offence and proceed with rescue work or Fire
Fighting, which is more expedient.

Campbellville Fire Station CCVFS). This appliance on
arrival will set in at the ground hydrant in Bent Street and the crew
will proceed with rescue work or Fire Fighting, which is more
expedient. Hose lines will enter the compound through an opening
(hole) in the fence at the northern side.
111.

Contingency Operation. Should appliance from West
iii.
Ruimveldt Fire Station (WRFS) and Carnpbellville Fire Station
(CVFS) fail to access adequate supply of water from respective
hydrants, they will proceed to canals at Princes/Camp Streets and
Croal/Camp Streets respectively, and get to work conducting the
same procedures as outlined above.
(c)

Phase 3.

remain on standby.

(d)

Phase 4.

remain on standby

d.

Materiel and Services.

e.

Command and Control.
(a)
JOC Main remains Police Eve Leary

As per individual services SOP

14
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(b)

JOC tac to be established in the Prisons Sports Club.

CONCLUSION
C4f
10.
These plans are not~ in stone, but will have to be tested, rehearsed and refined.

Col
Comd 1 Inf Bn Gp

Distribution

cos
COP
Dir GPS
Dir GFS ._.,/
secretary JSCC

List of Annexes
A.

GROUND

B.

PICTURES OF PRISON ENVIRONS
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"RESTRICTED"

>::fi~T &

EVACUATIOJY FROCEDUiieS,.
860RQETOWIY PRISOJY,
A JOI/YT SERVICES,. RESPOJYSE

I
!

I
I

II
I

PRISONS HEADQUARTERS
46. Brickdam
Stabroel<

Georgetown
June 2001
'

I

"RESTRICTED"

'I

..

EREFJ\CE

I
Consequent

to

the

mas~

threats

Lo

human

live

and

limbs,

destruction lo. property and security of prisoners, Jil<;ely to be
posed by fire(s) raging within the Georgetown Prison, the Joinl
~>crvices

compri.sing the· Guyana Prison Service, Guyana Vire

'iervic•.!, Guyana l'olice force and lhe Guyana Defence Force have
c1ecidecl Lo establi.slled a 'set of pre-<.lelermlned procedure::; in

•. mler to suppress and/or neutralize all threats posed by fire(s)
wilhin

the

n~pre.scnt

Prl.son.

The contents

of th·is

boo!{let

therefore

the role of the Joint Servle<>.s in response

to a fire

Tlln:<ll <trH.1 evacualion of l'risoners rrom lhe Georgelown Frison
re;ullinG from flre(!l).

ll 11.: •.1pprcmcli l.o this l'asl\ was collal>orative one, and lhe success
ul ih 1:~xeculion will ck1w11cl on Lile support given by Governnwnl,
l'riv<11t:

y

1

S(~ctor.

I

f\,it_ad_,J

Voluntary Organisations ;ind Lhe l'ublic al. larut'..

I

I

:,,(

(Yi rJf-f_

f'IRE 11/Rl1"JA.T_f1ti.D.)JJ!.llCL!.t1TIOJYERO_CED.J!l1BS
-~----~·

,•

.

~-aIIDEa::::::::;...&A.A~._.._._ ~-A-'"

The Role of the Guyana Prison Service
Gcrrnrul

::ire at the Georgetown Prison wheth:er it is caused deliberately (arson) or by
•

~:;c:cident

is considered as its most critical and devastating threat that can affect

\lie lives and security of prisoners and officers, as well as those civilians who

./

:eside within the immediate vicinity of the Georgetown Prison.

It is therefore of critical interest to the securi~y, safety and, stability of the Prison

'

·ind the community at large, thcit all lh~eats of fire within the Georgetown Prison
1; 1u0l

bo prevented or immediately suppressed.

1·;1i.::re aro bcisiccilly three (3) scenarios of fire that may occur within the Prison,
.'.:·1ich 1Nill rwcc:ssitale that a nurntier of actions/responses be taken to contain
·: .·:in. Th1.~y r:ii-e coded as follow:

I

represents

.J) lili:::.

;.)

n~rlloval/ovucuntio11

divi'.;:;io1rn

fire
of

scenario

prisoners

does

that
from

their

not

cells,

involve

the

donnitorie!:>,

umi others places oi. confinement.

'

I
I.

Codo Crimson:
i)) ·n1i!:; rnprescnts

i

a tire scunario in which ono or two buildings ilro on

lir1..; •.rnd poso lilwly l11ruab> to lifo, limbs and destruction to prop1!rly,
lw11cc: will involv<: Uhl purlial cvacuatio11 or removal of prisoners

trom ono section of tho Prison to a safer aroa within the Prison;

1

l!ltra Crimson:

I

This fepresents a fire scenario in which thoro ~e several firos raging
in buildings simultarwously posing mass threats to lives, limbs and
destruction t() property hence will involve the totul evacuation of
prisoners from tile Georgetown Prison.

is cxpoctod the.it more lih\::)ly ll1cin not, th8 tl1ree scenarios will dovelop

ooressively if not controlled quicl\ly. That is,

a tlrnall fire wi\11in u-ie Prison can

evelop into one that will nece:ssitulu t11e partial evacuation of prisoners cind if not
.ontrollcd. to total evacu.:Jlion.

Tliu Prrsons' i\dministr;:::ition l18e>

procleterminerJ set
·~ol\3borotion

or

iound it necessary therefore to 8$lablish u

procedures which ranks ol tho Guyana Prison Service in

with othor members of tho Joint Services (GFS, GPF and GDF). will

follov; 1n orcJer to suppro!:ls .:ind/or neutralize

lh(~

tnreats to oach of tho lhrue (J)

ill(; ~L~811C!f'IOS

riv:.: uir11::; oi 11-1e::>e predeterminecl prncedures arn to _QrnvenrWarn~ .'.":JncJ co111Us1011
c1n1011u ofl'1cers

when confrontw<.J 1.vi111 fire(s) w1tt1111 1110 fJri::;;on ond lo rnal\t·J t11er11

upernte ,>rderly anc.i rr:itionally u:; :iiey otternpt ro ~uppre:.:;s and/or neutrnli;::o
1\ireat(s) po::>ed by fire
_
;·

/

.. ---~

OFlJt:CTIVFS~

'-----------··
11

11

.-~-·

I!) f.J11_;::,,:;rvo life cind limb of pri:;;oner:;; and st;ilf

f

ru

olt10r proJ-lUI tw~; rr1dudi11g

fJll~VNlt llh~ dG!>[ruclion

of

building~.

~JllCJ

1•.,r:.orcb. w;Jrrants. lmjg0r~; and journuls b';' t1ro

111)

In prGVt::Hll o~;capt:J(s).

v·

.....

.... <. .•.

.___..

_ROUTINE PROCEDURES:

The tollow1ng represent the action::;/resµonses to be t<Jl(en 1n event of each of the
three (3) tire scenarios respectively.

1)

'

Code Red:

Fire within the Prison t11at does not involve the remova!/evacuc:ition of
prisoners.

a)

In event any rarn' observir.1g· e1 fire within any section of tr1e

Georgetown Prison, it is directed lhat he/she raises an alarm
immediately indicating where the fire is and its impending
threats, if any.

He/she will use all available means to his/her

disposal to put ouUminimize the spread of the fire.

b)

Tl1e Duty Officer <Jnd/or the most senior officer on duly rr1ust bo

informed immediutely;

He/she will immediately niake a quick

a:::;sessrnent of the fire and inform the staff 011 duty in the
Operations Hoom (Ops Room) of tile fire and its code.

c)

If it is a code "Hod" fire; the staff in the Ops Roorn will
1n11r1Hdiately n:i1:>u an alc.mn lo gamL::r the r1elp of all CJv~iil~ible
officGrs within tho vicinity of the Prisons.

Simultaneously, ltH:J

i=ire Deparlmunt, the Officer-in-Ch::irge of the Priso11. ll'lo
Diroclor of Prisons and the Guyw1a Police Force

3W

iu IJEJ

inforniocJ.

<:I)

Tl1l~ Duty Offict.:::r or ll'1e mo!:ll senior officer on duly will 011sure
tli~il

all uvailmbl<ii equiprnent and/or resources

1nclusivu of

J

- - ------------

---~-

------------------

- ·---

-

---------·-------------

emergency we.1\er pump and fire oxt1ngl!isll0rs 8re deployed ::md

"

activated to extinguish fire.
Duty Officer or

e)

tilt.!

°t

most senior officer

duty will ensurG cill

avrnlable staff ;:irn !:itrategically deployed in order to

n1~11nta1n

tho

security of tho Prison.

Duty Officer or tl11.:.: most senior offlcur on duty is to ensure tt1::it

f)

civciilable staff inclusive of the Tasl~ Force are issued with

truncheons, batons, shields and other appropriate and approvl':d
equipincnt lo co1111ol and keep priso11urs

~ecured.

The staff in tl1e Operation~ Room must 0nsure ll1at tllert:! is

9)

diligent monitoring and precise recordings of ll1e situation:
nctions and clecls1orn1

h)

t: 11<en.

It is expected U1at the Fire Depurtmcnt take the following
zic:tion(s):

.c'/

i)

L:-.xt1nouish HK~ fire(s)

11)

Investigate

th~ CLILJS~

of tile

fire(~i)

oncJ rnal<e the necessary

n..:icornrnondc.11 km( s ).

i)

It

i!i cixpoct<icJ that

tllu Guymrn Police Fon~e {GPF) tal<ei ttw

following actio11(s):
:11

To invostio•utu if tile GFS icic:intifies any net ol' crirninul
11eglioencc~ as lt10 c ..iuse

for the f1rn(s).

.\

'.ii.....
...__,.

"

-.......
CODE CRIMSON:

2.

Fir~(~-)·- within

the Prison lhut vfi11 involve the partial

evacuation of pri~oncrs from one section of the Prison
to a ~!lfc.r .aroa within the Prison.

a)

In evsnt of the Duty Officer or most senior officer on duty
when responding to. a fire alarm within the Prison assesses

'
t]) (.,.6i
r r l.
fl tt.... .
·I

I

\\..)((
,) /

/

_,.,.... ....

that the building(s) on fire may necessitate tho evacuation
of prisoners from

tllat section of lhe Prison to a S§:lfe_r area

He/st·1e mu~t 11nmediately inform 11·10 staff 1n tt·1e Operations
Room thut tlw lire is a Codo Criml.:ion.

or

In t:vent of 11 ld Uuly Officer or inu:;t senior officor on duty in
his/her as:;;e::;s111eni that u code l~ud fire is spreading <:ind
becoming uncontrollable resulting tt1at the prisoners -s~1ould
be removed/evacuated from one ( 1) section to a safor area,
he will inform tlie staff in ll1e Ops Room that the fire is now
CodG Crimson.

b)

nIt:

Ops Rooin staff will imrneciiJ!ely

I

sound the siren with

I
I

five (5) lor1g blasts to ri:lise un alrn m to garner lt1e ~1elp ol all
8V8ilablu officur:;; within the vicirnly

or

the Prison. Tile c1-~i

GPF, DOP, O/C G/lown Prison, and GDF lo bt:: 1rifor111t.:d

11nrnediately. Tl1e Ops Room to bo m.anned by a ran!<. not

I

b1.:1low .:.1 Pnr1cqJdl Officer II wl1u will bu rospun:,;ibh:: ror

I

rnalmig v1:.:;ual ~1ssussments, recur dings rn rd mo11itorino U-1e;

j

,.:_)

I

I

I

-I

I

!
J

fire The most senior Prison Officer on duty will ensure tl1<.Jl

,•

the Pcnm~t Sesretaey mid tllG Honourable Minister of

I lumo Affairs :_iru infonrir:d
- ....-...... ..·-·---.....-----·~--

._

i
The Duty Offic01r or thG most senior officer on duty will

c}

c;n::;ure

tr1;:it

available equipment and/or
------------------

;:Ji!

resources

inclusive of emergency water purnp, fire extinguishers me
"-·-·J·--..-·--·-------·-

·-

doployed ancJ c:ictivated to extinguish ttle fire.

nestrLJints

such as handcuffs; are to made available to secure and
i

conlrol inmntos who are likely to be unlocf<ed.

Duty Officer or Hie most senior orflcer on duty will ensure all

cl)

I

-=-

av a i 1ab Ie staff are strategically deployed jn order to rnoiotuin
-

I

the security of the \Prison and prisoners.
fl()~~ts

All Observ;:it1on

should bu manned by mrncd sentries The Front Gate

will be

supervl~l'-!d

by a

r:.m~~

nut bdow ttwt of

C:J

Princ1p<1I

Oftico1 II.

e)

Tl 10 OfricE?r-in-Charge or most senior rank on duty will
.::1ss0~'s

which ::.;ection of the Prison the prisoners Nill bu

r~v::icucited

f)

i,_,.

1

for their safety and security.

i
r::.ntrnnce5, exits and fire oscape p9jnts are to be unlockic:d 1n
tl11~ e:1FFectod 8re~1

in,order' lo facilitate controlled ev8cuation.
I

DJ

The most senior officer on duty or Duty Officer will ernJure
that all available staff in collabornlion with Police ranl\:s

die

:;trCJtegicaJly cjuployed, so t11al inrnGtes unlocktid would i'Jc
':,ur rour iued IJy :>l:.1fffl'J0Jico

I ~1

h)

Prisoners are to be escorted to the safe area while
positioned between two (2) rows of Prison Officer?, in
conjunction with Police ranks. The safe area/section where
prisoners are re-located must be -'nanned
number

of

staff

equipped

with

by

the

appropriate
necessary

equipmenVinstrurnent in order to maintain security and
control of prisoners. y

-------.... - ...----' .

i)

It is e'xpectod that the Fire Department should take the

following actions. :
i)

3F' ~

.

th~

\

ii)

Extinguish
fire(s)
I
Investigate the cq,use of the fire(s).

iii)

To adv'1so on provonl1vo 011d procaul1onn1 y muu::.;111 u:;

I

j)

'

1

It is expccteµ that tile Guyana Police Force (GPF)
take the following action(s):

a)

Cordon off the Prison securing it from

escape(s)

and/or external interference.
Assist in internal control by providing security for staff
'

as they mobilize and secure prisoners.
c)

To investigat~ if GFS identifies any acts of criminCJI

negligence
d)

fo( the cause of the fire(s).

To perform 1ny other task(s) assigned to them by
their Comma1der.
I

I<)

It is oxpcctcd that tho Guyana Dofence Force (GDF) will

.,
tal<e the following oction(s):

________________ ___
7

..

--·---

-·-

."---

Assist in cordoning off the Prison and support the other
f"

i

Service(s) if required to do so.

l.

1)

When the situation is undor

control,~

physical check of all

inmates to be ff!Qde to verify the correctness of number

~1)

ULTRA CRIMSON:

a)

.

In event of a code1°Crimson fire spreading to other buildings
in the Prison compound

posing mass threats to lives of

inmates/officers an.d destruction to property. Tho Director of
Prisons or Deputy Director of Prisons in consultation wm1 the
Chiet-Of-Stci1l Commissioner of Police and Chief Fire OJ·ficer
must consider the total evcicuation of prisoners from tile
Prison to safe and secured arna(s) so designated.

b)

The Honourablo Minister of Home Affairs and Permanent
Secretary to bu informed by l11e Director of Prisons or tt·1e
most senior F1 rison Officer, of the decision to evacuate
pri:Joners.

$0

t11at tho Government may grant t11e

nece~;sary

emergency power.; to the Joint Services to take appropriate
ciction( s ).

c)

The Director of Prisons to prepare and publish television and
rndio rnessag0s, directing oil officers on off- duty, on
v::.ic<::ition/011nual leave to report immediately for duly.

d)

Under the

command of tho Prison Service and with

assistance from thG Police, the inmates of t11e bu"ilclings,
dorrnHorics 21nd cells will be
rm orderly rnannor

<'13

rel~!ased

into the compour1d in

to permit a "Numbers

Ct~eck" as

l11oy

leave.
, ..

The "Numbers Check" will ensure that all inmates

have been accounted for as leaving their cells, dormitories

i

'

and other areas of confinement

I
e)

The effective cordon of the Prison area by members of the

GDF and GPF.

be

cordoned

This operation will necessitate taking in

will

be

determined

by

the

GDF/GPF

Commanders.

f)

Inmates will be assembled under Prison/Police escorts in the
most c.idvantag'eous area of the compound (where the fire is

least threatening and where ii would be possible

in

the

circumslGnces to establish control).

O)

Lining of Camp Ltreet by armed personnel, betwc;ien the
Prisons and the St. Mary's Scl1ool, and taking control of the
'school buildings by armed Joint Services' personnel.

11}

Movement of prisoners by foot, under guard and manacled,
nort11 ulong Camp Street to the St. Mary's School building at
the corner of Camp Street and Bricl<dam.

i)

The rnobilizDlion of transportation - enclosed trucks and
buses - to ta\<e prisoners from the St. Mary's School to the
Exhibition Auditorium at Sophia or the Georgetovvn Crick.et
Club Ground or any other designated area under armed
escorts in conv6y:;.

~----

--

--- ------- ·----·-··-·---------------

-1

Room to be operw1v""'" ...

l!

~~

sxpectr~d

thnt the supply of electricity at the

Gcofgoli>VJn Prlson be st:cfa:.wrnHzecl, ~n ere.er to r:Dn~ro}

tho flow of eloctrici!y to the v;::irious buildings,

1,v~thoul

total

shut down of power supply, so that the fire{s) con be
effectively controlled.

Mobil<) Ught~ng 'equipmont to be mado available, for
i

.

exnmple: Generator, Million watts candles lamps, torchligl1ts, in event of (forl<;ness/power outages.
'

A

fire

emerge1 icy

box containing emergency lighting

equipment, axes, .handcuffs ( 1000) plastics, hacksaws and

loudhriilers mt1st.be strategically placed for easy access.

/\ numbor of straiegic31!y locat<:)d recesses are to be made

on rJrison ftmco to accommodate water hose3 from fire
en9inos.

ProcL1r0ment of ::in arc welding ~et to cut Prison fonco, if

nE:cossary, in .;.1 to\al evacuation scenario.

/\ response

cap:~bility

from the Police and Army th3l will

cillow then• to ',xocute roles of armed cordons, 8rmed

10

''

escorts, crowd control, patrols, vehicular mobilization anc
guards.

9)

Mfnistry of Education to lie solicited to obtain the uses of St.
Mary School Building.

10)

Management of Georgetown Cricket Ground and of the
Exhibition Auclitc1rium at Sophia to be solicited to obtain the
uses of those facilities to accommodate prisoners on a longterrn basis.

11 )

Arrangements to bci made tor the provision of meals for
inmates and their ablution needs., The following are possib!e
venues for food preparation:-

.
l

·!· Lusianan Pfr:1on
•:· Police Trnining School Eve Leary
·:· Guyana Dofcnco Force, Camp Ayanganna

·:· Public Ho:>pital, Georgetow:i

·:· Palms
·:· Catc:ring Servicc·s

12)

To solicit

[:l

comrnilment from Voluntary Organisation:::; such

as. tlia Gu~1:.:ma Red Gros~ Society and St. Jol'ln Ambulance

l3rigado lo respond to a call out in order to provide the
followinQ s1:;rvices:
•:· Fir::;t Aid

·!· /\uxilil:lry

On Site
1-Jur~ing

Curo

In Hospil31

11

·

i

---~-----'-·-~-------- ~--

--··- -·~-- -

---13)______--- The-ChiefMe-cffcaromcer-mrougn-n·n:rMlntstryuttru-attrr--m------- be.co-opted into the Joint Services' team to ensure that t11ere
is a medical personnel and facilities in place to render the
required medical services.

14)

The Defence Ou a rd to give emergency powers to the Joint
Services' Team in event of total evacuation of prisoners from
the Prison.

COMMAND:

All activities within tile Prison wiil be commanded by the Prison Department since

it 1s our mandate to enst1re the ::;ecurity of all prisoners committed to
Prison. \=rl1is cotnrn8nd 1-Nill howev0r be consultative w'1th the commanders of
c;oF, GPF and GFS, in order lo nc:utralizA all threats of fire(s) within the Prison
::-:-isuring the security of inmatt::s.

Dale Erslcine, DSM,
DIRECTOR OF PRISONS

1-:

..

-

"

\(L9

-·---·----- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - "
ROLE OF THE POLICE

Stan~ing Practic~ that whenevc~r there is a r~ort of fire, the Guyana Fire

II is the

Service (GFS) and the Guyana Police Force, (GPF) operates in tandem. that is.
wh1cl1ever service gets the report, it ls responsible for informing the other, as
each has its respective roles to play. The Guyana Power and Light (GPL) are
also informed.

:-iowever, if there is

CJ

report of nm at the Georgetown Prison, a number of issues

2:-1ses, the major being, that the priGoners within, will have foremost in their
:-:-1:nds, "a breakout".

It is known

lhc.1~ if this happens, the effects it will

have on

/·'e community. With this view, the Police will have to quickly respond to the
:o:ene in force.

Communication al the scene among the services needs to. be

~.stantaneous.

~oucE

SECTOHS YO Bl:: INVOLVED

General Duty F~anks from Stations in Georgetown.
Impact Patrols
Tr~.:iHic

Detectives
Tactical St::rvicos Unit (TSU)
Special Unit

a

Policu Commander w110 will deleg:.:ile

· :::_ ·· ~:-1c;1:J1l1lios to olhor officer:;;, clc.

He will be required to communic£Jte wit1·1

::· .;

silLiotiori

lhvro

will

be

.'::•.:;1li.:Jlives fron1 lh0 Prison S(~rvic0, Fire Service and Guyuna Defence 1=-orco

13
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t

~s well as, communicating to his immediate superiors as to the situation

Thus

I

:'he setting up of a Command Centre close to the scene.
!

i

;

PLAN (EXTERIOR OF PRISON}

, General Dutios. Impact and Traffic will proceed to lt1e scene, as they are closer.

: They will immed'1ately form an outer cordon around the perimeter of the Prison
;

i until they are joined by ranl<s of TSU.

With the erection of barriers, their

I

!'responsibilities will be to prevent persons from getting in and out of the area.

IRAFFIC

Traffic ranks will be respon51blo for diverting traffic in areas including Camp
Street and [3ricl\dc:im; Durban and Limt-J Streets; Bent and Lime Streets, etc , so
that the area cannot be congested and lhe Fire Service have easy access to and
from the Operation Area .

.i'- section of this Unit will looh: at the inner cordon of the Prison, wiH1 the Prison
sc:c;1•.irily. At the ~Llid time ottier General Duties and Detectives, etc., will as'.;1sl

t.'lo Prison Service in maint~Jining l110 control of inmates to a sare section of ll 1e

Prison-to be counted of the inmates to a safe section to be~ counted and
-~i:Jnacled before

being evzicualcd to

a ~afer place for confinement under urrned

·:2'.Scort ancl in convoy .

.

_;·11~ulor

r:>cwcil'.; will bo dor10 on lhu outer peri1nolcH of ti ie OpcrL1t1on /\reci by

:; Jrc..iw11110111 l111p.:::Jct <:Hill/or Sc1.;tion otthe Special Unil.

--t';----~-----I

I

~

~-

ROLE OF THE GUYANA FIRE SERVICE

'
Tll1s PIJn addresses two (2) likely

~cenmiCY..J

deve:1tp1ng within Ult! Geor£.JL!low11

Prisons.

SCENARIO (I)

A fire occunng w1tl 11n one or possibly two buildings

EVACUATION PLAN

This entails removing inmates lrc1111 the i1111nud1~te tt1real urea and securing the 111
the open space within t11e co1111-1ui 1; ,,1,

SCENARIO (2)

Severnl fires occunng sirnultc:inucJu~ly, that will nece~sitate
the prisoners to u11 mea outside of the Prison Walls.

a total evacuc:it1on ot

This plan will entail the

deployment of olliur friendly forces, (Police Dnd Guy<ma Def1::11ce Force,1, for
security duties.

-, tie Fire Sl:rv1cu's role will be fire suppression.

cnv1snged that to :11~1jor tnslu;

i. G, uvocu8l1011 and fire fighting

ll rnu:st tie;

will havg to be

done s11nultancout>ly.

EVACUAI 101\J

r nc

UC'or~julDWI I

:-0:111;uu11cJ

I 'l'ISOllS <JI f.m.went Ila:::; only two

GXllS

lhal lc::ud out of

ltlt:i

fo t,.Js1ly evacuc:1to oiu1·11 l1undred (800) plus inmates. ttic::;c exit:;

'.

---------

~~--- ----·------ -~----~-.--~------~---·---------~--- ~

.~re no! considered adequate.

___ __
_,___

_,__~----------------~~

Further, consideration must be given tu the

i~ll\elil'!ooa of one of these exits becoming inoperable because of the development
.

'{'

fof the fire.

~it is recommended

'

that an additional exit be constructed on the northern side of

! lhe fence, be1ween the Infirmary and the Dorm11ory Blocks.
"

,,.,
,.

x~ MEANS OF ESCAPE (EXIT) FROM BUILDINGS

"
:.:

1.

All the buildings that have onu exit door should be provided with at least
an additional one, to be used i11 tho event of <Jn emergency

Tlie fire escapes in the wuod and bricli; blocl\s should be m21111lamed e:1\ all
tirnes

FIRE FIGHTING

1\l·presG11l tile Georuelown Pri::>U(l::i rluS in stock d nurnber of water i:Jrid DI)'
Cxti11~1u10l1ers

Cl1er111CL1I Fire

A

I l:Ct-::11!

supported !Jy u 250 g3llon per rrnnute fire pu1n1-'

1r1spl~cl1u11

1:;...1inciu1~;hers wn i1·1 11oed

touml that

rno3t

-

--

supporttfl<J equ1pinc11t ure in working ardor

----------

of lhe Dry Clle/ll1Clll F 11 L'

of 1ecl1;1ruing <:1nd __t.;_~rvic111g

~----

u11J

The fire

pL1111p

3ncJ uttlf'1

However, tho r<JcGnl '.;t.;:ve:y

I 11uhl!CJl1lccl tt1at fir(; fighting copc1bilities con be hamperncl by tile pt J1/~;1r:. ti
l1rnil~J1ons w1t11in tilt!

J l) ,J•_JU/ t;:...::;

r'i ison

cornrioum1.

II Ju:;t1 •... UI J(.;UI I JS,

I{

1::; I (~COITlfJlC:Jll<..lt.!d ll klt t1xecJ

/I l~lL:lllcJl/(JJ 1::: I (]

2
•11:·.:(..Jf1l-.i11t:1Jl1',;

.11u1.·1:11:1"

111

.l.·l•j'liiHF; \)Ii tl1·

•Jl.il~jfljl~ u11U :2····1r.~ t.IU~ll

1/1t· v11;11111y of lilt., 1:;:.11:..; i11 \lie cu1npuu11d i-Jr1d

-1

t:'

duul

Ut /

11 i.Jll:

iclllLJlu 111:-;li.;!ill\.;l~lC'lll:>

clo:>\:: t(I tl1c l1vr.l1c111t~;

0
r··

I.~·

•··
-~·
t"·."

On the outside.
~"

Allurr13tively po; t.s Guuld be cut in llie fence 1n pruxirnity to the

..

ffi'drants on the outside of the compound. These ports should not be less that 8"

~ diameter. Theso will 8id lhe

~-ell

1 ;... ;iu.J

d~ployment

uf fir' fighting

resourcu~ as

as supporting Prison Perso1111ul on the inside, should the situation arise

'\\lllere entry into the corn pound by 1;ursonnel from the outside is difficult

COMMUNICATION._S

I
l

_I

Cons1derallons must be given LCJ 111u.:.11, Jot 21lurt1ng tt 1e f=ire Service as well c.is on

scene consultations for co-ordinat 1011.

-·---

-~------

- - -----

--~-------~-

-----

--~-

CONCLUSION

With the combining of all the S0r vices, GDF, GPF, the Prison Service and to a
I

;·

lesser extent: Private Security Agencies, the forming o; a proper convoy will
result in a successful evacuation and transporting of prisoners to a temporary
confinement area.

Sgd L. Brummel

Superintendent of Police

"!!""

ir-- - - - -

STANDARD OPERATllN6

PROCEDURES

Contingency Plans
RtspoHst to PrisoH LocatioHs

2015

·--·----.

----··--·· .. ---------·-···--- ... ---·-------------·-·-----·-·----1

GEORGETOWN PRISON
CAMP STREET, GEORGETOWN

___ _1_·--·----·------------------·--------------·-----------------------------------------··-------------·-···----····-·---J

----------

PLAN "A"
Response (Turn Out)

Central Fire Station

1 Water Tender
1 Water Carrier

West Ruimveldt Fire Station

1 Water Tender

Alberttown

1 Water Tender

Central Fire Station

The appliances from this location on arrival at the scene will take up its position in
Camp Street in the vicinity of the Main Gate. The crew will get to work from the
tank supply and proceed with rescue and I or fire fighting as the situation demands.
On exhaustion of tank Supply, a relay system using water from Water Carrier with
2000 gallons of water will relay water to water tender No.37 for continuous fire
fighting operations.

West Ruimveldt Fire Station

This appliance will set in at the ground hydrant at the comer of Durban and John
Streets and the crew will enter the compound through the gate at the south eastern
section of the fence and proceed with rescue work or fire fighting, which is more
expedient.

2
i

·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-- I
l

----

-· ---Aibe-rttownFire Statioi__ _

~---

----------~-------~

------------·-

This appliance on arrival will set in at the ground hydrant in Bent Street and the
crew will proceed with rescue work or fire fighting, which is more expedient.
Hose lines will enter the compound through openings (holes) in the fence on the
northern side.

Contingency Operation
Should appliances from West Ruimveldt and Alberttown Fire Stations fail to
access adequate supply of water from respective hydrants, they will proceed to the
canal at Princess and Camp Streets and Croal and Camp Streets respectively and
get to work conducting the same procedures as outlined above.

Additionally, water will be utilized from the reservoir inside the Georgetown
Prison, to complement fire fighting operations. Senior Fire Officer will Liaison at
Prison Operations Room, for coordination and liaison of fire fighting I rescue
operations.

i

______:_______________________________________________________________t
..-,,,....----------

-----------------------------------·--------

·--·------·---·--------------

PLAN "B"
_ _ _ _ _ I_

Response (Turn Out)

Siting of Appliances and getting to work
In the event of being unable to implement Plan 'A', Plan 'B' will
immediately be executed.

Central Fire Station

The appliance from this location on arrival at the scene will take up its
position in Durban and John Streets (Back Gate), working from tank
supply and proceed with rescue and/ or fire fighting as the situation
demands.

West Ruimveldt Fire Station

This appliance will set in at Princess and John on Princess Street,
relaying water to the appliance from Central Fire station and proceed
with rescue work or fire fighting as the situation demands.

Alberttown Fire Station

This appliance on arrival will be positioned at the comer of Bent and
John Streets and the crew will proceed with rescue work or fire fighting,
which is more expedient and access point will have to be made on the
northern fence to gain entry into the compound.

-,

4

-

-------------- -----r

----------------------------------------------·---- ------

-

---·-·

----·--·-·----~----

--------- - - -- - - - - - ~

-----~---

--- ------~-----------------·-------

Campbellville Fire Station

This appliance will set into Croal Street Canal and with a relay system,
relay water to the appliance from Alberttown Fire Station.

NB: Fire Service personnel are to consider the security I custody of prisoners
as being important. Hence, advice and guidance from the Prison Authorities
must be considered bef~.-e entering buildings and other structnres within the
Prison Complex.

5
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TIMEHRI PRISON
ACTION1JY THE CONTROL ROOM ATTENDANT (C.R.A)

The Control Room Attendant on receipt of the call shall
1. Activate the alarm continuously.
2. Dispatch the appliancels and crewls.
3. Inform the Station Officer I Sub. Officer.
4. Inform Headquarters (Control Room) Georgetown.
5. Maintain communication with officers, appliance Is and the Control
Room at Headquarters.
6. Make necessary loggings of all information pertaining to the fire I
emergency.

RESPONSE CREW/SON RECEIPT OF MESSAGE

The Crew ( s) shall
I. Don protective suits I Breathing Apparatus (B.A Set) and mount
appliance Is.
2. Respond promptly to the scene and site appliance/s at the most
convenient point in relation to the fire I emergency.
3. Crewls will proceed with rescue work and if this is not found to be
necessary will proceed with fire fighting operation working from
appliancels tank/s supply and hydrants

6
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'

4. They will also use the reservoir in the compound.
- - - - - - - ---

-i----

-~------------

---~--------

ACTION OF THE SENIOR SUBORDINATE OFFICER OF RESPONDING
CREW/S

1. On arrival, do a proper~ thorough

~size

up" and site appliance/s
appropriately considering the prevailing conditions.

2. Deploy crew/s to engage in rescue/ evacuation and fire fighting as
required.
3. Relay all information to the Control Room on the status of the fire

I emergency.
4. Be in command of the operation~ until relieved by a senior rank.

5. Ensure the safety of his crew members and equipment.
6. Liaise with senior n1embers of the Service (Prison).
7. Must submit a report to the Chief Fire Officer through the Station
Officer.

7
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..----..·----......---------------------------------------. -----·-----....................._. __________ ,.. __________________________________________
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---1\CTIONBY THE OFFICERlNCHARGE

1. On receipt of message from the Control Room Attendant, will
respond to the scene.
2. Take command from the Senior Subordinate Officer.
3. Establish a Temporary Command Post and assume the role of On
Scene Commander.
4. Ensure all resources are effectively utilized to minimum loss of life
and property.
5. Liaise with Control Room Attendant on the status of the operation
and request further assistance if necessary.

•

i

I!
Ir

I
I
I

I
..

.

I
I

--~---·-·----··----·-··-----·------------------------------------------------J
i

NE\V AMSTERDAM PRISON

-r

~::::;:of any emergency call from ilie New ·:msterda:-;~is~~ the-control Room Attendant shall dispatch two (2) appliances to that
location.

PHASE2

On arrival at the address the first arriving appliance will be sited north of
the main entrance (the only entrance) on Penitentiary Walk.
The second arriving appliance will either set into the hydrant on Vryheid
road or use Republic (back dam) road trench, whichever is convenient at
the time.
Once there is no fire, both appliance will standby with charged hose
lines until further instructions are given.

ACTION OF THE SENIOR SUBORDINATE OFFICER OF RESPONDING
CREW/S

1. On arrival, do a proper, thorough 'Size up" and site appliance/s
appropriately considering the prevailing conditions.
2. Deploy crew/s to engage in rescue/ evacuation and fire fighting as
required.
3. Relay all information to the Control Room on the status of the fire

l__ ~:=r:~cy---------------------------------9 ___

·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------'-

_ _ _.4_Be-in.comma...r1d-ot'-the--operation,until--r-elieved-by--a-senior rartlc

5. Ensure the safety of his crew members and equipment.

1e

at

6. Liaise with senior members of the Service (Prison).
7. Must submit a report to the Chief Fire Officer through the Station

Officer.
>f
ACTION BY THE OFFICER IN CHARGE

d
tt

e

1. On receipt of message from the Control Room Attendant, will
respond to the scene.

\.

2. Take command from the Senior Subordinate Officer.
3. Establish a Temporary Command Post and assume the role of On

Scene Commander.
. 4. Ensure all resources are effectively utilized to minimum loss of life
and property.
5. Liaise with Control Room Attendant on the status of the operation
and request further assistance if necessary.
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LUSIGNAN PRISON
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Response (Turnout)

Campbellville Fire Station

I Appliance

Alberttown Fire Station

l Appliance

Campbellville Fire Station
The appliance from this location on arrival at the scene will take up its
position in the vicinity of the Main Gate. The crew will get to work from

the tank supply and proceed with rescue and/ or fire fighting as the
situation demands.

Alberttown Fire Station
This appliance will set in at the open water source which is located at the
western side of the roadway and will work water relay system to the first

appliance.

Contingency Operation
Should the appliance from Alberttown Fire Station be unavailable to
respond, the appliance from Mahaica Fire Station \vill respond.
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Mazaruni Prison
··--·----

On discovering a Fire
1. The Fire Alarm should be sounded.
2. Prison Officials should be mobilized and take up responsibility
with the new Emergency Plan. (evacuation, fire fighting)

· Guyana Fire Service
The Officer in Charge of Bartica Fire Station will mobilize personnel
and firefighting equipment (Light Pump/ Land Rover Tender etc) and
proceed to Mazaruni Prison via a boat and take command with

consultation with the Officer in Charge of the Prison and commence fire
fighting from open water source (river).

l

In event additional resources are required, a team along with additional
equipment will be mobilized from Central Fire Station to respond and
with the assistance of the Guyana Defence Force Air Corps will be
transported to the Location.
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